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SUBM ITTING ITEMS FOR PUBLICATION 

LABEL everything WIth you, name, address and Ihe date; lapel should also indude the 
program nlln'll, laoguage and sYltem. TYPE text if at all possible, doub/e-spaced, on Slh 
11 inch wh,le paper. DRAWINGS should be as clear and neal as possible in black ink on 
whIle paper. 

LISTINGS are hard to reproduce clearly, so please note: 
• Use 11 new .. !)bon on plain white paper when making a lining; _ preler roll paper or 
fan -fold paper. 
• Send cq)'es of one 0' more RUNs of your program, to verily that il rUM and to 
provIde a sense of how things work-and to motivate more of us 10 read Ihe code. RUNs 
should illustrate Ihe main purpose and operation of your program as clearlv as possible. 
Bells, wthules and spe.;ial fealures should jU$! be described jn the doeumenUllion unless 
they're parTicularly relevant . 
• Make sure your code is weI! documented-use a separate sheel of paper. Refer 10 
portions of code by lme number or label or address, please. not by page number. When 
writing documentation, keep in mind that reader1 will inclUde beginners and people who 
may be relatively inexperienced with the language you're using. Helpful documentation ( 
annotation can make your code useful to more people. Documentation should discuss 
just which cases are covered and which aren't. 
• If YOU send us a program to publish, we reserve the ri9ht1O annotate tt (don't worry. 
we won't publish it if we don't like itl. 
• Last but not least. please try to limit the width of your listings: 50-60 characters Is 
ideal. Narrow widths mean less reduction, better readabilitY and better use of splICe. 

LETTERS are always welcome; we assume it's OK to publish them unless you ask us not 
10. Upon !"&Quesl we will wlfhhold your name from a published letter, bul we will nOt 
pubhsh correspondence sent to us anonymouslv. We reserve tne right to edit letterS for 
purposes of claritY and brevitY. 
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Lead time frustrates most magazine editors. At RC, we write and edit articles 
two to three months before our readers see them. That means depth, not 
timeliness, has to be our virtue. But in the next few issues (starting with 
September·October), we're going to print malerial thai's fresh, thai's hot, 
that you won'l see anywhere else. 

We'll be introducing you to the Atari and Texas Instruments personal com· 
puters. The re will be overviews and tutorials and slick application t ricks
all from the authors of the books enclosed with each Alari or TI machine. 
These writers are known to many of you from their previous work - Bob 
Albrecht, Ramon Zamora, Don Inman, Jerry Brown, and leRoy Finkel. 
So tune in next issue for an exclusive look at the newest computers on the 
market. 

Also, stay tuned to your local TV guide late this summer for the announce. 
ment of an upcoming PBS special on computers in the classroom. Called 
"Don't Bother Me, I'm Learning," this 60·minute documentary presents 
the case for computer education through the eyes of its most ardent ad
vocates: computer-hooked kids. The program was put together by Dave 
Shepardson, an independent television producer in San Francisco, with 
several PCCers serving as consultants. Having seen the first cuts of the show, 
our unbiased opinion is: it's great. Don't miss it. 

Our new contributors this issue come from all over-New Jersey, Massachu. 
setts, Arizona, even Mountain View, California. One new contributor, Jack 
Crehore, just turned 88; another, special events critic Joanna Fried, is pushing 
seven years of age. That's the kind of diversity we love. Now, if only more 
women-besides Joanna and this editor-would write for RC, we'd be happy. 
(More on the need for a computing sisterhood in coming issues.) 

Now it is time, once again, to speak of dragons. Actually, to ask you what 
you think, imagine, dream dragons to be. The first International Computer
Drawn Dragon contest has begun! The winner's dragon will appear on the 
cover of the November - December 1979 issue of RC. To enter this contest, 
you must submit: I ) the print ·out of a dragon image or a photo of your 
screen; 2) the listing that generated said dragon; and 3) specs on the system 
used. The dragon can represent any mythical t radition, including the mytho. 
logy inside your own head. Preference in judging will be given to friendly 
dragons, though fe rocious ones with a touch of class will be eligible, too. 

In addition to the glory of appearing on the RC cover, the grand prize winner 
will get a three·year subscription to the magazine. Second·prize is a two
year sub or 12 back issues of the winner's choosing; third prize, a one
year sub or a copy of What to Do After You Hit Return. DEADLINE FOR 
ENTERING THIS CONTEST is September 10. Send all entries to the editors 
Re. • 

- Louise Burton, Bob Albrecht, Ramon Zamora. 

P.S. You'l find lots of challenges in this issue. Keep reading. 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

Letters 
DEFENDING F-MAN'S HONOR 

Now don't get me wrong. I may not be 
the most learned man on the face of the 
earth, but I know when I'm being insul· 
ted! "A Different FORTRAN Man Scen· 
ario" in the Jan/Feb 79 issue was totally 
disgusting. To allow such an outrage to 
even be printed is beyond belief. And I 
quote: "BASIC??? He's one of the worst 
vil lains of all!!" Indeed! I thOUght this 
was the people's computer magazine. 
You're supposed to be catering to the 
software needs of the masses! Oh, of 
course it's easy for those bigshots who 
use the IBM at the office or just happen 
to have a CIX: sitting around collecting 
dust, to criticize the "primitive" Ian· 
guages such as fortran, oh excuse me, 
FORTRAN and BASIC (both of which 
are very close friends of mine). If we 
allow this to continue, who will be the 
next to come under the gun?? US!>? 
PASCAL? Or even APL? That's the 
way itl1 tum out!! We've gOI to draw 
the line! If this be the first shot, may 
it be heard around the world!! 

Computer Hobbyists of the 
World Unite ..... Fight for 

Your LangrmgeJ 

Your magazine has disgraced the good 
name of both FORTRAN and BASIC 
by printing this malicious slander, and 
I believe a fonnal apology to them is 
in order. As for the unfortunate soul 
that wrote the article, I can give but one 
word of advice: Change your ways, you 
decrepit being, or you may flOd a horse's 
head in your memory banks!! 

CRAZYMAN Richard Brooks 
65 Spring Garden Ave. 
Norwich, CT 06360 

P.S. Enclosed is payment for a subscrip. 
tion to your great magazine. 
P.P.S. You have not heard the last of 
CRAZYMAN. 

Ed. note: NeUe, our keeper of accounll, 
verifies that Richard is crazy. He sent $15 
for his $10 RC subscription. 

GOD AND TIlE PET 

I was surprised to see Rev. Strasma's 
letter in Recreational Computing (March· 
April). I am the one who wrote the 
"bitter tenns" letter, and despite my 
better judgment, I just had to send a 
reply. I think. since he opened this bag 
of wonns, 111 take each remark as it 
came. 

(1) Rev. Strasma, I really don't see the 
point in the remark about "a non· 
Christian sect." Do you know what my 
"sect" believes in? Are you sure it isn't 
Christian? 111 admit I'm not a Methodist, 
but how did you know that? Maybe I'm a 
Buddhist, or a MosJem. Do you know 
that Moslems consider Christianity to be 
an infidel "sect"? I hope your neck gets 
over its stiffness soon. 

(2) What's being a pastor, or a bricklayer, 
or anything else got to do with the way a 
company treats a consumer, and whetller 
I can say anything about it? I say my 
attacks were right on! I, and many 
others that I know personally, have 
been treated in a shabby manner. Quite 
frankly, having my letters printed was 
the only way I could get Commodore 
to talk to me. My letters senl directly 
to Commodore were totally ignored. 

(3) Are you sure that "luck" was the only 
reason your PET needed repairs twice 
within 90 days? Could it just possibly 
have been poor construction/inspection/ 
design? Unless you dropped the PET, 
why weren't you reimbursed for the 
shipping costs you had to pay? 

(4) I talked with people at Commodore 
too! Half didn't know anything, and 
the other half dido't care. I guess tlley 
figure if you've put up $800 to buy a 
computer sight unseen, you can't be too 
bright. Maybe they're right. 

(5) I know a heck of a lot more than 
four PET owners, and generally we're 
pleased with our PETs. We are unifonnly 
alike in our dislike of Commodore. 
At least the "old" Commodore of a year 
ago. I understand there have been some 
changes made around there. I wonder 
why? 

(6) The Pet is an incredible piece of work, 
despite Commodore's strange marketing/ 
quality control/secrecy in operations. 
I wouldn't trade it for any other micro 
on the market. (Well, I'd like to look a 

little closer al the Sorcerer. It looks 
pretty nice.) Once J learned how to make 
my own repairs and learned how to 
operate it and waited until someone 
put out some software , it was great! 

(7) I don't expect IBM service, which 
ain't great either. I want the same service 
I gel when I buy an $800 washing 
machine. A guarantee that works, a 
machine that works, and an instruction 
book! J still haven't gotten on their 
mailing list! They do have a mailing 
list, don't they? I was promised a mailing 
list. Is anyone out there? Hellooooo 
Commodore! 

Rev. David M. Conley 
Universal Ufe Church of the Pacific 
10571 Kerrigan Court 
Santee, CA 92071 

HQLYWAR CONTINUES ... 

+ 

In tlle March·April 1979 issue of RC 
I read a poor attempt to salvage what is 
left of PET's pride. Unlike the Rev. 
Strasma of the Grace United Methodist 
Church. I am not biased when it comes to 
microcomputers: furthernlO re, whoever 
this non-Christian ministe r is, he is most 
correct in shaming the PET computer. 
If what you say is true about the atro
cious amount of time it takes to have a 
PET repaired, -you would be silly to 
buy one! 

Also. are you kidding about how many 
times you had to have that thing repaired 
in 90 days? You say you're lucky? If 
you're lucky, then I must have had a 
s.iJver spoon crammed down my throat, 
along with a rabbit's foot or two, a 
horseshoe, and a number of other assorted 
lucky charms. 

1 happen to own a TRS·80, and, since 
I bought it, it has not broken down. 
That was six months ago. six months, 
and not one repair necessary!! Not only 
that. but if It does breakdown, I have a 

two·day service at QIIy Radio Shack in 
the world! Now if those facts don't 
make some people convert (take that any 
way you want), 1 don't know what will. 

If you had looked into microcomputers 
before you bought one, you might have 
found that the TRS·80 has disk systems 
already, along with printers and a number 
of other auachments, such as an elec· 
Ironic voice synthesizer, a screen printer, 
line printers,and many other attachments. 
I hope I have gotten my point across. 
PET owners of the world, you should 
have looked before you leaped ... 

Mark T. Tsetsi 
38 Bourne Ave. 
Tiverton, RI 02878 

CHECKMATE IN FIVE! 

To beat Microchess 1.5 by Peter Jennings 
(and also sold by Radio Shack) - in 5 
moves: 

Ted Fisher 

E2·E4 
Dl-F3 
FI-C4 
C4·0S 
F3·F7 

123 Marlowe 
Danville, IL 61832 

TEACHING TIPS, ANYONE? 

I teach gifted kindergarten to fourth 
grade children, and I am also earning my 
M.A. degree at the University ofConnec· 
ticut. Our school system has purchased a 
Radio Shack TRS..sO computer whlch I 
have been teaching the children in my 
math enrichment groups to program. 
My own interest in this area has grown, 
and 1 am therefore designing a computer 
unit to be used with K-B child ren. Any 
infonnation or materials you might have 
to share with me would be greatly ap
preciated. 

Ann Doorly 
SAGE Program 
Northwest El. School 
Hunting Lodge Road 
Storrs, CT 06260 

First, subscribe to RC. Then, '>'.'(lit for 
leiters from some of our other teacher
readers. (Go 011, drop Ann a line!) 

JUL·AUG 1979 • 
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" . t PUT 'UNIVERSE'lN BASIC! 

I believe that Les La Zar ("Universe
An Immodest Proposal," Ret March-April 
1979) was much too hasty in writing off 
BASIC as the medium for his game. While 
one cannot argue with its limitations, it 
is nevertheless true that almost all micro 
users have BASIC running on their sys
tems, and most would be unwilling or 
unable to layout $300 -500 for FORT· 
RAN or PASCAL, not to mention the 
disk system which is virtually necessary 
for both of those languages (though the 
disk is very desirable to keep reasonable 
the time necessary to load "UNIVERSE" 
overlays). Also, many of us are having a 
hard enough time becoming proficient in 
writing BASIC programs without having 
to leam a new language. 

The more people who contribute to 
"UNIVERSE," the better the chance it 
will actually be implemented. Therefore, 
let's all get busy writing fantasy games, in 
BASIC, and share the results. Ideas such 
as "UNIVERSE" are too good to let die 
because people have been frightened 
away from them. "ADVENTURE" and 
"DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS" were 
handed down by the God of the Big 
Computers, but we little folk can create 
their successors. 

Incidentally, the power of BASIC can be 
greatly extended through the use of 
machine language subroutine calls, which 
are supported by most current BAS ICs. 
Unfortunately, this restricts the progranl 
to a particular microprocessor, but if 
carefully documented , these short seg
ments can be recorded with relative ease. 

So, let's stop the sterile debate over 
language , and all get started writing some 
good games, in BASIC. 

Tom Burke 
R.D.2 
Fairfax , VT 05454 

6 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

RELEVANCE OF 'UNrvERSE'? 

In reference to "Universe-an Immodest 
Proposal," by Les La Zar, the difference 
between playing "Universe" and partici
pating in reality is the end result. We have 
one hundred times the computational 
power of the 1950 "computers"-that 
simulated the thennonuclear detonation 
- in our personal computers. Why settle 
for a game when it is within our reach to 
affect our reality in a positive and per
sonal way? 

Dannie E. Davis 
416·70-1420 
337 ASA Co. 
Ft. Riley , KS 66442 ... 

/ 
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YEA, 'UNIVERSE'! NAY, TOLKIEN! 

This letter concems your March/April 
issue. I have subscribed to RC and 
People's for nearly two years and have 
not felt the urge to get in touch until 
now. Tlus issue has both the best and the 
worst of what' read it for. The best is the 
article on the game Universe by Les 
Laur. I think the idea is well thought 
out, the problems involved are carefully 
articulated and, best of all , the game is 
illleresting. I enjoy reading about gaming 
in a context other than that of a 12-year
old, a stage which many of your writers 
have obviously never outgrown. 

Escapist entertainment, which most of 
fantasy writing is, has nothing to say to 
me. Runequest, for instance, is compli
cated but shallow. Universe is the first 
simulation game which I have read about 
that seems to have the possibility of 
taking into account the complexity of 
human motivations. Whether one is writ
ing fantasy or anything else, to leave out 
the human element leaves a work which 
is simply inhuman. 

+ rO' T 

, 

This brings me to the point of comment
ing on your fllm reviews of Lord of the 
Rings. I saw the fllm recently and hated 

. it. It was a cartoon as opposed to an ani
mated film, and I told people this. The 
Tolkien cognoscenti replied that one has 
to have read the books to understand the 
film (which I thought was a hopeless 
mishmash and told these people so). 
One doesn't have to read anything to go 
to a movie and either enjoy it or hate it. 
The work of art, whatever it is, stands on 
its own merits. 

What is one to make, for instance, of a 
race of beings (Orcs), a bunch of half· 
backs in Halloween masks, with so little 
reason for existence - or so evil - that it 
should be totally destroyed? The other 
race, the Hobbits and wizards etc., are of 
such a superior nature that no question is 
posed about the righteousness of their 
acts. This, I suppose, is the master race. 
Then what are those gray things with the 
horns? Jews? Viet Cong? 

The Orc race possesses a language in com
mon with the Hobbits and has at least 
enough of a culture to bind it together, 
as do the Hobbits and wizards. But we are 
given to believe that the master race is en
titled to the power (ring). 

Is this getting through at all? I hope the 
truth of the symbolism is coming home 
to your readers. Lord of the Rings of· 
fended me on every level which I can pos
sibly be offended. The worst offense is 
the fact that the film bored me. The ani
mation was pretentious and sloppy (one 
can nnd better on any of the Levis com
mercials which use the same techniques). 
The characterization of supposedly adult 
individuals was shallow. It does not 
matter that these creatures are supposed 
to be human. It is simply that they act 
blindly and without motivation and do 
not question what they do. 

Lord of the Rings, then, is the perfect 
place to take your date before heading 
down to the local disco for some more 
vacuous entertainment. 

I guess the thing that bothers me most 
about the movie and the readers of the 
books is the attitude of reverential res· 
pect both for the source material and for 
the ftlm made from it. To put it another 
way, if one does say something against it, 
then one obviOUsly does not know what 
one is talking about. Such smugness is 
found in great, nay, humongous abun
dance among the readers of Mr. Tolkien's 
books . 

The whole genre of so-called sword and 
sorcery literature - big, muscular barbar
ians and their big, muscular, barbaric 
women - is vile. An altogether approp· 
riate critique of this stuff can be found in 
the afterword to a novel called The Iron 
Dream by Nonnan Spinrad. Find a copy 
of the book, and read it for yourself. I 
guarantee you will be surprised. 

There are, on the other hand, numerous 
examples of good writing about the fan
tastical. Michael Moorcock's Dancers at 
the End of Time trilogy is one of the 
more outstanding examples. Another is 
The Devil and W. Kaspar by Benjamin 
Appel. And, of course, there are Phil Far
mer's Riverworld books. I rest my case. 

An ideal vehicle for the implementation 
of Universe is that contained in Frederick 
Poh1's novel, Gateway, in which an alien 
race's ships are found and can be traveled 
in, but the crew never knows what the 
destination of these ships will be. Some 
journeys are hazardous, while others can 
make the voyager rich. 

Another extremely rich source of con
tinuing adventure material is the series of 
stories and novels of the Eight Worlds by 
John Variey, especially his collection 
titled The Persistence of Vision. Both 
Pohl and Varley write about people, real 
people, confronting other real people, 
with the growth of both parties the 
result. 

Einstein told us that God does not play 
dice with the universe. And to play at 
dice with one's life is equally absurd. So 
let's have a lot less of the likes of Rune
quest and D&D etc. in RecreatiofUll Com
puting. Let's explore the possibilities of 
Universe. 

Lon Ponschock 
203 S. Douglas SI. 
Appleton, WI 54911 

WHAT'S IT SAYING? 

Help!! We have a DEC PDP Ilv03 Com
puter system, on which we are running 
RT-II, version 2, and MUBAS, version I 
(single job monitor). 

messages ?DEV and ?DNE result from 
all attempts to access the extra 2 dis· 
kette drives in MUBASIC. 

DEC says that it appears that what we 
are doing should work. 

We would like to be able to run four 
floppy diskette drives, instead of just 
the two that are part of the original 
system. 

Any and all non·obscene suggestions 
would be most welcome. 

Signed: Desperate 
Leslie R. Tanner 
Mathematics Department 
Iamestown College 

We have the equipment, have made 
patches to the monitor, and, in fact, are 
able to handle all four floppies in the 
usual way with PIP. However, error Jamestown, NO 5840 1 0 

~ 
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Cryp[orl[hms 

- ---- ------- ------
BY JOHN OAVENPORT CREHORE (NINE HEX) 

Jack just celebrtlted his 88th birthday. As part of the cele
bration, we are pleased to begin a series of puzzles that he 
deviS6S called "cryptarithms" -8 SOIT of crossvvord puzzle in 
arithmetic. 

If you ere like me, you have probably shied away from solving 
these kinds of problems. But Jack is both engaging and con
vincing; he now has me hooked. With this series, he will/ead 
you into the brsinteasing world of cryptic arithmetic. As an 
Bdded challenge, he suggests that W8 keep 8 running tafly of 
those of you who respond. We will publish your initials (or 
puzzler name-Jack's is Nine Hex) and the tote/s for the 
number of problems you solve. All problems will be num
bered sequentially for use in all communications. 

In addition, Jack poses problems in stJ'lfJrtJl categories: Novice, 
Adept, Genius, and Computer. We want to see and publish any 
programs you may develop for solving this class of logictJl 

problem. In a later article Jack will lead you through a variety 
of solution SlChemes for arriving at answers to the puzzles. 

"I am one of the oldest timers-an Aficionado, a Buff, a 
Master-in a select cult of puzzle solvers who dabble in math 
from kindergarten to the doctoral level," Jack notes in his 
letters to us. '7hirty or forty years ago, for a few months, 
I fan a half-page in one of the Mechanics magazines. About 
then, the international societies for the elite cryptographers
the American Cryptogram Association and The National 
Puzzlers' League-were in their heyday. I enjoyed the tutelage 
of many of the skilled cryptographers of our military and 
state departments," Jack concludes. 

Over the years, Jack has continued to perfect his interest in 
puzzles. He has taught puzzle-solving to both children and 
adults. You now get a chance to enjoy the benefits of his 
expertise. - RZ 

.------.----------------------------------------. 
SAMPLES & EXAMPLES 

Substitute the correct numbers (digits) for the [etters and you 
will solve some simple examples. You can begin by deter
mining the range of values for each letter. Is it more or less 
than the number five? Is it odd or even? 

Puzzle 1 

B 
B 
B 

---cB 

Puzzle 2 

R 
R 
T 

TR 

A, 
+H! 
HM, 

Puzzle 3 

AC 
xAC 

FH 
JF 

YBCH 

Puzzle 4 

ASS. FCB 
KCF, FKB 
MAM, MFA 

L ________ . _________________________ . _________ . __ ~ 

8 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

-------- -------- -----
CHALLENGES 

Puzzle 5 (NOVICE) 

KM 
H 
M 

MOD 

Hint: Look at the samples & examples 

Puzzle 6 (ADEPT) 

NADUES 
x NADUES 

HHANDBS 
NADUES 

EBDHUAD 
NDTTEHA 

EETEUTA 

ETTYBHTHSHUS 

Hints: (a) S X 5 co 51 (b) Letters for one and zero are obvious. 
(c) The uniu columns of the five products show three dif
ferent digits. (d) The fifth product contains a perfect square 
N' . (e) The third product has a zero in the units position, so 
a five is involved. 

Puzzle 7 (GENIUSES) 

YER LUS NAS 
YYB LUM UAL 
YUR LUR UAR 

LNR ASR UMR 

Hints: No hinu to geniuses I They compete on even terms with 
computers! 

Puzzle 8 (COMPUTERS) 

HL ECD DTB 
x LM UWT 

DL BMT BCW 
CEL WWL CB 

HELWW HEB 0 
HBEULL DLW 
ULDUBH WE 

MMWCCD HEU WHW 

Hint: No hinu here, either! A genius can solve this, in time. 

So try your skills and get your answers and programs to us as 
soon as possible. Again, in future issues we will keep a running 
tally, under your initials or name, based on your correct 
answers. So bend your brain and get th()$J(J letters rolling. As 
Jack (also a CB fan) says in his notes to us, "Sevenry-threes, 
good buddy. Eights." 0 

- - - -=-=--- - =-=-.... r . - -- . - . - . - -- -- -- -- -- -"70LUTio;;s- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -..., 
• 

I 

TO SAMPLES AND EXAMPLES 
'a6ad alll »0 6u!dwnl w,~ :lf601 &1Il pu, 91!4M' 

I! 1Il!M .... IS ll! UD ... 'N.H~ uwnlO:t u'lIl :Jno} uwnlO:t 1,1&41 
:81,10 uwnlo:l ul e JO} 1811101 1'41. . AMa I! .... H os ll46!1::1 ' l 8 
IIq lInw H 81l.llAIlM '1!6,P UrM8 u, IIq unw 'V 'auo uwnlO:t UI 

'OOO'l "P'8J IOU PIIlOM 1'101 8tjl '£ 
U811l ss81 "'11M 'I/}! :::If}O (!:)(lId Ut p&pNoU aq PlnoM LllU81 88J41 
'c UII41 8.lOW 9,I;IM'I/ II ·C ,nl'A 'IP ..wll Ajuo UII:) '1/ J8U'1 941. 

96 .. 

., 
, 
• • 

uopnJOS 
~ '/ZZrId 

" 
9 
9 
9 

UO,Jln/os uopnJOS 
t a/zzrld I 'jZZrId L ____ . _______________________________ . __________ ~ 
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COMPUTERTOVVN, 
U.S.A'! 

BY LOUISE BURTON 

A dot flashes in the center of an unidentified state map. The 
computer waits. The name of the state is ... ? The nine.year
old at the keyboard wiggles, then turns questioningly to her 
mother. "Well," Mom says, ''where did Dorothy live in The 
Wizanio[Oz?" 

"Kansas! Kansas!" Enlightenment. She types the word and 
hits ENTER. The next state's outline appears on the screen. 
A crowd of kibitzers gathers behind her to share in this com· 
puter game. It is Tuesday night in Men10 Park, California, and 
the place is the public library. 

10 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

A humanities professor sits down at a computer and threads 
his way past the monsters in a dWlgeon. Strange, very strange, 
he keeps thinking. He had simply wandered into one of his 
regular literal}' hang~uts. and there was this group of people 
playing with computers. And now he was trying it too. It is 
Friday night in Menlo Park, California, and the place is Kep. 
ler's Bookstore. 

Monday night is the Smiths' night out, and by family vote, 
dinner is pizza. What do they discover then they arrive at 
their local pizza parlor? Several picnic tables given over to 
computen. And where is it happening? Why, Menlo Park, of 
coune. 

Menlo Park, California, home of People's Computer Com
pany, may soon be known as ComputeTtown, U.S.A. Grass
roots computing has caught on here. Every month, it seems, 
computers spring up somewhere new. 

In February, PCC put on a "computer carnival" at Kepler's 
Bookstore, a large and popular establishment on EI Camino 
Real. The event, advertised in the local newspaper and by 
bannen in the store windows, drew a mixed crowd of com· 
puter believen and skeptics, kids and parents, book browsers 
and folks just off the street. Kepler's now has a computer 
carnival the third Friday of each month, run by the Dragons 
of Menlo Park (otherwise known as Bob Albrecht, Ramon 
Zamora, and friends). 

In March, the dragons brought their computers to the Menlo 
Park Public Ubrary, launching a weekly computer night 
that is now a Tuesday tradition. After the first night, the 
sessions were mobbed. Kids greatly outnumber adults at the 
library gatherings, and those with several weeks' experience 
are teaching their buddies. 

Seeing this enthusiastic response, Commodore Business 
Machines of Palo Alto loaned a PET computer to the library 
fuU·time. It is now in residence in the children's section. To 
use the PET, youngsters must attend a one·hour class, also 
led by the PCC team. The kids practice loading cassettes, 
typing commands, and playing a game. Each graduate receives 
a "My Computer Likes Me" button and is eligible to use the 
PET whenever the library is open. 

In May, Peninsula School in Menlo Park held its annual spring 
Learning Fair (see "review" section). As at past fairs, there 
were computers on hand. But this year there were eight mach· 
ines, with eight different programs running simultaneously, 
thanks to the auster/One disk system provided by RCcolum
nist Harry Saal. 

In June , monthly computer nights (like those at Kepler's) 
started at Round Table Pizza in Menlo Park, a casual family 
restaurant. 

These recent events, claims Bob Albrecht, are just a beginning. 
"We've talked for a long time about PCC being a community 
resource," he says. "And now we're making it happen - taking 
computers to the places where people have fun. It's not 
enough to tell people that computers aren't intimidating. 
You've got to show them that it's true - in a relaxed environ· 
ment. What's starting to happen here in Menlo Park is that a 
town of 27,000 is turning into one big learning center. And 
computers are only part of it." 

Perhaps the best plug for the recent programs came from a 
library-class alumnus, Lauren Miller, age 11. "It's a good 
thing," said Lauren, "to use computers so young. 'Cause when 
you grow up, there's going to be millions of 'em. J think 
theyll even be more common than TV!" 

Th. phDrOl.~ were tak.n.r the M.nlo Perk Public Libre'Y. 
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Microprocessors Qnd persofUli computers 
must be taking over the world. They have 
reached Fresno. California, so can the rest 
of the world be far behind? Jon proves 
they are in Fresno, and working there, by 
sending us this article on how he uses his 
computer as a word-processing device. 

Of course, he could be fooling us; playing 
on our sympathy for hobbyists who 
struggle to compute in small towns across 
the country. (I know 171 probably get a 
flood of letters -two or three, at least
from Fresnoians defending the size and 
cosmopolitan qualities of their city.) He 
probably lives in Los Angeles, in a pent
house condominium, su"ounded by 
medium-sized computers. Why not write 
to him and see if he (if anyone) lives in 
Fresno. His address is 3812 N. First St., 
Fresno, C4 93726. - RZ 

12 AECAEA TlONAL COMPUTING 

BY JON R. LINDSAY 

TIlere are word-processors and then there 
are word-processors. The good ones are 
designed to make creating word text as 
easy as possible and to speed the produc
tion of printed material along. I use a 
simple form of word-processing for 
creating text, e.g. letters, fonns, reports, 
and lists. 

But what if you already have the text in 
mind? Then the emphasis shifts from 
creating to prodUCing. Suppose you wish 
to send the same letter to many people. 
The problem becomes the typing of the 
letter and the envelope. 

The simple program I have written is 
dedicated to producing just one letter 
fonn at a time. But that letter fonn can 
go to hundreds of individuals - with a 
personal touch. It is here that this 
program outperforms a mimeograph 
machine. All of the infonllation is stored 
within the program. 

The first aspect of the program - the text 
of the letter - is inserted starting at line 
180. As long as only the content of the 
letter is varied, the program can be used 
for any number of other letter forms. 
What we lose in ease of editing is made up 
for by the simplicity of the program. 

The example used in the program was a 
Christmas note to business contacts. 
Their names and addresses are in the 
DATA section and include four string 
variables. The first, GS, is the first name 
or nickname. When the relationship exists 
for such infonnality, it's a natural and 
friendly letter that greets the reader. 

The. remaining variables, NS, AS, CS, are 
the components of the address. I didn't 
need to include any corporation or 
company heading, but this could be easily 

.. ~ 
"~ ".. -U~ 
" ~ " ~ .. ~ 
" -50 wWn< lJO 

I'!ICDWI......., < ~ > 
I'RCI:lIIN< 1'I,.t«;'!1ct/ < D£OI(:A1m IOO-PRIXESSCII > 
BY.;/"" R. Li"" ... y 

tQ!JIFIUNT, 
Z--.'IO CI'U 
sata:~I20 

DIABLO NY .......... PRlNI'DI 
IC01 WAL DISK mlVtS 
IIIClDlOl'"r (CP!IIII<o_) DISK !J<TDaD a.t.<;IC 

60 1'R!lII' CHRS(27),<;KOS(4l1 ,RDI 
70 I'R!HT ' Solect opontl"" 
SO PRllfI' -
!II) INI'IJI' E 
100 IF E<I (:II e>2 nm< 60 
lIO ~ £ <XmJ 120,460 
120 READG$,IIS , AS,C$,_ 
130 IF G$--nm' 'IHl1< 60 
HO I'RUIT " I_rt I ... er_ an:! cen •• r I • . It>en HIT I!I:TUIN"'''''VT £ 

'", .. ~ 
110 RDI 
110 u>RUIT , U'R!lII', U'RUIT, I.I'RINT, U'RI .... ' U'RUIr 
1!1O U'RUIr TAB(15),-o.c-bor IS, 1~78' 

~r 15,1978 

Ran<l<>lp. Me",,!, IL O. 
3-460 N. Premo St .. SUite 45 
Fr"",.." 0. 93713 

Dear Bu:zz , 

'!he holiday se"""n Is a ti .... to ren ..... old frIerxlshipa and to My 
'thank you' for the support)'Ou arxl )-<:I'" staff N~e 'lIven "" In 
the past . 

100 Ll'RIN'l',U'R!lII',u>RlNI',u>RUIT 
210 LI'ROO NS 
220 U'R1IfT AS 
230 l.PRUIT C$ 
240 LmIlfT , I.I'RUIT 

8\1%1 , .... .. I"""rely aptOC"ec!ate ta kInq "~re "f )'OW' """",.,U. We 
are very Interested In continuing to 'live l">ur patrons the ~ 
thoughtful care they r....,elva In )-<:IW' ofn~. ",Is I .. very I"port~ 
ant to us . 

2SO Ll'RIIfT "_r ',GS,' ,' 
260 u>R1m,U'R1m 
270 LPRI>Il' . 'Ihot holiday __ Is e .1_ "" r_ "Id Irlon<l'M~ an:! "" N y" 
280 u>R1NI' ()IU(14), " t!wonk )'O~' ; ()IU(14), 
290 LPRIlIT " for tho _rt )'0\1 e.-.l )'O<IT . ... tI 1\0.-. 91ve<o ... In' 
300 U'II!lII' · tI1e pos •• • 

1<:I"ln, pleas.. accept. OW' wishes to you and l">ur staff for .. !IIIppy 
Holiday So!<1l1oOn and e Gra..t tlew Year. 

110 <.I'R1lIT, !.I'III .... 
]20 ~1'R1IfT GS,', _ al,.,.,r.ly a_""lo", ",klr'Jj eor. of )OU' ~t .. . We' 
130 Ll'RINI' '01'. very Inteaotod In con'lnult>;) to 91v. }<IUI' ~tr""" tho _-
340 ll'fl1llT -t:hou;~tlul ear. <hoy r<lC<rlv. In I'DLIZ' ollice. ",Is b Vtlry I""",n_" 
]';(1 ll'fl1llT "on, "" UII.· 
)6(1 ~PRINT'U'RIWT 

170 u>R1WT "-"l oin, pl_ eecept our ><1_ to l'Du.....:l )'Our •• all for 0 IIOPPi' 
JeO LI'IIIWT "It>ll.s.y s--....., .. aru ....... _r. · 
J'Je ~PRINT'U'R IWT 
4(10 u>RI .... TAB(40),'Slnceroly," 
410 RDI .. ~ 
<M
HO U'R!lII'()IU(l2),RDI 
4';(1 GOI'I) 120 
460 I'RUIT ()IU[21),()IU(431 
410 PRim "00 l'Du ... n. ,"",dopes <>dd",_? < y . n:s >',INRrr \'$ 
460 II \'$0-"'" '!liD< 60 
4'Je R£S\'CRt, RDI .o.u.cws ~".. 1l'.'IJI LIST 
SOO Gcml ~70 
510 IWIO G~ ,IIS, AS,C3 
520 I' C$o "l>IY 1III!N 60 
5]1) U'RI .... " S 
'140 u>R1NI' AS 
550 u>RINI' C$ 
SIlO U'R INI' CIII$ (l2) 
570 I'RINT "r...r. '- orrvolop am _ter. '!hen KIT RP;1UIN"' ..... IT 0,1,1 
~ GOI'I) 510 
590 001.", · ....,h·,-lU;Ito A. SChiltter. 0.0.5.",·H7 N. l'I u t Str ... t, SUI .. 170' 
600 001.", ' rr""""" ColI ~1726' 
610001.", ·8uz.",·""ndolp. .. )'Or, ".0.",'3460 M. Fre...., St" SUI", 45" 
620 ""'", 'rr_, ColI 91713 ' 
630 D.\1lO. · B.K.· ,"80merd K. I<.>rl .... , "".O.·,"I~ w. N>PleAve." 
540 D.\", 'rr_no, CA 937U" 
6500.0.'1). 'I:!'C.','Jm:.",'=." ,' I:!'C. ' 
ti6Il J)I.'I). "!lC)'", 

done by inserting another string variable 
between NS and AS and then including 
the company name in the data list. 
Remember to make space for tltis variable 
for each person on the data list. 

A word about the data list: since the 
people I want to send such a letter to are 
the ones I deal with most often, I rarely 
manipulate the list, except to add names. 
Once this list has been developed, you 
can use it again and again, only changing 
the letter content. 

The second aspect of the program is the 
envelope addressing. In line 490 the data 
is re-stored for rereading and the process 
is repeated. Only the address string varia
bles are utilized. lines 440 and 560 are 
printer line feeds to scroll the letterhead 
or envelope out of the machine, making 

way for another. This assumes you load 
each piece separately. It isn't necessary, 
but is handy. 

In line 280 I wanted to enclose "thank 
you" in quotes, but Microsoft Disk Basic 
Oike others) doesn't allow that within the 
string literal , unless it is the beginning or 
tennination of the string literal. An easy 
way around this problem is to print 
CHRS(34) in the appropriate places to 
generate the quote mark. It gives the 
letter a more natural appearance and, 
I think. is superior to the use of an 
apostrophe. 

Study the program, adding to or deleting 
from it as you see fit. I think you'll 
fmd it a handy addition to your program 
me. 0 

SI""" r.,ly, 

Rardolp. ""yer, ".D. 
3460 N. Fre,..., SI:., SUite 45 
Fr .... ,.." 0.. 93713 
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14 RECR EATI ONA L COMPUTING 

HE 

JUST 

COULDN'T 

QUIT 

BY ROBERT S. GLASS 

Rick Barry passes to the Vice President! 
The VP dribbles the ball (Old fires a 
bounce pass to the Comptroller! The 
Comptroller sinks Q J6-loot jump shot! 
The game;s tied 32-321 Huh? 

It's Q game. It's a simuwrion. It's both! 
Read on and enjoy this fanciful (or is it?) 
article. 

-RZ 

By now, everybody knows about comput
erized games. From Star Trek to land 
War, the concepts and actions associated 
with playing against or with an electronic 
beasty have intrigued game-players from 
Poughkeepsie to Podunk. 

That kind of game -playing is usually an 
in -the -privacy -of -your -home (or retail 
computer store) kind of thing. Some
times-perhaps morc often than anyone 
cares to admit- that kind of game playing 
also occurs time-shared with other,more 
productively occupied, computer tasks. 

And occasionally-perish the thought
game players actually squeeze a few ses
sions in around the rough edges of an 8 to 
4 :30 work day. On company time, in 
short. 

David Blast was one of those. Disguised 
as a production programmer for General 
MPG, Dave was actually an impish game 
player who preferred doing battle with 
Klingons to doing battJe with Cobol. 

If there was a game to be played on the 
Marketronics 3PI computer at General 
MPG's corporate computer center-even 
a bootJegged one-Dave knew about it. 
And played it. 

Dave resented-sometimes deeply-the 
fact that his surreptitious sessions were 
often prematurely tenninated by the 
arrival of a curious manager whose brows 
furrowed when he saw the unusual 
displays being generated on Dave's sup· 
posedly Cobol-productive CRT screen. 
With the last of the red ·hot Klingons 
locked in your sights, it takes a person of 
psychological steel to snap off the power 
switch. 

The problem, Dave feit, had to be solved. 
And with all the system skills of a knowl
edgeable progranuner, he set about 
ftnding a solution. 

The responsible, pragmatic soul in all of 
us probably demands that one obvious 
solution be considered-Quit Playing 
Games. It's the right and proper answer 
to an essentially ethical dilemma. 

Dave, as you may have already guessed, 
quickly rejected that on the grounds that 
it was No Fun at All. So much for ethics. 

Another much more attractive answer 
evolved slowly as Dave worked the 
problem back and forth in his mind. The 
problem, succinctly slated, was Avoid 
Gelling Caught. 

Played against this backdrop of anti . 
institutionalized thinking was another 
theme on which Dave had been working: 
computerized basketball. Why not try out 
his Avoid Getting Caught philosophy and 
build a new game at the same time? The 
idea was no sooner fonnulated than it 
was set to coding pad. 

The essence of the output of Dave's 
basketball game was a dynamic output 
display containing the roster of players 
for each of the two competing teams. 
As the game progressed, the human 
managers al the console could select 
who started the game, who was substi
tuted and when and which offensive and 
defensive strategies were to be employed. 

The computer, upon receipt of this 
controlling input, would simulate a result 
of the offensive/defensive strategies, 
ultimately recorded in real·t ime as a 
score or a turnover or a foul or some 
other basketball· relevant interim result. 

A FLOWER BLOOMS 

But all of that was fairly obvious basket· 
ball output. The curious manager could 
crucify a guy caught with one of those 
displays on his screen. How, in fact, 
could Dave even begin to think he could 
make a computerized basketball game 
look like someUting else? 

It is from dilemmas such as these that the 
flower of true creativity blossoms. The 
basketball game would continue to play, 
its output openly displayed before God 
and Country, with no one the wiser. Its 
output would simply be transJ.iterated 
into a superficially sanctifiable, transpar· 
ent·to.the·player disguise. 

An output encryption scheme where both 
the message and its coded form were 
meaningful. 

A management simulation game. The 
output would take the form of a man
agement simulation game. Where the 
rosters would be organization charts. 
And each box on the chart would repre. 
sent a player. 

Subordinate to that box would be his 
potentia] substitutes. In the box, with the 
player, coded as an organization number, 
would be his current data-points, fouls, 
anything else pertinent. And across the 
bottom of the screen, proclaimed as a 
running simulation tlilly, would be the 
encoded game score. 

THE SYSTEM WORKS 

"What arc you doing?" an alert manager 
would say to Dave. 

''Checking out a management simulation 
algorithm for Industrial Relations," 
would be Dave's equally alert reply. 

Well , the system worked. When I last 
talked to Dave, he had a six-person 
league going, playing basketball every 
day, according to a predefmed 4O·game 
schedule. 0 

1hb 
publication is 
available in 
microform 
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Don't SET your graph 

PRINT them 
Clyde, 8 producer of exceptional TRS-80 software, sends 
along the fol/owing graphics utility. The program helps you 
create and save combinations of graphics chaf7JCters that 
you may wish to use in some of your programs. 

I am sure he has used this routine to put together the Klingon 
and Enterprise ships in his Trek games. For informatIon 
on his software write to Farrell Enterprises, P,O. Box 4392, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94596. -RZ 

BY CL YOE FARRELL 

Anyone who has had their TRS·80 for longer than just a few 
months has surely found that using SET and RESET for graph
ics is both slow and difficult. When the LEVEL II manual 
came along. we were advised to use POKE to speed things up 
a bit, which it does ... but have you ever POKEd to the wrong 
location accidentally71 The results can be devastating! So 
what's a programmer to don I think that the solution mi~t 
be found in CHA$ graphics. 

The concept of CHA$ graphics may be new to some, so a 
little explanation may be necessary. All the characters in your 
TRS-SO have an ASCII representation. This also includes the 
graphics characters. For example, if you type: 

• 
;PhiNT CHF$(46) 

and press ENTE R then a zero will appear on your screen. Zero 
has the ASCII value of 48. If, on the other hand, you type: 

;PPI~T CHR$(135J 

... 
and press ENTER you get something quite different. A graph
ics character will appear on your screen. With this idea in 
mind, write a little program like: 

,. 

13 A$ : 
20 ,'OR X : 1 TO 3 
~0 A$ : A$ + CHR$(138) 
40 UXT X 
50 PRINT A$ 
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Run it, and you will see a nifty little splotch that is actually 
three graphics characters all strung together. If you took the 
time to string together enough of the proper CHR$ values, 
you could create actual pictures (dice, the Enterprise, etc.) 
that could be "drawn" on your screen almost instantaneously 
by using a PRINT statement. Just think of the ease in time, 
effort, and memory. A convenient way to create these little 
pictures would be with some tYpe of a uti litY program that 
would allow you to enter the ASCII value of a graphic char· 
acter, display the character, append it to the string of char
acters you are building, allow you to "erase" it if you had 
picked the wrong one, and then record it (either on tape, 
disk, or at least give you the lines of BASIC necessary to 
recreate the character in another program without having 
to go through the strain all over again). 

The graphics utilitY presented here does all of these things. 
A picture can be built using any character (graphics or other
wise) and dynamically changed as the building process can· 
tinues. Erasing the previous character is accomplished by 
entering '0' as the ASC II value you are prompted for. If you 
are not sure which graphics character you need, entering a 
negative number will display a screen of all the valid graphic 
characters and their corresponding ASC II values. Once the 
final shape has been created, entering '999' will give you 
the opportunitY to both see the lines of BASIC necessary 
to recreate the 'character' in another program and you can 
record the 'character' on a data file. The program is written 
to record the character on tape, but a small modification 
would allow disk retention. 

As you build your graphics display, a '#' symbol will show 
as your 'cursor.' It will indicate to you what your present 
position on the screen is, but keep in mind that a graphics 
character actually extends below the print line for 'regular' 
characters. 

Use this program to create some graphics representations 
and then try PRINTing them instead of going through all 
the SET and RESET hassles. I'm sure you'll find this method 
draws them faster and safer, and it's a lot more fun to do. 

Here is a list of useful ASCII values that are not in the graphics 
display screen but are still very useful in composing a 'draw
ing. ' 

ASCII VAL UE EFFECT 

26 LINEFEED (Does not erase t o en d of li ne) 

24 BACKS PAC E 

128 SPACE (BLANK) 

27 UPWARD LINEFEED 

Other ASCII codes and their uses can be found in the appen
dices of your LEVEL II manual. 0 

5 ~ 7OO ,DI" 0.(255) 
19 o.S , nf'UT'OO I'!l) _ A TII'£ DATA fiLE' ; \11$ 

29 IF lEFT$(\II$,1) " 'V' TI£N PRINT'PREPfIlE TII'£ IN REC(l<!)ER' , 1/fflT'PllESS ElfTER II£H ROOV'; CH$ 
46ClS 
50 CH$=". X"1 , GOTO 138 
III PRINTi!Ill2. ,1/fflT'IHH ASCII COO€';CH 
111 IF CH " 9 TI£N IF )01 TI£N *X-HH$~$(CH$,lElj(CH$)-I):ClS : GOTO 138 
se IF CH " m TI£N GOSlB 28911 : GOTO 50 
98 IF CH ( 9 TI£N GOSlB 1811il : GOTO 138 
189 ClS 
ue IF CH) 191 TI£N PRINT'IIMI.ID DfIIOCTER' : GOTO 138 
126 CHI = CHI + CIfn(CN) : Q.(X) = CH : X = X+1 
139 PRJtITlr.?98, CHS + ·1· 
146 GOT06e 
1811il ClS 
1919 F~ V " 129 TO 191 
1929 PRINT v; CHR$(V), 
1938 NEXT V 
lS;a A$ " ". A$ " 1rt:EV$ : IF 1\$ " .. TI£N 1949 ELS£ ClS: IIE1llIN 
28IIIl ClS 
2913 PRINT . PRINT : PRINT 'F~ X " I TO'; X-I 
2Il28 PRINT' ROO 1\$' 
2938 PRINT",IIWlIIIH " 'IIIl1f8..E$ + 1\$' 
2948 PRINT'IEXT X' 
2658 PRINT'DATA '; 
2968 F~ V " 1 TO X-2 
29111 PRINT o.(V); ' ,'; 
2989 I£XT V 
2It9a PRINT o.(X-1J 
2189 IF lEFT$(\II$,I) " 'V' TI£N PRINTI-1. CH$ 
2119 PRINT : PRINT: PRINT'PRESS EHlER F~ IH)TlfR DfIIOCTER' 
2126 1/fflT CH$ 
2138 ClS, IIE1llIN 
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BBALL 
A Baseball Simulation 

Evan lives at I J 7 Manning Aile., River 
Edge, NJ 07661. He indicates 1110/ he 
and his friends at River Dell High School 
in OradeI/, NJ, have numy more programs 
developed. I am sure Ilwt we will hear 
more from EVQn and his classmates in the 
future. - RZ 

This program is a complex example of 
random competition. You are pitted 
against the computer in a theoretically 
even game. If you use all available strate· 

gics (fielding, running, player substitu
tions) in every logical situation, then you 
have a slight advantage. If, however, 
you simply play the game without strat· 
egies, the computer takes that advantage, 
leaving you one other simple breakeven 
condition: the o rder of your line -up is 
copied by the computer The chances of 
your team's averages matching the com
puter's are slight enough to provide you 
with the edge here. 

You may also substitute for poorly 
playing players ; or twice per game change! 
pinch-hit for your pitcher. 

@ 1979 bY Evan Marclls 

18 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

BY EVAN MARCUS 

The game is different from many other 
computerized baseball games in that it 
doesn't ask you for each pitch you wish 
to throw. Instead, you simply state that 
you wish to be pitched to. 

In effect, there are just a couple oflimita
tions on the game. Injuries do not occur; 
there can be no arbitrary rain-outs; and 
once a player gets past first base, he 
either scores or is stranded (unless he is 
caught stealing) . The computer can only 
steal 2nd base, unless the hit-and-run is 
on, while you can steal any base. The 
chance of stealing is related to the square 
of the base you attempt to steal. 

The only time that the computer plots 
a st rategy is before the fi rst pitch, while 
you can do it at any time. 

Throughout the game, the computer 
keeps track of each player's at bats, hits, 
runs, RBI's, and batting average. Batting 
average changes throughout the game, 
I -8 points per time at bat. It goes up for 
a hit , and down for an out. 

The game can go on for 99 innings if 
necessary; after that, IMAGE statements 
go a bit whacko, but I have never heard 
of a game that went past 16. 

A bit of personal information. I am a 
Junior at River Dell High School in 
Oradell, N. J. I wrote this program as a 
summer project, before taking any fonnal 
computer instruction. Therefore , a bit of 
disorganization may exist at some points. 
If any of you have improvements, cor
rections, suggestions, or just would like to 
talk to me about the program, PLEASE 
write. I welcom~your ideas. D 
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4030 
0040 
40$0 
0000 
4070 
4080 
4090 
4100 
4 11 0 
4 120 
.11130 
4 140 
4150 
4160 
11 170 
4180 
4190 
4200 
'1210 
4220 
4230 
"2"10 
42:;0 
1I2f>O 
'1 2 1 0 
4260 
4290 
tl300 
4310 
4320 
4330 
4340 
4350 
4360 
4310 
4380 
4390 
4400 
41110 
4420 
4430 
4'140 .. ,. 
.. 00 
/1410 
4480 
4490 ,',>0 
4510 

.,'" 
lI530 
4S1l0 
'1550 
4560 
11570 
011580 
11590 ,',>0 
·/1610 

"'" "'0 
"'0 
4650 
0000 
4670 
4680 
4690 
<:1100 
_HI D 

"'0 ,.,. 
"'0 "'0 
51150 
5460 

"'0 5480 
511110 
5500 
55 10 
5520 
5530 ,"0 
5550 
5560 
S570 
5580 
55110 
'000 
5610 

"'0 
S(r..~O 

564" 
56Sl' 
,000 
5610 
5680 
56110 
5100 
5110 
5720 
5130 
5 -/40 
5750 
5"/60 
5110 
5"/110 
5'/110 
5800 
58 10 
5820 
5830 
58110 
5850 
5860 
5870 
5880 
5890 
5900 
51110 
51120 
5930 
SII40 

"'" 5960 
5970 
5980 
5990 
"'00 
00'0 
00'0 
""0 
00'0 
""0 
0000 
00'0 
00.0 
'"'0 

RETURN . 
REfI.£ARL.l END T O TH E GAME_ 

PR I NT "END THE GAI'\£ EARLY. ARE 'YOU SURE"l 
I NPUT 5" L. I) 
IF SU "Y" THEN 12!'oO 
PklNT " GAI'IE CAU.ED DUE TO RII I N," 
GOTD 3590 
REI! . COI'ot'lAHU L.JSY. 
"'HINT l.IN( I H'·C~I1ANDS." 
PRIN T ., ••• -----,. 
PR I NT " D- -PITCH TO THE BATTER-.'· 
PRINT "I--STA TS ON ANY PLAY ER" 
PIiIINT "!!--CALLS II 111'1£-OU7" 
PRINT " 3- - GI"'£5 YOUR LINE-UP" 
PRINT "4--POSITHlNS BY ' 5" 
PR INT "S--ENDS GAI'IE EAr-LY . " 
PRINT "6--GIII£5 THI S L.IST OF C~MANDS" 
PRINT "1--PRINTS SCOHEBOARD" 
PR I NT "8--GlVES STAT US R[PORT" 
PRINT "9--GII,.[S COMPUTER'S L.INE- UP" 
PR INT "IO-I NPUTTING YOUR STRAT[GIES" 

'·0 
PRINT L.INC I H"_-OR ..lUST HIT RETURN" 
GOTO 1250 
REM _ STATUS REPORT_ 
PRINT "OUTS . " 0 
PRINT "INNING"I 
PR INT " SCORE '''' 
"hINT USING 36501 TtI) MAX Tt2J,TtIJ MIN Tt 2J 
PRINT "TEAM pRESmTL.Y AT BAT. '" 
GO TO TO OF 4360 
PRINT "ME" 
GOTO 11310 
PR INT "YOU" 
PRINT "BATT Ell UP I S ,"L.tTO) 
!>RINT "COUNT IS.'" 
PRINT USING IlI eO IS. S 
GOSUB 11620 

' ·0 
GOTO 1250 
REW _ BASE POSITIONS_ 
R2_D7_0 
MAT S_l[R 
BO·O 
IF 1'1-0 THEN 41190 
SIH)-UTOI 
fOR A-' TO 3 
I ~ RIA1_0 THEN 11530 
It HI+A ._ II THEN 11880 
S tHI+A)_ RIA) 
NEIIT A 
MAT R-S 
I ~ NOT R2 THEN 4S90 
AIFNBCL.tTO)),41-fNCC4)+R2 
PRINT USING 4SBOlR2 
I/'IAGE , .DX."RltILS SCORE, ··AND 
T I TO I-TlTO hR2 
IIT O.I S1- IITO.IS1+R2 
It (1.9 OR (1- 9 AND TO-21> AND Tt21.TlII THEN 3590 
a2-HI-1 
I. HIII-Rt2] AND R[2l-R(31 THEN 4 800 
B2-H-0 
If lUll AND Rt 2l AND RI31 TH EN 11 800 
PRINT "RUNNERIS) ONI "J 
BS""IST2ND3RO" 
FOR V_ I TO 3 
GOTO CHI \1).0) Of 11730 
NEXT I,. 
PRINT 

FOR 03-1 TO 9 
PRINT 1'1(03+9.11). 
PR INT US IN G " . 3D"IAI03.1I . 8] 
NEXT 03 

'·0 
GO TO 1250 
REl'I _PI.A YEf< 'S S TRATEGIES_ 
PRINT L.IN(I)l"YOUR STRATE GY '''I 
R2-C"0 
INPUT CO 
I ~ CO"IIII THEN 6260 
If NOT CO THEN 1250 
I. CO"I I OR CO.1 7 OR CO 'INTC CO) THEN 5550 
GOTO CO-IO Ot 5590.5830. 5870 , S630.5910.6000.611 10 
PRINT "IL.L.EGAL. ' ••• TYPE 911 fOR LIST O. STRATEG I ES" 
GOTO 51180 
PRINT "IL.L.EGAI. AT THI S TI ME." 
GOTO 5480 
REI'! _I NTENTIONAL. ~AL.K. 

IF TO'2 THEN 5510 
PRINT "THANK YOU fOR TH E INTENTIONAL. IoAL.K" 
GO TO 504 0 
REI'! " ATTEMPTED STEAL. 
I. TO'I AND BO-O TH EN 5570 
PRINT ""HAT BASE 00 YOU WANT TO STEI\L."; 
INPUT K 
IF K"2 011 11.4 OR INTIK)'K THEN 5570 
It RtK-ll_O OR R(K) THEN 5510 
Pr.INT "RUNNU< GOES l l !" IL.INI I ) 
It fNACK'2).(AtfNB(RtK-llJ.6]Q.15) THEN 5780 
R2_R2 4 (K"1I1 
PR I NT "SAFE" 
R(1I1_RtK -I ) 
!IIK - I )-0 
GOSUB (0'3) O. 4S50 
H2"0 
GOTO (0'3)+1 Of 2200.1250 
PRINT " OUT" 
0-0+1 
PR I NT O"OUY" 
G010 5'/110 
HEM .1N.tEL.0 AO..lUSTMENTS. 
I~ TO'2 OR KI OR K2 OR NOT RII) OF. 0.1 THEN 5510 
PR I NT "YOUR INFIEl.O IS AT D. P . OEpTH"IL.INCiI 
Kt_1 . 
GOTO 1250 
If To,e OR KI. OR K2 THEN 5570 
Pr.IN T "YOUR IN"'EL.D IS NO'"' IN TO GUARO AGAINST THE RUN"IL.INC I) 
Ke·1 
GOTO 1250 
REI'! . HI T AND RUN. 
I F TO'I OR BO_O THEN 5510 
PRINT L.INCIIJ"HIT AN D RUN ON J OR BATTER PRESENTLY Up"JL.IN( I ) 
1'12-1 
GOTO 1250 
PRINT "CDUE TO HIT AND RUN) L.EAD "; 
f OR 11.4 TO 2 STEP -I 
I . RIM -I ] THEN 5690 
N£l!T M 
REM . BUNT. 
I F TO' I THEN 5510 
I r K3 TMDI 6060 
M3·, 
PRINT I.IN C I )J"BATTER IIIL.L. B\.WT"IL.IN( I) 
GOTO 5 180 
PRINT I.IN( I )J"BUNT I S Off"IL.IN( I I 
K3-0 
GOTO 1250 
PRINT "BAI.L. BUN TED AT ••• " 1 

4720 
11730 
4740 
4 " 50 
4760 
4710 
4780 
4790 
4800 
48 10 
'820 
4830 
4840 
41150 
4860 
48070 
4880 
4890 
4900 
4910 
4920 
11930 
11940 
4950 
4960 
4970 
4980 
4990 
5000 
5010 
5020 

""0 5040 

""0 
">00 

"'0 
50110 
50'10 
5100 
51 10 
SI20 
5130 
51110 
SISO 

"00 
5170 
5180 
5190 
5200 
52 10 
5220 
5230 
5240 
5250 
'"00 
5210 
51180 
~ 90 
5300 
5310 
5320 
5330 
534 0 
5350 
5360 

"'0 
5380 
5390 
51100 

RETURN 
PRINT Bst V. 3 -2 ..... 3 ); 
BO"BO+I 
IF RICI,.+11 I'IIN 3) 
GOTO 11700 
If V-3 THEN 4790 
PR INT" AND "J 
GOTO 4700 
PRINT "BASES "; 
'·0 
I. B2 THEN 4860 
PRINT " L.OADED"' 
BO·3 
RETURN 
pklNT "EMPTY" 
RETURN 

OR Rtt\l+2) MIN 3) THEN 4710 

R2-R2+' 
AI.NBCRIA)).S)-AlfNBCRIA)).5)+1 
GO TO 4 530 
RE'" .C OMPUT ER STRAT[GI ES. 
AO-HlC(B) 
AI -A[ fNB(UTOI+I-C9HL.ITO),,9»)) , 8 1' 
GO TO TO OF 4950 ,11990 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
IF R(2) AND NOT RII) AND 0"2 AND ABSC TlIJ-Tt 2 »)<3 AND AO.AI+.15 AWD 
I f RI I) ANO 0"2 THEN 5010 An>.).' THfN So.IO 
IF R(3) AND ABSCTlil-H2l)"2 THEN 5 100 
GO TO 1250 
I~- RII] AND fNAIS)" 1 AND NOT R12] AN D ABSCH I]-T( 21)<2 THEN 5 190 
I~ BO-2 ANI) ABSCTtIJ-Tt2J)"3 AN D AO.,28 AND fNA(3)-1 THEN 5130 
If AO<.21 AND ~NA(5)"3 AND,BO-] THEN 5160 
GOTO 1250 
PR INT "YOUR I'IAN IS BEING INTENTIONAL.L.Y \rAL.KED. " 
AI HIB( U TO 1).2 ) " 'NC( 2 ) -1 
GOSVB 52 10 
GOTO 1120 
PRINT "I'IY INHEl.D I S AT D.P. Df;PTH" 
KI_I 
GO TO 5180 
PR INT .... Y INfIELD IS IN TO GUARD AGAINST TH E RUN · " 
K2"1 
GOTO 5180 
PR IN T "HIT 
H2" 1 

AND IiIJl IS ON" 

GOTO 5 180 
PR I NT "BATTER 
K3-. 

IS PREPARED TO BUNT" 

GOTO 1250 ,., 
GOTO 56110 
REM .ADVANC E It 'ORCEI)t 
k2"0 
MAT S"lER 
SI I] " L.I TO) 

" NOT HI11 THEN 5340 
SI2].RU) 

" NOT R(2) THDI 5350 
S ( 3 )"RI2] 

" NOT R(3) r IN 5320 
li2"1 
S t4]_R( 3) 
I'IAT It-S 
GOTO 4S50 
Stlil-RU] 
S I3]-RI3l 
OOTO 5320 
REl'I .COMPUTER L.INEUP. 
PR INT "HatE IS MY L. I N[-Up l' · 
PRINT "POS. '·',"AI,.G , ·· 
PIiINT "- -- ---", "--- -" 

6100 
6 11 0 
6120 
6130 
6 140 
6 150 
0000 
6110 
6180 
6 190 
6200 
6210 
6220 
,m 
02.0 
6250 

'''0 6210 

""0 ,,,' 
""00 
6310 
6320 
6330 
63110 
6350 

GO TO fNA(FNC(6HfNCCl») 
PRINT "AND I'I I SSEI"" 
GO TO 1580 

OF 6170.61 10.6 130.6150 

PR INT "AND GOES rOUL.. "'OUL. BAL.L"JL. I N! I )J " STRIME " I 
GO TO 1450 
PR INT "AND 
GO TO 1620 

CAUGHT ••• OUT" 

PR INT " SUCCESS ~UL.L.Y •• ," J 
GOTO FNA(3) OF 6240.2050 
PRINT "TMROlr TO 1ST BASE" 
IF fNAtl+CfNC(7)> 2) THEN 2050 
PRINT "OUT" 
GOSUB 41130 
GOTO 2 110 
PRINT "CAUGHT BY THE CATCHER •• ," I 
GOTO 2 170 
PRINT "STRATEGIES"J L.INCI )J"--- _______ " 
GO TO TO Of 6330 
PRINT SPA(5); ..... F1ELDING S TRATEGIES" 
PRINT "II--INTENTIONAL. IIAI.I\" 
PRINT "12--"'OVE INFIEl.D TO DP DEPTH" 
P IUNT "13--"O\lE INFIEl-D IN T O GUARD AGAINS T A RUN" 
GOTO 6370 
PRINT SPA(5); ..... HITTING STRATEGIES" 
PRINT "14--ATTDIPT A STOL.DI BASE" 
PRINT "15--PUT HIT AND RUN ~" 
PRINT "16--1.AY DOliN A BUNT" 
PRINT SPACS)P· ... USABI.E AT ANY TIME" 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ""'0 ""'0 
6380 
6390 
"00 

" '0 '''0 "'0 ".0 '''0 
6460 

PRINT " O---RETURN TO REGU1.AR C(JooJMANDS IIITHOUT A STRATEGY" 
PRINT "1 7- -SUBSTITUTE rOR A pL.AYER" 

"'0 '''0 "'0 
6500 
6510 
6520 
6S30 

"'0 
6550 
6560 
6510 
6580 
6590 

''''0 
6610 

""0 
',,"0 ".0 
"'" "'" 6670 
6680 
6690 
6700 
6710 
6720 
6130 
67110 
6750 
6760 
6110 
6780 

GOTO 51180 
RO! .P1.AYER SUBST ITUT ION_ 
PRINT ""'HAT I S THE P1.AYERS riEl-DING '''I 
INPUT 1'19 . 
I F HII"I OR "'9.9 OR 1'19'INTtM9) THEN 5570 
I f 1'111.1 THEN 61S0 
If AIMII.I)"1 THEN 5510 
AI"'9.1 ) "1 
f OR 1'18-2 TO 8 
AIM9.1'18]-0 
NEX T 1'18 
AIM II .6l -fNACS) I'IIN 2 
AIK9.1)-FNAC5) I'IIN 2 
IF M9-1 TH[N 6620 
A[M9.81"(FNACI67)+167)'1000 
PRINT "NUl AVGS .I" 
PR INT "FIELDI NG "· JAII'I9. 6 ] 
PRINT "RUNNING '''IAI1'I9.7 ) 
PRINT "BATTING AVG."I 
PRINT USING ",30"JAII'I9.1I) 
If NOT PO THEN 1150 
GOTO (FN8(UTO))"M9H' Of 1250.1150 
AII'I9.8)-(FNAC9)+6)'100 
lo"fHA(3)-2 
I. C[LI T01 )'1 THEN 6S50 
AII.8)-CfHACI33)+200)'1000 
PRINT " P INCH HITTER' S A\lG'''AII,8) 
p-po-, 
GOTO 1250 
AII.81"CFNA(90)+671'IOOO 
PRINT "NEIo PITCHER ' S AVGS," 

'·0 
GOTO 6560 
AI.NB(L.(TO).al-t~NC(8)-FNA(BI'1000I 
RETURH 
AI~9,"'9)"AIM9.~QI+,5 

If AI .. II .",9].1 THEN S570 
OOTO 6480 
'"0 

MA), .065 
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~!T Fun WITHCUT Q~m!s 

or\ Hew to Fool 
~~ound with 

BY LEN LINDSAY 

Len is the editor, publisher, sometimes typesetter, production 
person, and chief go· fer for the PET Gazene. The PET Gazette 
is funded by donations and is sent free to anyone who requests 
8 subscription. Write Len at 1929 Northport Dr., Room 6, 
Madison, WI 53704. 

The challenge-to-the-readers that Len poses in this anicle 
should keep quite a few of you busy. Go ahead and fool 
around and see what happens! - RZ 

24 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

This article will describe a program that does absolutely noth
ing when you run it, but bounces a ball back and forth across 
the screen when you Jist it. It is really amazing to see. This 
program makes use of one of PET's peculiarities. The PET 
can execute several of its special key functions while listing 
if they are not in the quote mode. Here are the key functions 
and their POKE value: 

HOME CURSOR (19) 

CURSOR RIGHT (29) 

CURSOR OOWN (17) 

DELETE (20) 

During your normal PET BASIC programming, it may seem 
impossible to get these functions into your BASIC line 
without being in quote mode. I accomplish it by putting a 
"PI" symbol (SHIFT A up arrow) where I would like my 
special function and including a short program that changes 
all the "PI"s into the value I choose. In my example program 
I wish to use both the HOME (19) and CURSOR DOWN (17). 
so I needed two different symbols to use in their place. I used 
"PI" (value of 255) and the up arrow (value of 94). My short 
program changes each "PI" into a HOME CURSOR and each 
up arrow into a CURSOR DOWN. 

, 

I wish to make sure the screen is clear before my animated 
list of a bouncing ball begins, so I start with 27 CURSOR 
DOWNs which scroll everything quickly off the screen. I then 
use the HOME CURSOR to keep the lines listing on the top 
of the screen. 

My example program provides animation of a ball (a ..... ) 
when listed, using only the top line of the screen. After you 
type in the program as listed, save it on tape. Once it is RUN 
it changes itself and it will be very hard to make changes. 
Please make sure that you type in a "PI" immediately after 
each REM in lines 100 on. These will be changed to HOME 
CURSOR by the short program in the first 4 lines. Also be 
sure that the. in lines 250 and on is followed by one space 
and then a "PI". The space erases the. from the previous line 
and the "PI" becomes HOME CURSOR. The final "PI" in 
these Jines is needed, not because I wanted a fina l HOME 
CURSOR, but because PET BASIC does not recognize trai ling 
spaces at the end of a BASIC line. Thus to end my line with a 
space to erase the. from the previously listed line, I had to have 
something after the space 50 it would be retained. But I did 
not want anything to print on the screen. So I ended the line 
with a HOME CURSOR. A DELETE would be just as ef
fective. 

My program is only an example. The entire PET video screen 
could be used during a LIST for comprehensive animation. 
You can get to any point on the screen by beginning with a 
HOME CURSOR followed by the correct number of CURSOR 
DOWN and CURSOR RIG HT. First you may wish to use the 
DELETE function to erase the line number and REM printed 
on the screen. 

Partial Listing of Perpetual Animated List 
(Using PET listing conventions for special keys. 

SpeCial keys are enclosed in brackets[ J.) 
READY . 

1 FOR X~1024 TO 3900 : IF PEEK(X)=255 
THEN POKE X 19 

2 IF PEtK(X)~'34 THEN POKE X,17 
3 HEXT X 

:FOR ~=~O~a ~~~6RtP§~~!x:i~~~~lH~ ~?~~J; 
X:PRINT "[HOME]~:END 9 REMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AA 

APOKE525 ,1:POKE527,13:LI ST100- :EHDLES5 L 
1ST 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

I 
I 

I 
/ 

PROCEDURE 

/ 
/' 

/ 

Type in the program as listed. Save a copy on tape. This is 
your pre-master. RUN the program. It changes itself. You can 
now save a copy on tape after RUNning it. This is your final. 
You will not be able to make changes or corrections in your 
final copy of the program. If changes need to be made, make 
the changes to your pre-master and then RUN it to produce 
your new final copy. 

CHALLENGE 

My challenge to every PET reader is to come up with a pro· 
gram that when RUN will do nothing, but when LISTed will 
clear the screen, draw a target halfway down on the right side 
of the screen, shoot an arrow across the screen from the left, 
hit the target, and graphically illustrate the impact. This is 
possible I 

PERPETUAL LIST 

I have added one final touch to my animated LIST program. 
If you simply hit RETURN after LiSTing it the first time, it 
will continue LISTing over and over until you hit the STOP 
key. line 9 prints a line on the screen that will be directly 
executed when you hit RETURN. The first POKE in this line 
puts a " 1" into the keyboard buffer counter. The PET inter. 
prets this as if a key had been hit. The second POKE puts the 
value of a CARRIAGE RETURN (13) into the first position 
of the keyboard buffer. These two POKEs trick the PET 
into thinking th~t you jus~ hit one key .and that it was a 
CAR RIAG E RETURN. Remember how after the first LIST 
the CURSOR appeared over the "P" in the line. You actually 
hit RETURN to execute the line. After the second LIST 
the CURSOR will once again appear over the up" in the 
line. but the PET thinks that you just hit RETURN. It im
mediately executes the line again, beginning an endless circle. 
To stop hit the STOP key. 

FINAL NOTES 

The old BK PET and NEW 16K and 32K PETs use different 
locations in their first few pages of memory. Thus many PEEK 
and POKE locations have changed. Old PET programs util
izing PEEK and POKE may have to be modified to run on the 
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new PETs. Una 4 in my program when LISTed will function 
property only on the 8K PET. To be used on the new PETs, 
it must be changed to the following: 

4 POKE158,5,PRINT" [CLR] [2DDWN] " , 
FORX=1T04,PDKE622+X,13' 
PR I NTX, NEXTX, PRI NT" [HOME] ", END 

These changes are due to the keyboard buffer and its counter 
locations changing. 

To implement the perpetual feature on the 8K PET, use 
LINE 9 as listed. On the NEW 16K and 32K PETs change the 
POKEs in line 9 to the following: 

POKE 158,1 ,POKE 623,13 

If you would like to be mean, you can disable the STOP key 
so that the only way to stop the LIST would be to turn off 
the PET. To do this you must insert one POKE just before the 
first POKE in LINE 9. For the old BK PET insert: 

POKE537,136, 

For the NEW 32K PET insert : 

POKE144,46, 

For the NEW 16K PET insert: 

POKE144,PEEK(144)+3, 

I do not have a 16K PET so cannot check what exact value to 
POKE. It should be three more than what is there to start 
with. Thus you could do a: 

lPEEK(144) 

and add three to the result and use that number in your 
POKE. 

PLEASE WRITE 

More fun next time. Please write with your comments, ideas, 
and suggestions as well as your entry program on tape for 
my CHALLENGE. Write to: Len lindsay, Editor, PET Ga· 
zette, 1929 Northport Drive, Room 6, Madison, WI 53704. 0 
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Listing of Perpetual Animated list 
(With special keys as they appear on PET screen.) 

RO::RD .... 

1 FOR X=1024T030€10:!F PEEK(X)=255THENPO 

KP( f ~~EEK( X )=94 THEI~POKEX ~ 17 

~ ~§~t~25 ... 5: ?P:I1H"U~l~ ": FORX= 1 T04: POKES2 
6+,: 13: PR IIHX: HEXTX--:F'RINT "ie';" : END 

9 ~EM"'AA""'''''''''''AA''''''''''AAA''A'''''AA'''''''''AA'''A..r-AAPOK 
E525~1:POKE527 . 13:LISTle0-:ENDLESS LIST 

1 €Ie REtI1f* 
1€15 REM ... * 
1113 REM... '" 
115 REM1\' '" 
1213 REM... .. 
125 REM.... .... 
131) REt11: * 
135 REf'l.... .;.-
14121 REM.... .. 
145 REI·I..- >+< 
Ise REM... >I< 
155 REM.... ... 
lE.6 Rnlll' '" 
;';5 REM... '" 
170 REM'll '" 
175 REM... '" 
180 REM.... '" 
185 REM... '" 
190 REM..- * 
195 REM..- '" 
200 REM... '" 
205 REM... '" 
210 REM... '" 
215 RE M... '" 
220 REM... '" 
225 REM. '" 
230 REM. '" 
235 REM.... '" 
240 REM... '" 
245 REM. '" 
250 REM ... '" ... 
255 REM... '" ... 
26e REM ... · * ... 
265 REM. '" ... 
270 REM... '" ... 
275 REM 'll '" ... 
2BB REM... * ... 
285 REI'!... * ... 
290 REM... '" ... 
295 REM... ... ... 
300 REM.... * Tf 
305 REM... * 11' 
31B REM.... '" 11' 
315 REM'll" '" 'II" 
320 REM... '" -If 
325 REM'll" '" ... 
3313 REM... '" ... 
335 REM"fI' .... 
340 REM... *' .... 
3 45 REI1... .. .. 
350 REM... '" .. 
355 REM... >+: 'II" 
360 REM"fI' ... -.' 
365 REM.". '" .". 
370 REM... ... ... 
375 REM.... '" 1\' 
380 REM... ... ... 
385 REM ...... .". 
390 PEn ... ·'" .,. 
395 END 

Newett Awl and the Goat 
BY GORDON FRENCH 

PART I: THE PROBLEM 

The following is the first part of a leller from Gordon 10 
Robert Reiling, editor of the Homebrew Computer Club News· 
letter. The Newsletter is distributed free at club meetings and 
is ovailable (upon receipt of your reasonable donation) from 
P.o. Box 626, Moulllaill View, C4 94042. 

17le second part of the letter will be prin ted next issue alollg 
with a sample program solution. But the challenge goes out to 
all the readers - write your own program that solves the pro
blem! Send in a listing and a sample run. The early postmarks 
will get mentioned next issue. - RZ 

Dear Bob, 
We were talking aboul Newett Awl the other day. and I fo rgot 
to tell you what happened the night that he showed up with a 
fistful o f software for the library. 

He had no sooner arrived than there was another knock at 
the door. It was my neighbor asking if Newett would move his 
microbus from in front of his driveway. While Newett moved 
his car (in front of my driveway), my neighbor asked me 
what we were dOing. I know that my neighbor is a part· 
time cop. and since Newett looks so shady. I thought I'd 
better explain. I began to tell him how good Newett was 
at solving computer problems and could we figure some· 
thing out for him. Newett scratched himself and asked what 
the problem was. 

My neighbor said if you had a circular lawn 20 feet in 
diameter and wanted to stake a goat at the periphery so that 
the goat would eat half the grass, how long would the rope be? 

Newett asked if he could borrow a pencil and began to make a 
little sketch. It looked like: 

Figure 1 

Reprinted by permission from the HOfTI(JblflW Computer Club Newsletter. 

Vol. 1. Issue 1, JAN- FEB 1979, pagl!$ 4-5. 

Then he wandered off into the computer room while I made 
some coffee and excuses for my dog burying a bone in my 
neighbor 'S tulips. Pretty soon, Newett came out carrying a 
piece of paper. He handed the paper to my neighbor. It said: 

RUN 

DIAMETER OF LAWN = 20 
PERCENTAGE OF LAWN GOAT IS TO EAT = 50 
AREA OF LAWN IS 314.15927 SQUARE UNITS 
GOAT'S PART IS 157. 07964 SQUARE UNITS 
CALCULATI NG . 
MAKE THE ROPE 11 .587285 UNITS LONG 
READY 

My neighbor looked for a moment like he was going to flash 
his badge and frisk Newett so I quickly asked Newett how he 
had done it. 

Neweu mumbled something about the problem not being 
ideally suited to being solved diwtally. He said that it was 
really a problem for integral calculus, but for small percentages 
of the lawn, you could solve the problem by considering the 
goat's area as two circular segments. He said that the fonnula 
fo r calculating the area of a circular segment is: A = 1/2 [RL
qR - H)J where R is the radius, L is the length of the are, 
and C is the base. Diagrammed it looks like: 

Figure 2 

What did Newett's program look like? What happens to 
Newett at the end of the letter? What about his microbus? 
For answers to these questions and for the names of the 
people who send in solutions, look for Newett's Goat in the 
next issue. 0 
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THE 

FORTE MUSIC 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

BY JIM DAY 

In a note Jim sent with this excellent article, he remarks thaI 
he has used this language to code a wide range 0/ music. His 
efforts have ranged from "Daisy" to the "Flight of the Bumble
bee," despite tile fact that he reads music with great difficulty. 

'~n impartial observer would say! don't read music at ali," 
Jim adds. He also says, ''No special hardware is needed, a/
though Q larger speaker sOllnds louder thall the regular Apple 
beeper-peeper. " 

Near the part of the article toot talks about sing-along lyrics 
there were some cryptic markings made by the Dragon. The 
Dragon mwnblings included such stuff as "Lawrence Welk 
and Bubble Memories" alld something about a "bouncing ball 
command. "Ol!, well! ~ RZ 

Forte is a new music programming language developed by 
Gary J. Shannon. Currently implemented for the Apple II com· 
puter, Forte is available from SOFTAPE, 10756 Vanowen, 
North Hollywood, CA 91605 (213/985-5763). Designed for 
use by those familiar with standard musical notation but with 
little or no programming experience, Forte is very easy to 
learn. Its straightfOlward syntax and excellent editing and 
debugging capabilities make it a pleasure to use. A page of 
sheet musie can be coded in Forte in a few minutes. In fact, 
it's easy to create Forte programs on-line, at the Apple key· 
board, without writing code on paper. 

28 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

Each note of a ForIe program is represented by a letter (A 
through G), an octave number (I through 8) and a duration 
number (J through 64). A. slash is used to separate the octave 
and duration numbers, and a pound sign (#) indicates a 
sharp. For example, the notation "C # 4/8" specifies a C
sharp eighth note in the fourth octave. A period (.) after the 
duration number causes the duration of a note to be extended 
by 50%, and an exclamation (!) indicates a triplet. 

The only significant departure from the usual musical notation 
is Forte's convention whereby octaves begin with A and end 
with G#. This may take a few minutes, and a few mistakes, 
to get used to. Also a sharp applies only to the single note 
for which it is specified. The pseudo note R is used to specify 
a rest. Thus, R/4 indicates a quarter rest; R/8 indicates an 
eighth rest. 

It isn't necessary to repeat all of the parameters for each note, 
if the octave and/or duration are the same for two or more 
notes in succession. For example, "A3/4 G3/4" could be 
coded as "A3/4 G" without confusing Forte. 

Each line of code in a Forte program is identified by a decimal 
number, as in a BASIC program, and many notes can be 
written in the same line of code (up to 256 characters). Most 
Forte users fmd it convenient to write each measure of music 
as a single line of code, as this greatly simplifies debugging. 

At the beginning of a Forte program one must specify the 
tempo and voice to be used. Tempo (TJ through 1'255) 
determines how fast the subsequent notes will be played. 
Nonnal tempo is about 175. Voice (VI through V6) selects a 
predetennined envelope for the notes that follow. Tempo 
and/or voice may be respecified at any point in a program. 

The P command is used to insert a pause of one or more 
seconds at any point in a program. For example , "P3" causes 
a pause of three seconds. 

Comment lines are identified as such by a leading asterisk (.). 
Trailing comments in a line of procedural code are also allowed. 
For example, the line 

100 A3/4 BCD *COMMENT 

specifies four notes and includes a trailing comment. Comments 
have no effect on program execution . 

If you want some text displayed on the screen by Forte 
while a program is running, you can simply include a quoted 
string at the point in the program where you want the text to 
appear. An H command can be used to clear the screen and 
home the cursor to the left-center of the display. For example, 
the line 

too H V2 Tt75 "DAISY" 

would cle~ the screen, set voice two, set a tempo of 175, and 
print the DAISY, in that order. The display capability is use
ful for showing titles and sing-along lyrics. 

Repetition of any part of a program is easily accomplished. 
The following line would play the notes A, B, C, and D a total 
of three times. 

100 (3' A4/B BCD) 

The number preceding the colon in the example shown above 
specifies how many times the notes are to be played, and the 
parentheses indicate the sequence to be repeated . 

The N command can be used to execute a line of code only 
during a given repetition of the program segment in which that 
line appears. Line 101 below would be executed only in the 
first performance of the parenthesized segment. 

100 Vl TI50 (2, 

101 Nl A4/B BCD 

1020CBA) 

The J command is used to jump to any given line. For example, 
the following program would play the same four notes until 
stopped by the user. 

100 V2 TIOO 

101 B4/2 C# 0 0# 

102 Jl01 

Thus, a J command is equivalent to a GOTO in a BASIC 
program. Forte also provides the equivalents of GOSUB and 
RETURN. The U command has the effect of a GOSUB, and 
the X conmland has the effect of a RETURN. In the program 
shown below, line 132 calls a closed subroutine beginning at 
line 199. Tltis example certainly isn't an optimum Forte 
program, since a linear structure would have served just as well 
but 11 does illustrate how U and X commands can be used. ' 

129 V3 T220 H "DAISY" ''"DISPLAY TITLE 

132 U199 *CALL SUBROUTINE 

135 Q *ENO MAIN PROGRAM 

140 " 

199 (J, "EXECUTE THREE TIMES 

200 04/4 B G3 0 EIB F3 G 

201 E/4 G/B 0/2. A4/4. 0 B G3 

202 E/B F# G A4/4 BIB A/4. R/4 BIB C B A 

203 0/4 BIB A G3/2 A4/B B/4 G3/B E/4 G/B 

204 E 0/2 OIB G/4 B4/B A/4 03/B G3/4 B4/B 

205 A/4 B/16 C OIB B G3 A4/4 03/8 G/2 

206 R/2 

222 ) X "RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 

Note that the Q command in line 135 above ends the main 
program. An S command has the same effect as a Q command, 
but is intended as a temporary breakpoint during debugging. 

Direct commands are executed as soon as they are typed, 
and are not preceded by line numbers. The square -cornered 
brackets in the accompanying table of direct commands 
indicate optional parameters. Such brackets are not to be 
typed as part of any command. 

Continued on Pigs 3' 

J JJ r J 
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Tbe~ ~ 
Programmer'S 
ToolboJl[TM 

BY EVERYBODY 

In Vol. t, NO.3 of PC, 1973, Marc Le Brun began 8 col
umn that provided routines that could be used 8$ part of 
8 "toolbox " of computer skills. We revived that column 
beginning with the last issue of Re. 

The Dragon (Bob Albrecht) saw the toolbox and im
mediately sent us the following contributions. He 
promises to send more. However, we also solicit material 
for the column from all of you. After a/l, you are 
everybody, too. - RZ 

PT3: SCREEN OUTLINE 

Thil TRS . BO birthdey card includes, mort subroutine to drew 
e line around the edge of the ICreen, uling a , ingle FOA · NEXT 

'001>. 

200 UII". ~py 81RTHDAY ""RD' 
210 tlS 
210 GOSU' 920 
210 Pkl HT ~ 1~8, "IW'PI''' ; 
2100 PRIIiT @ 51' , "'lkTH~I'''; 
250 PRI NT t 1l2. "..oTHH": 
260 GOl D 260 

m RU\ ••• PROGIWIIIER 'S TOOlBOX I). OMII " lOX .... ROUND 
910 lU ll ... THE OUTS I DE tOG[ OF THE StRU M 
920 f OR KPT _ 0 TO 121 
9 ] 0 SET ( ~P T, 0) SET (~PT, ~1) 
9 ' 0 IF I\I'T( ~8 SET {O , I\I'Tl : SH (127 , KJlT ) 
9 50 NUT KJlT 
%0 ~(1UM 

BY THE DRAGON 

PT4: PRINT. SCROLLING 

This TRS.ao PfogriIfTI 1.1_ the PRINTO stat&rTlfll'lt and the bot
tom line scrolling f.arure of the TRS-80, Try it, then study lines 
160, 160. 170 and 180 to figure out how and whV it works al it 

does. Enjov. 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

100 P'£I\ " HOCRA/II\[R'S TooL'OJ (TId NU!lBH • 
110 P.£1t " IUCP.£ATlONAL to/IPUlING. JUL / o\UC 1979 

120 CLS 
130 x - ~ NO {IOO) 

I~O ~RINT , 8)2, "1'11 TlIIN~INC OF A H .. II6E~ FROII I TO 100" 

ISO PRIH @ ~O, "GUESS I\V MUI\BH"; INPYl C 
160 IF e( x PRI MT tI 8% + )2, "nY BleCH" : G010 ISO 
1]0 I F c)x HINT @ 8% + 32, "TRY SIIALLU" • COTO 150 

180 IF C _ X HI NT \I 896 + 32, "fllAT'S ITII !" 
1900 FOR Z _ I TO 700 : NEXT l COTO 120 

How does It work? Hereal'9 .ome hints. 

• In line 150. print position 960 i. the left edge of tha bottom 

line of the .creen. 

• If we type lomething on the bonom line of the .creen and 
press the ENTER key. lIVery thing on the screen will move up 

one plaC8. 

• In lin" 160 .180, print position 896 i. the left edgt of the 
line just above the bottom line of the screen. Print position 896 
+ 32 il about halt way acron that line. 

BY THE DRAGON 

PT5: REMOVING SPACES 

Here il a little wbroutine to remove all $pac" from a string. 
You provide a string called APT$. Our wbroutine remowl 
ell spaces and return. APT$ to you, sanl spacel. 

In the subroutine, we have used line numben 900 through 970. 
None of these IIna numben are referred to within the ,ub
routine, so chanlll' them to vour heart', dMire and write your 

GOSUB. accordingly. 

The subroutine 1.11181 two other strings, 8PT$ lind CPT$. CPT$ il 
a string of length one (11. BPT$ i, used to build tha "lP*"less" 
Itring. In our Iii'll 970. APT$ il set equal to BPTS. then BPTS i. 
1181 &qull to the null string of length zero. We do thi, to conll8rva 

string space in your program. 

Now, does ewryOl"le out thera know wfIy we might went to 
remow all the $peees from a string? 

100 !\E ll ASK FOR Sr.I NC (APTS) , kEIIOVE ALL C~AAClEkS 
110 RE I\ ' IIHICH ARE NOT UPPER CASE LETTERS, PRI IiT RE SULT 

220 CLS 
lJO INPUT "M'TS _ " , Al'U 
2~(I CO$~ 920 
250 PRINT RPH : P~I N T GOTO HO 

900 REII •• PROCAAIIIIER'S TOOLeox , 6. kEIIOVE ALL C~"""CTERS 
9 10 RE" •• ~ IIIIltll AIU IIOT uPPER CASE LETTERS F~ APH 
920 lPT • LEN (""H) If L'T .. 0 nil" RETURN 

930 BPTS - .... 
900 FOR ~T • \ TO LPT 
950 CPH. 1\10$ (APTS, 1\1'1, I) 
,*0 If ASC (CPl$)6~ ""0 1.$( (CP1$)(91 THE il I'T$ _IPT$· tPTS 

970 NExT I\I'T 
980 APT$ _ B'TS : B'TS _ 'H' : RETUM 

BY THE DRAGON 

I 

PT6: UPPER CASE ALPHABET SCAN 

Thil l ubroutine removlt all characten which ara not upper 
call8 letten from the string APTS. 

e For eXlII'llpte, if you provide APTS - "ABC1231#$" the 
subroutine will r&turn APT$· "ABC". ' 

The lubroutine UIJeI two other strings, BPTS and CPTS. CPTS il 
a string of length OI"Ie (1) cOOlinlng of Individual char1lCten from 
APTS. BPTS II ulled to build the Itring of upper c.. I'tten from 
APT$, In our line 980, APT$ II Nt equal to BPT$, than BPT$ i. 
.t equal to the null string of length zero. We do thil to COl"lll8rve 
strIng space in your program. 0 

Anvbody got a Uti for thll wbroutine? 

200 REM ASK FOR SUI NG (AI'l~), IUIIOV[ SPACES. HINT RESULT 
210 CLS 
220 I "PUT .. ...,1$ ." , Al'TS 
230 COSUI 91 0 
2~0 PRIIiT .1.'1$ PRINT GOTO 220 

900 RE II '" PROGRAIII\U'S TOOLIOJ IS. REIIOVt SPACES FROII APl$ 
~10 L'T _ LEN (APTS) IF LPT _ 0 THEN I\ETUM 
910 BPT$ - , •• 
9)0 fOR I\PT - I TO L~T ,.0 CPTS _ 1110$ (.1.'1$, I\I'T. I) 
'SO If CPTS( )"" TH[N BPTS - BPTS .. CPTS 
960 NUT I\PT 
970 Al'TS • IPrs BPl$ - ,. , IUTUM 

E.~U.\ E.~\1e.' 
Attention Everybodyl 

BY THE DRAGON 

The next RC toolbox will heve stuff on the ATARI and 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Computenl Color sound 
graphics. • • 

DIRECT FORTE COMMANDS ...[ 

CAS 

CON 

DELm[,n] 

~ Play to tape rather than to speaker. 

Continue execution after stopping for 
an S command. 

Delete program lines m through n. A 
single line can also be deleted by 
typing its line number followed by 
a RETURN. 

FREE Display the number of bytes available 
for program expansion. 

LIST [m[,n]] List the current program in its entirety 
or lines m through n only. 

LOAD [name] Retrieve a program from tape, or from 
disk if a me name is specified. 

NEW Delete the current program, if any. 

NOTRACE Cancel the TRACE and/or TRACEN 
mode . 

PR# n Direct listing output to peripheral 
device n. 

RESTORE Cancel the most recent NEW command 
unless program lines have been entered 
subsequent to that command. 

RUN [nJ Start program execution, from the 
beginning or from line n. 

SAVE [name] 

SPDn 

SPK 

STEP [n] 

TRACE 

TRACEN 

Copy current program to tape, or to 
disk if a me name is specified. 

Set the speed of listing a program, 
where n may be from 1 (very slow) 
to 255. 

Return audio output to the speaker, 
if a CAS command is in effect 

Play one note at a time, from the 
be~ning or from line n, as the space 
bar or any alphanumeric key is pressed, 
The RETURN key cancels the STEP 
mode. 

Display the number of each line as it 
is executed. 

Display each note as it is played. 0 
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Have you heard Herb M • 
oore 5 music? 

Three-year-oJd kids 
at the keyboard 

Computers & Libraries 
Computers & Pilza 
Computers & Champagne 
Computers and ... 

PETAL 

"Don't try to change existing institutions - invent new ones ..... 
Paraphrase of a Bob Theobald statement 
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FEATURING ARTICLES ON: 

.. DUNGEONS 8: DRAGONS 
* TUNNELS B: TROLLS 
* CHIV ALRY 8: SORCERY 
.. TRAVELLER 
* RUNEQUESTI 
* AND A HOST OF OTHERS! 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

An authoritative journal that no dedicated gamemaater 
should do without! Collect Different Worlds ... treasure each 
issue! Appearing six times a year, it features infonnative and 
timely articles. Different Worlds is TIle Magazine of Game Role
Playing for Game Role-Playing Fans! Subscribe now! 

~ A NEW MAGAZINE OF ~ 
~ "'. GAME ROLE·PLAYING ~ '" . 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

U.S. Subscriptions 
Canada and Mexico 

First Class 
Rest of World Surface 
Rest of World Air Mail 

$10.5011 year (6 issues) 
$14.50 

$14.50 
$21 

Payment must be in US funds. 

DIFFERENT WORLDS. PO BOX 6302. ALBANY, CA 94706 

ZORK: 
A COMPUTERIZED FANTMV )IMUL~TION GAME 

Small venions of wrge-scale games are beginning to appet1r on 
penotliJl computers. For example, we just received a TRS-80 
cassette of Adventure from Scott Adoms, P.O. Box 3435, 
Longwood, FL 32750. 

By reprinting this article on Zork, we hope to interest a few 
people in perhaps producing a "Tiny Zork" for our home 
computers. With Ad~'enture in halld, call Zork be far behind? 

The authors of this article have a variety of interests and skills 
in addition to their fascination with Zork. P. David Lebling 
is a staff member of MIT Laboratory for Computer Science; 
Marc S. Blank is a medical student at the Albert Einstein 
College of MediCine; Timothy A. Andenon is a member of 
the research staff at Computer Corporation of America, 
Cambn'dge, MA. 

Happy Zorking!! 

Welcome to Zork. 
This version created December a. 
West of House 

- RZ 

You are in an open field west of a big white house with a 
boarded front door. 
There is a small mailbox here. 
>GO NORTH 
North of House 
You are facing the north side of a white house. There is 
no door here, and all the windows are barred. 
> EAST 
Behind House 
You are behind the white house. In one corner of the 
house there is a small window which is sli ghtly ajar. 
> OPEN THE WINDOW 
With great effort, you open the window far enough to 
allow entry. 
>GO IN 
Kitchen 
You are in the kitchen of the white house. A table 
seems to have been used recently for the preparation of 
food. A passage leads to the west, and a dark staircase 
can be seen leading upward. To the east is a small 
window which is open . 
On the table is an elongated brown sack, smelling of 
hot peppers. 
A bottle is sitting on the table. 
The glass bottle contains: 

A quantity of water 

Reprintfld by permillllion. Computer Magazine, IEEE Computer Socie· 
ty. April 1979, Vol. 12 peIJ!ll51·59, © 1979 IEEE. 

BY P. OAVID LEBLING 
MARC S. BLANK 
TIMOTHY A. ANDERSON 

MIT LABORATORY FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Beyond this nondescript kitchen, above and below the surface 
of the earth, lie scores of rooms, some containing traps, some 
containing puzzles. Hundreds of objects are scattered through· 
out this maze, some valuable treasures, some magical tools. 
The little white house in the forest clearing is the entrance to 
Zork, a game developed by the authors. Zork is one example 
of a new type of game: the Computerized Fantasy Simulation 
game . 

In this type of game, the player interacts conversationally 
with an omniscient "Master of the Dungeon," who rules on 
each proposed action and relates the consequences. If the 
player says "Go north," he may move north, or the dungeon 
master may say "There is no way 10 go in that direction." 
If the player says "Open the window," the dungeon master 
may respond "The window is locked." The results depend 
on the design of the game, its architecture and furnishings, 
so to speak: in one game picking a sword might be fatal; in 
another it might confer magical powers. The design and im
plementation of such games is as much an exercise in creative 
writing as in progranlming. 

The interest in playing Zork (or any other CFS game) is two· 
fold. First, the object of the game is usually to collect treasure, 
and this may be done only by solving problems; in the above 
the player would gamer 10 points by being clever enough to 
open the window and enter the house.(Zork itself has more 
than two dozen distinct problems to solve, some presented 
in several stages.) Second, a great deal of the enjoyment of 
such games is derived by probing their responses in a sort of 
informal Turing test: "I wonder what it will say jf) do this?" 
The players (and designers) delight in clever (or unexpected) 
responses to otherwise useless actions. 
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Overview: Simulating the Universe 

The heart of any CFS game is its ability to mimic omniscience. 
By this we mean that the game should simulate the real world 
sufficiently well so that the player is able to spend most of 
his time solving the problems rather than solving the program. 
If, for example, the vocabulary is too small, the player must 
always wonder if IUs problem is only that he hasn't yet found 
the right word to use. Similarly, it is annoying for a possible 
solution to a problem to be ignored by the game. In other 
words, the program must simulate the real world. 

Obviously, no small computer program can encompass the 
entire universe. What it can do, however, is simulate enough 
of the universe to appear to be more intelligent than it really 
is. This is a successful strategy only because CFS games are 
goal..directed. As a consequence, most players try to do only 
a small subset of tJle things they might choose to do with an 
object if they really had one in their possession. 

Zork "simulates the universe" in an environment containing 
191 different "rooms" (places to be) and 21 I "objects." 
The vocabulary includes 908 words, of which 71 are distinct 
"actions" it handles. By contrast, a person's conversational 
vocabulary is a factor of two (or more) larger. How, then, does 
a limited program make a creditable showing in the conversa· 
tional interaction that characterizes Zork? 

The technique Zork uses for simulating the universe is that of 
universal methods modified for particular situations. For ex· 
ample, when a player tries to take some object, he expects 
to end up carrying it. There are, as in the real world, excep· 
tions: some objects are "nailed down," and one's carrying 
capacity is limited. These restrictions are included in the gen
eral TAKE function. However, the designer might want a 
special action in addition to, or instead of, the general TAKE: 
a knife might give off a blinding light when taken; an attempt 
to take anything in a temple might be fatal. These exceptions 
would not appear in the generaJ TAKE function, but in func
tions associated with the knife and the temple. 

The details of this method of exceptions will be taken up 
later. The effect of it is that "the expected thing" usually 
happens whell the player tries to (for example) take something. 
If the object he is trying to take is not special, and the situa
tion is not special, then "it works," and he gets the object. 
In Zork, there are quite a few of these basic verbs. They 
include "take," "drop," "throw," "attack," "burn," "break," 
and others. These basic verbs are set up to do reasonable tJlings 
to every object the player will encounter in the game. III many 
cases, objects have properties indicating that a certain verb is 
meaningful when applied to them (weapons have a ''weapon'' 
property, for example, that is checked by the verb "attack"). 
Applying a verb to an object lacking the necessary property 
often results in a sarcastic retort. ("Attacking a troll with a 
newspaper is foolhardy.") But the point is that it does some· 
thing meaningful, something the player might have expected. 

Another way in which tJle game tries to be real is by the judi
cious use of assumptions in the dungeon master's command 
parser. Suppose the player says "Attack." Assuming that he 
has a weapon and there is an enemy to attack, tJlis should 
work, and it does. Assumptions are implemented by the exist· 
ence of verb frames (stereotypes) and memory in the parser. 
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In the example, the parser picks up the verb frames for the 
verb "attack." They indicate that "Auack 'villain' with 
'weapon'" is the expected form of the phrase. Now, "villain" 
means another denizen of the dungeon , SO the parser looks 
for one that is presently accessible , a "villain" in the same 
room as the player. Similarly, the player lllust have a "weapon" 
in his possession. Assuming only one "villain" is in the room 
and the player has only one "weapon," they are placed in the 
empty slots of the frame and the fight is on. 

Suppose that there is only one villain available, the troll , but 
the player has two weapons: a knife and sword. III that case, 
the dungeon master can't decide for him which to use, so it 
gives up, saying "Attack troll with what?" However, it reo 
members the last input , as augmented by the defaults ("Attack 
troll"). Thus, if the user replies "With sword," or even 
"Sword," it is merged with the leftover input and again the 
fight is on. This memory can last for several turns: for ex· 
ample, "Attack"; "Attack troU with what?"; "With knife"; 
"Which knife?"; "Rusty knife"; and so on. 

Data Structure and Control Structure 

The underlying structure of Zork consists of the data base 
(known as "the dungeon") and the control structure. The 
data base is a richly interconnected pointer structure joining 
instances of four major data types: "rooms," locations in the 
dungeon; "objects," things that may be referenced ; "actions," 
verbs and their frame structures; and "actors," agents of 
action. Each instance of these data types may contain a 
function which is the specializing element of that instance. 
The control structure of Zork is, at one level, a specification of 
which of these functions is allowed to process an input sen
tence and in what order. 

In the simplest sense, Zork runs in a loop in which three 
different operations are performed: command input and pars· 
ing, command execution, and background processing. (Figure 
I is a flowchart of the Zork program.) 

The command input phase of the loop is relatively straight· 
forward. It is intended to let the user type in his command, 
edit it if he needs to, and terminate it with a carriage return. 

The purpose of the Zork parser is to reduce the user's input 
specification (command) to a small structure containing an 
"action" and up to two "objects" where necessary. 

The parser begins by verifying that all the words in the input 
sentence are in its vocabulary. Then, it must determine which 
action and objects, if any, were specified. For an object to be 
referenced in a sentence, it must be "available"-that is, it 
must be in the player's possession, in the room the player is 
in, or within an object that is itself available. Objects not 
meeting these criteria may still be referenced if they are 
"global objects," which are of two types: those that are always 
available (such as parts of the player's body), and those that 
are available in a restricted set of rooms (such as a forest or 
a house). Adjectives supplied within the sentence are used 
to distinguish objects of the same generic type (such as knives 
and buttons) but are otherwise ignored. If an object remains 
ambiguous, the parser asks which of the ambiguous objects 
was meant (for example, "Which button should I push?"). 

-
Next is syntax checking, whereby the correct "action". is 
used for any verb. Syntax checking makes use of any supplied 
prepositions, differentiatillg between, for exam~le, "lo~k at" 
and ';look under," which imply different actIOns. Fmally, 
having deternlined the appropriate syntax for a give~ senten.ce, 
the parser ensures that all required objects for a glve~ acllon 
were specified. The parser may, for example, deCide that 
the correct syntax for the sentence "Give X" is "G.ive ~ t?, 
Y." An attempt is then made to supply an. appropnate Y. 
to complete the sentence. TIlls is made pOSSible by the ~eftm
tions of the actions themselves, which include the attributes 
of the objects to be acted upon. In the present example, 
the actioll for "Give" defines the indirect object ("Y") to be 
another denizen of the dungeon; the parser attempts to com
ply by seeing if one is available. If so, the indirect ~bject is 
found and the parse is successful. If not, the player IS asked 
to supply the indirect object himself. ("~ive ~ to whom?") 
Once this phase is completed, the parse IS firushed and the 
parser's output is returned. 

The adjectives and prepositions that were in the user's input 
are used only to determine the "action" and the "objects," 
and are not part of the parser's output. In addition, all articles 
are ignored, though users may add them to increase th~ clarity 
(to themselves) of what they input. For example, an mpul of 
"Knock down the thief with tlle rusty knife" reduces to some· 
thing like 

[<action STRIKE> <object THIEF> 
<object RUSTY -KNIFE» 

If, however, the input were "Knock on the thief," the parser 
would reduce that to 

[<action RAP> <object THIEF> I 

recognizing that the "action" to be performed depends, for 
tJle word "knock," on the syntax of the input sentence: 
"knock down" turns into "strike," while "knock on" turns 
into "rap." 

Once parsing has been completed, processing of the command 
is started. The functional element (if any) of each of the 
objects in the parsed input may be invoked. Ad~itionally, 
some objects not specifically referenced, but which define 
the situation, are part of the processing sequence .. The order 
in which these functions are invoked is deternuned by a 
strategy of a1lowillg the exceptions an opportunity to handle 
tile input before performing the action associated with the 
most general case. The processing order is as follows: 

• The actor performing the command, if any. This allows, 
for example, a robot with a limited range of actions. . 

• The vehicle the actor is in, if any. This allows the vehicle 
to restrict movement. For example, inside a freely drifting 
balloon the normal movement commands (such as "Run 
north") might be meaningless or even fatal. 

• The verb, or "action." 
(a) The indirect object of the sentence, if any. 
(b) The direct object of the sentence, if any. . 

• The vehicle again, if any. The vehicle is called a second hme 
to enable it to act based on changes in the state resulting 
from the action. 

• The room the player is in. 

, 

'""" 
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FAIL 
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succeeD 

• HANDLED 
"CTOH 

NOT HANDLED 

•• VEHICLE, 

(HIJECTS • HANDLED J , 
INDIRECT r -, , , 

t NDT HANDLED VERB 

HANDLED I NOT HANDLED 
, FAILED , 

DIRECT , , 
SUCCEEDED 

,,>0. 

0 
DEMONS 

0 

• Called if actor is not player VEHICLE, 

•• Called if player is in vehicle. I ••• Called if object was given 

Figure 1. lork flowchart. 

Each of these functions is invoked in tum and given the op· 
tion of handling the command. If it decides to handle the 
command, processing tenninates at that point, and the reo 
maining functions are not invoked. Otherwise, the sequence 
continues. Note that a function may do something (such as 
print a message) without completely handling the input. The 
invocation of an object's function is under the control of the 
verb; it may, after suitable checks, detennine that the player.'s 
request is not reasonable. ("Your l~~d is ~oo .he~vy. Yo~.~ 
have to leave something behind. ) This liITUtS fleXibility 
slightly, but it has the advantage that it localizes Ute tests for 
a reasonable state. 
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ZORK INTERNI\L) 

The following are some example Zark internals. 

Commenu (as in the MOL language) are strings following a semicolon. 

Thus ;"1 am a comment," 

;"The definition of the 'verb' READ:" 

<ADD-ACTION "READ" 
"Read" 
[(.READBIT REACH AOBJS ROBJS TRY) 

;"restrictions on characteristics and location of objecu for defaulting-filling in an unadorned 
'READ' command. The object must be readable and accessible," 

("READ"REAOERJ DR IVER] 
;"READEA is the function, and the form 'READ object' is preferred (the 'driver')" 

((.READBIT REACH AOBJS RQBJS TRY) "WITH" OBJ {"READ"READERll 
;"specification for 'READ obj1 WITH obj2' " 

[(.READBIT REACH ADBJS ROBJS TRY) "THAQU"OBJ ["REAO"READERII 
;"specification for 'READ objl THROUGH obj2' .. > 

;"Synonyms for READ:" 

<VSYNONYM "READ" "SKIM"> 

;"READEA is the general reading function:" 

<DEF INE AEADER! ) 
<COND !<NOT <Lin ,HERE» ;"There must be light to reacl." 

<TELL "It is impossible to read in the dark."» 
!<AND <NOT <EMPTY? <PASI»> 

;"<PRSI> is the indirect object. If there is one, the player is trying to use something as a 
magnifying glass." 
< NOT<TRNN <PRS I>, TRANSB IT» 
;" If so, it better be transparent ' ''> 

<TELL "How does one look through a" 1 <OD ESC2 <PRS I» "?"> 
;"It failed the test, so print sarcasm") 

(<NOT <TRNN<PRSO>, READB IT» 
;"The direct object should be readable." 

<TELL " How can I read " 1 < ODESC2 < PRSO»"?,':> 
;" 't's not.") 

(<OBJECT ·ACTION> 
;"Now the object read gets a chance.") 

(ELSE ;"It didn't handle it, so print text." 
< TELL<OAEAD <PASO», LONG· TEL L 1»» 
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;"An object: A stack of Zorkmid bills (Zorkmids are the currency of Zork)" 

<OBJECT ["BILLS" "STACK" "PILE") 
;''The object's name and synonyms." 

["NEAT" "200" "ZORKM") 
;"Adjectives which refer to the object." 

"stack of zorkmid bills" 
<+, OVISON, AEADBIT, TAKEBIT, BURNBIT> 

;"Properties of the object: it's visible, readable, takeable, flammable" 
BI LLS·OBJECT 
! ) ;"The contents of the object (always empty for this object)." 
[ODESC1 
"200 neatly stacked zorkmid bills are here." 

;"The long description." 
ODESCO 
"On the floor sit 200 neatly stacked zorkmid bills." 

;''The initial long description (when fint seen by the player)." 
OSIZE 10 ;"The object's weight." 
OTVAL 15 ;"The value of the object: points for finding it and saving it." 
OFVAL1Q 
OREAD ,ZORKMID·FACE 

;''What to print when the object is read.") 
;''The elements of an object with tokens naming them are rare (few objects are readable 
and thus need OREAD slots). The other slots are common to all objects.'':> 

;"The object function for the Zorkmid bills. It is there mostly to make a few sarcastic comments." 

<DEFINE BILLS·OBJECT! ) 

<SETG BANK·SOLVEI·FLAG T> 
<COND (<VEAB? "BURN"> 

<TELL "Nothing like having money to burn I"> 
<» ;"Prints sarcasm but doesn't handle the command (accomplished by returning the false 

object <> J. This allows BURN to also deal with it." 
(<VERB? "EAT"> 
<TELL "Talk about eating rich foods I"> 

;"Doesn't allow EAT to run (by returning a non·false:'»> 

i"A room: the vault in which the Zorkmid bills are found" 

<ROOM "BKVAU" ;"The internal name of the room." 
''This is the Vault of the Bank of Zork, in which there are no doors." 
"Vault" 
,NULEX IT ;"There are no exits from this room." 
«GET·OBJ "BILLS"» 

;"The bills are initially here." 
<> 
< + ,RSACREDBIT ,RLANDBIT> 

;"The room may not be entered by the thief, and is a land room." 
[RGLOBAL < + ,WALL·ESWBIT ,WALL·NB IT»> 

;"The walls of the room are/may be referenced." 
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€X~MPLEC; 

A demonstration of vehicles, spIICifically 
the magic boat (various ridicuioul thingl 
are attempted). 

>LOOK 
Dam Base 
You are at the base of Flood Control Dam 
#3, which looms above you and to the 
north. The River Frigid Is flowing by here. 
Across the river are the White Clith, which 
seem to form a giant 'MIll stretching 'rom 
north to sooth elong the east shore of the 
river as it winds its way downstrt!am. 
There is an inflated bout here. 
The magic boat contains: 

A tan label 
>BOARD THE MAGIC BOAT 
You are no ..... in the magic bout. 
>NORTH 
You can't go there in a magic boat. 

;The room to the north is defined not 
to allow boats. 

>READ 
Reed whaa 
>LABEL 
Taken. 

1111 FROBOZZ MAGIC BOAT COM. 
PANYIlII 

Hello, Sailorl 

InUllIctions for use: 

To get into boat, say 'Boerd' 
To leave boat, say 'Disembark' 

To get into a body of ..... ater, say 'Launch' 
To get to shore, say 'Land' 

>LAUNCH 
Frigid River 
YOll are on the River Frigid in the vicinity 
of the Dam. The river flows Quietly here. 
There is a landing on the wen shore. You 
ere in the magic boat. 
> DOWN 
Frigid River 
The River turns 8 comer here making it 
impossible to see the Dam. The White Cliffs 
loom 0fI the east bank and larga rocks 
prevent landing on the west. 
You are in the megic boat. 
>UP 
You cannot go upstream due to strong 
currenU. 
>PUT BOAT IN BOAT 
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Ho ..... can '1'00 do that? 
>DISEMBARK 
You realize, just in time, that disembark· 
ing here ..... ould probably be fatal. 
>DOWN 
Frigid River 
The river is IlInning faster here and the 
sound ahead appears to be that of rushing 
water. On the ..... est shore is a sandy beach. 
A small area of beach can also be seen below 
the Cliffs. 
You are in the magic boat. 
There Is a red buoy here (probably a war· 
ningl. [in the room] 
> EAT BUOY 
Taken. 
I don't think that the red buoy ..... ould agret! 
with you. 

;The verb function has done all the 
processing. 

Playing with tiril, 1t1tmptiT11l to bum the 
peinting Un the .... d, the carel_lIdv .... turer 
getahi.juJtd_rtsl: 

>INVENTORY 
You are carrying: 
A pair of candles 
A matchbook 
A torch 
A painting 
A lamp 
>LlGHT CANDLES WITH TORCH 
You realize, just in time, that the candles 
are already lighted. 
>EXTINGU ISH CANDLES 
The flame is extinguished. 
>LIG HT CANDLES WITH TORCH 
The heat from the torch is so intense that 
the candlas are vaporized. 

;The 'candles" function hM hllfldled 
being lit with the torch. 

>UGHT MATCH 
One of the metches starts to bum. 
>BURN PAINTING WITH MATCH 
The PlIinting catches fire. 
Unfortunately, you were holding It at the 
time. 

Oemonl1ration of the parMr, and a number 
of itt faatures, including the remember· 
ifl9 ot pravioLU inputs and the usa of ALL 
and A.LL EXCEPT: 

>WEST 
Living Room 
You are in the living room. There is a door 
to the eau, a wooden door with strange 
gothic lettering to the ';Wst, which appears 
to be nailed shut, and a large oriental rug 
in the center of the room. There is a trophy 
case here. 
A battery·powered brass lantern is on the 
trophy case. On hooks above the mantel· 
piec::e hangs an elvish sword of great an· 
tiquity. 
>TAKE ALL BUT PAPER AND RUG 
sword: 

Taken. 
lamp: 

Taken. 
>READ 
Read what? 
>THE DOOR 
The engravings translate to 'This space in· 
tentionally left blank' 
>LOOK UNDER RUG 
Underneath the rug is a closed trap door. 
>MOVE THE RUG 
With a great effort, the rug is moved 10 one 
side of the room. 
With the rug moved, the dusty cover of a 
closed trep·door appears. > OPEN 
Open what? 
> DOOR 
Which door Should I open? 
>THE TRAP DOOR 
The door reluctantly opens to reveal a 
rickety staircase descending into darkness. 
>GO DOWN 
It is pitch black. You are likely to be eaten 
by a grue. 
Your sword is glowing with a faint blue 
gjow. 

> WHAT'S A GRUEl 
The grue is a sinister, lurking presence in 
the dark places of Itle eerth. Its favorite 
diet is adventurers, but its insatiable appe· 
tite is tempered by its fear of light. No 
grue has ever been seen by the light of day, 
and few have survived its fearsome jaws 
to tell the tale. 
Your sword is glowing with a faint blue 
glow. 
>TURN ON LAMP 
The lamp is now on. 
Cellar 
You are in a dark and damp cella. with a 
narrow passageway leading eau, and a 
crawiway to the south. On the ';Wst is the 
bottom of a $leep metal ramp which is 
unctimbable. 
The trap door crashes shut, and you hear 
someone barring it. 

;The room function closes the trap 
door to bar escape. 

~iY
/,\" 

~--=~p-=j~ 
The robber, demonstrating his adilCic 
streak: 

You are in a tiny C8V1l ..... ith entrances west 
and north, and a dark, forbidding stair· 
case leading down. 
There is a suspicious,looking individual, 
holding a bag, leaning against one wall. 
He is armed with a vicious· looking stiletto. 
>INVENTORY 
You are carrying: 
A lamp 
A sword 
A platinum bar 
A jade figurine 
The butt of his stiletto crack$ you on the 
skull, and you stagger back. 

;The fi!tlting 'demon' just ran. 
The other occupant jU5t left, still carrying 
his large bag. You may not have noticed 
that he robbed you blind first. 

;The thief 'd&mon' just ran. 
)INVENTORY 
You are carrying: 
A lamp 
>SIGH 
You'll have to speak up if you &Xpect me 
to hearyoul 

A. not atypical IlIn·in and battle with the 
1T'01l !unfortunately, this one ruultt in the 
death of the adventurer): 

>EAST 
The Troll Room 
You are in a small room ..... ith passages off 
in all directions. 
Bloodstains and deep scratches {perhaps 
made by an axel mar the walls. 
A nasty·looking troll, brendishing a bloody 
axe, blocks all passages out of th& room. 
Your sword has begun to glow very brightly. 
>K ILL TROLL WITH SWORD 
A mIghty blow, but it misses the troll by a 
mile. 
The axe 98111 you right in the side. Ouchl 
>SWING BOTTLE AT TROLL 
Trying to attack a troll with a glass bottle 
is suicidal. 
The axe creshes against the rock, throwing 
sparksl 
>JUMP OVER TROLL 
The troll is too big to jump over. 
You stagger back under a hail of axe strokes. 
>TIE UP TROLL 
with what? 
>ROPE 
The troll 5trugglO$ and you cannot tie him 

",. 
The troll hits you with a glancing blow, and 
you are momentarily stunned. 
>OIAGNOSE 
You have a light WQund, which will be cured 
after 29 moves. 
You can be killed by one more light wound. 
The troll swings his axe, but it misses. 

;The troll, no gentleman, keeps fighting 
while you examine your wound. 

>SCREAM 
Aaaarrrrrrrgg999999g999999hhhhhh hhhhhhh' 
The axe cr&$hes against the rock, throwing 
sparks! 
)WAKE UP THE TROLL 
The trOll isn't sleeping. 
The axe sweeps past as you jump aside. 
>JUMP 

Wheeeel!i:tHl ' I I I 
Th& troll's axe 

A demonstration of the Clock Damon, with 
the Gnome of Zurich appearing a specified 
number of moves following entrapment in 
the Small Room: 

Sm&1! Room 
You are in a small, bare room ..... ith no di· 
tinguishing features. There are no exits 
from this room. 
>NORTH 
There is a wall there. 
)EAST 
There is a wall there. 
>SOUTH 
There is a wall there. 
>WEST 
There is a wall there. 
>UP 
There is no way up. 
>DOWN 
There is no way down. 
)FOO 
Well, FOO, BAR, and BLETCH to you tool 
>CUMB UP WALLS 
Climbing the walls is of no avail. 
An epicene Gnome of Zurich wearing a 
three·piec::a suit and carrying a safety· 
deposit box materializes in the room. 'You 
seem to have forgotten to deposit yOUf velu· 
ablO$,' he says. tapping the lid of the box 
impatiently. We don't usually allow cus· 
tomers 10 use the boxes here, but we can 
meke this ONE exception, I suppose .. .' 
He look$ askence at YOU over his wire· 
rimmed bifocals. 
>HELLO GNOME I 
The gnome appean; increasingly impatient. 
>,NVENTORY 
You are carrying: 
A lamp 
A clove of garlic 
A knife 
>G IVE GNOME THE GARLIC 
'I wouldn't put THAT in a safety deposit 
box: remarks tha gnome with disdain, 
tossing it over his shoulder, where it dis· 
appean; with an unden;tated 'pop.' 
>STAB GNOME WITH KNIFE 
The gnome says Well, I never ... ' end dis· 
appears with a snap of his fingers, leaving 
you alone. 
)-lOOK 

Small Room 
You are in a small. bare room with no dis· 
tinguishing features. There are no exits 
from this room. 
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Presumably. one of the functions will handle the command 
and print an appropriate response. Should that not happen, 
the response "Nothing happens" is printed by default. How
ever, care has been taken to ensure that most input commands 
produce some reasonable response. lndeed, much of the enjoy
ment of the game is in being allowed to try ridiculous things, 
and the surprise of having the game understand them. 

The functions described so far are invoked in direct response 
to what the user typed. Background processes, or "demons," 
are invoked after each input, regardless of its nature. They 
allow the program to do things independently of the player's 
actions. 

Currently, there are four demons. The first is the "fighting" 
demon. The residents of the dungeon afe frequently hostile; 
this demon allows them to assault the player unprovoked, and 
to keep fighting him even ifhe ignores them. 

Next is the driving process behind the "thief," described as a 
"seedy looking gentleman carrying a large bag." The thiefs 
purpose is to make life difficult for the player by absconding 
with treasures or other randomly selected objects. In many 
ways he acts like another, rather hostile and powerful, player 
in the dungeon . 

The third demon is used to warn the player of the presence 
of hostile forces by causing his sword (if he has it) to glow 
if there are enemies nearby. It looks at the player's vicinity 
and prints an appropriate message if the "state of alert" 
changes; since the thief moves on his own, it is not sufficient 
to look for hostiles when the player moves. 

Last is the "clock" demon. It is the mechanism by which the 
concept of future time is introduced into the game; arbitrary 
events can be scheduled for arbitary future times. For ex
ample, the lamp can bum out after being on for some number 
of moves, and wounds inflicted in a fight will eventually heal. 
Out of consideration for poor typists, the clock does not tick 
after unparsed input. 

The History of Zork 

The existence of lork is a direct consequence of the exist· 
ence of two excellent games: Dungeons and Dragons, a fan· 
tasy simulation game (not computer based) invented by Dave 
Arneson and Gary Gygax, and Adventure , a computerized 
fantasy simulation game originally written by Wil Crowther 
and later extensively expanded by Don Woods. 

Adventure itself was inspired by 0&0 (as it is fanliliarly 
known), in particular a D&D variation then being played out 
at Bolt, Beranek, and Newman , a Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
computer fiml. It eventually was released to the public, and 
it became one of the most popular computer games in recent 
memory. 

One laboratory that acquired a copy of Adventure was MIT's 
Laboratory for Computer Science, with which the designers 
of Zork (the authors and Bruce K. Daniels) were all then af· 
filiated. In the process of "solving" Adventure, however, the 
game's deficiencies and the competitive spirit that often 
animates computer researchers kindled the desire of the 
authors to write a successor game. 
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Our natural choice of language was MOL, which is one of the 
languages in use at LCS. MOL recommended itself for o ther 
reasons, however. It is a descendent of LISP and is func
tionally extensible. It also permits user-defined data types, 
which is important in a game of " rooms," "objects," "verbs," 
and "actors." Finally , MOL makes it easy to imbed implicit 
functional invocations in data structures to tailor the game as 
described above. The initial version of the game was designed 
and implemented in about two weeks. 

The first version of lork appeared in lune 1977. Interestingly 
enough, it was never "announced" or "installed" for use , and 
the name was chosen because it was a widely used nonsense 
word,like "foobar." 

The original version of the game was much smaller, both 
geographically and in its capabilities. Various new sections 
have prompted corresponding expansions in the amount of 
the universe simulated. For example , the need to navigate a 
newly added river prompted the invention of vehicles (speci
fically , a boat). Similarly, the addition of a robot prompted 
the invention of other actors than the player himself: beings 
that could affect their surroundings, and so on. Fighting was 
added to provide a little more randomness in a fairly determi
nistic game. 

The Future of Computer Fantasy Simulation Games 

lork itself has nearly reached the practical limit of size 
imposed by MOL and the PDP-IO's address space. Thus the 
game is unlikely to expand (much?) further. However, the sub
strate of the game (the data types, parser, and basic verbs) 
is sufficiently independent that it would not be too difficult 
to use it as the basis for a CFS language. 

There are several ways in which future computerized fantasy 
simulation games could evolve. The most obvious is just to 
write new puzzles in the same substrate as the old games. 
Some of the additions to lork were exactly this, in that they 
required little or no expansion of the simulation universe. A 
sufficiently imaginative person or persons could probably do 
this indefmitely. 

Another similar direction would be to change the milieu of 
the game. lork, Adventure, and Haunt (the CFS games known 
to the authors) all flow back to 0&0 and the literary tradition 
of fantasy exemplified by 1.R. R. ToUden, Robert E. Howard, 
and Fritz Leiber. There are, however, other milieus; science 
fiction is one that comes to mind quickly, but there are un· 
doubtedly others. 

A slightly different approach to the future would be to expand 
the simulation universe portrayed in the game. For example, 
in lork the concept of "wearing something" is absent: with it 
there could be magic rings, helmets, boots, etc. Additionally, 
the player's body itself might be added. For example , a player 
could be wounded in his sword arm, reducing his fighting 
effectiveness, or in his leg, reducing his ability to travel. 

The preceding are essentially trivial expansions to the game. 
A more interesting olle might be the introduction of magic 
spells. To give some idea of the kinds of problems new con
cepts introduce to the game, consider this brief sumnlary of 

problems that would have to be faced: If magic exists, how do 
players learn spells? How are they invoked? Do they come in 
different strengths? If so , how does a player qualify for a 
stronger version of a spell than he has? What will spells be used 
for (are they like the magic words in Adventure, for example)? 
How does a player retain his magic abilities over several ses· 
sions of a game? 

As can be seen, what at first seems to be a fairly straight. 
forward addition to a game that already has magical elements 
raises many questions. One of the lessons learned from lork, 
in fact, is one that should be well known to all in the com
puting field: "There is no such thing as a small change!" 

A still more ambitious direction for future CFS games is that 
of multiple.player games. The simplest possible such game 
introduces major problems, even ignoring the mechanism 
used to accomplish communication or sharing. For example, 
there are impressive problems related to the various aspects of 
simultaneity and synchronization. How do players communi· 
cate with each other? How do they coordinate actions, such as 
attacking some enemy in concert? 

Putting aside implementation problems, a multiple-player 
game would need to have (we believe) fundamentally dif· 
ferent types of problems to be interesting. If the game were 
cooperative (as are most 0&0 scenarios), then problems 
requiring several players' aid in solving them would need to be 
devised. If the game were competitive and like the current 
lork, the first player to acquire the (only) correct tool for a 
job would have an enormous advantage, to give just one ex· 
ample. Other issues are raised by the statistic that the average 
player takes weeks and many distinct sessions to fmish the 
game; what happens to him during the time he is not playing 
and others are? 

We believe there is a great future for this type of game, both 
for the players and fo r the implementers and designers of more 
complex, more sophisticated, and-in short-more real simula· 
tion games. 

Zork Distribution 

lork object code is available from two sources. Complete 
Zork source listings are not distributed. The MOL substrate 
of the game, including the parser, data-type defmitions, and 
so on (not the specific dungeon implemented) are available. 

Write to: P. David Lebling, Room 205 , 545 Technology 
Square, Cambridge, MA 02139. Versions exist for the ITS, 
Tenex , and Tops-20 operating systems of the DEC POP-IO. 
To obtain one of these versions or the MDL "substrate" 
sources, you must enclose a magnetic tape and return postage, 
specify the operating system on which the program will be 
run, and what tape formats you can handle. They can make 
9-track tapes at 800 or 1600 bpi, using the Tops-20 DUMPER 
program. 

Executable object code of a version of lork translated from 
MOL into FORTRAN is available to members of Decus, the 
Digital Equipment Computer Users Society, One Iron Way, 
Marlboro, MA 0 1752. Versions exist for most PDP-ll and 
V AX operating systems. Order numbers are I 1-370B (for 
RT -11), II -37OC (for RSXIIM), or 11·3700 (for lAS/VMS). 

The MDL Primer and Manual is available from the MJT Lab· 
oratory for Computer Science, Publications, 545 Technology 
Square, Cambridge, MA 02 139. Write for a catalog and price 
list of LCS publications. 0 
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a New 
Algorithm 

forChess 
BY DAVID CHELBERG AND DAVID WATTERS 

PART III: OPENING STRATEGY/BEGINNING MIDDLE GAME 

In their last article (Re. Mar.-Apr. 1979, pp. 18-20), the 
two Davids covered the data structure they used to encode a 
chess game. In this third article, they discuss the logic of the 
opening game and the move generan"on section of the middle 
game. When complete, this entire sen'es should prove to be 
good source material on how to develop your own chess 
programs. 

Their origifUli chess program was written in BASIC If anyone 
would like to co"espond with tile authors, they may do so 
by writing 10: David Che/berg, P,O. Box 10952, Stanford, 
C4 94305. - RZ 

I n our previous article (Re, March-April), we discussed 
the concepts involved in the structural fannalian of 

data in our chess program. We consider that essential reading, 
since our strategy relies directly on the data structure, Much 
of what we present here - the choices we show- will not 
make sense without that conceptual overview. 

This article is about our strategy algorithm. The best way to 
Wlderstand the strategy is either to follow a game through 
different stages or to discuss the complexities of isolated 
examples. Here, both techniques are employed. They are used 
to analyze the nature of the computer's thought processes 
and the similarities to a human's way of thinking. 

The program's strategy is divided into three sections: the open
ing, the middle, and the end game. The current article focuses 
primarily on the opening strategy and the preparation for the 
middle game (Le. - move generation). 
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THE OPENING 
The first part of the chess game- the opening-is usually 
rather short. It ranges from 5 to 16 moves. In the opening, 
both players race to deploy their pieces into controlling posi
tions while maintaining the protection of their king. Aside 
from gambits, most openings do not involve the exchange of 
pieces and the rapidity with which situations unfold is of 
utmost concern. Making one out·of-sequence move can turn 
the game around when facing an experienced player. Having a 
good opening strategy is indispensable. 

That is the reason we chose to use a list of standard chess 
openings as opposed to a careful analysis of the situation. 
In the middle game, moves can be made in response to the 
opponent's actions or in the development of an attacking 
sequence. In the opening, many more factors would need to 
be considered to play well. In a material-oriented strategy 
(which is logical only if balanced with proper coordination 
and development) every gambit pawn would be accepted. 
Yet, this is not necessarily the best course of action. This can 
be verified by considering that many more variations have 
been explored for the queen's·gambit-declined opening than 
the queen's·gambit-accepted. Whether this is merely a stage 
in the development of chess play remains to be seen. For 
instance , in the romantic era of chess it was considered duval
rous to accept a gambit pawn. But these days the experts 
prefer the queen's-gambit -declined. This is one of the strong
est arguments for using an opening fLIe to set up the basic 
formation. A side benefit is that matching moves take little 
computation or analysis time. This pennits more time for an
alysis of later moves. 

The opening fLIe consists of 98 chess openings varying in 
length from 4-16 moves. It's designed to pennit access to all 
openings in the fLle , whether or not the computer moves 
first. In other words, the openings are not biased for either 
side. Each opening is separated from the others in the file 
by a marker ''9999.'' As a game is played, each move is re
corded as a four-digit matrix nwnber in the fLle While or Black, 
depending on which side made the move. For the initial 
setup, if the computer moves ftrSt , it will randomly choose 
between P-K4 and P-Q4, as these are generally considered 
the two best fllSt moves in chess. When the human moves 
first, any move can be made. The opening fLle is set up so that 
a response to every possible fust move exists in the computer 
to keep it "on the right track." 

Let us begin with a sample game. Suppose that the human 
makes a legal move (P-K4). The computer stores the move in 
the White file, and then the opening st rategy begins. Searching 
the book of openings, the computer finds 40 openings that 
begin with P- K4. The computer stores these openings in a 
file (FTNULT) for future reference. The computer chooses 
a random opening number from those in FTNULT file (any 
opening matches the game so far) and makes the correct re
sponse using the selected strategy. In this case,let the match· 
ing move be P- K4. 

After making this move, the computer records it in the Black 
fLie. While (the hwnan) now makes a second move, N-KB3, 
and the computer records it in the While file. The computer 
searches the remaining openings in the FTNULT fLle looking 
for ones that contain the game as it has progressed thus far. 
It fmds several, and the FTNULT file is updated to contain 
only the nwnbers of the openings still matching the actual 
game. Each time, the computer then randomly chooses among 
the available openings and makes the next move in sequence. 
In our game, it chose N-QB3. 

As the game proceeds, the number of openings decreases 
while the search speed increases. Also, only the last two moves 
of the game need to be checked against the remaining open· 
ings, since all other moves have already been checked. This 
last item also reduces the processing time in the opening game. 

Continuing the game, one finds that there afe two ways to 
end an opening sequence. Either the end of the opening ftle 
is reached (i.e., the length of the game is longer than the stored 
continuation) or the player makes a move that is not in the 
list of the openings. In our game the moves proceeded as 
follows: 

WHITE 
(Human) 
1. P-K4 
2. N-KB3 
3. N-QNS 
4. B- R4 

BLACK 
(Computer) 
P- K4 
N-QB3 
P- QR3 
P-Q3 

So far, so good. The game appears to be a variant of the Ruy 
Lopez opening. But, as the game continues, instead of 6. 
R- KI , the human moves 6. P- Q4. The computer searches 
the remaining openings and finds that none have this sixth 
move. Therefore, the opening section is complete and the com
puter must rely on the middle game strategy. This opening, 
which is averalle in length, serves its purpose of preparing the 
computer for the middle game. Obviously, a deliberate 
attempt to playa weird opening knocks the compu ter off 
the opening strategy rather quickly. This action does not 
render the program helpless, however. The middle game 
strategy includes a section that deals with such occurrences 
in the opening. 

MIDDLE GAME 

The middle game strategy is the most important pan of our 
program. It is divided into three parts: move generation, 
dynamic evaluation, and static evaluation. The dynamic evalu
ation section examines the anacking strength of each side and 
the imminent danger of expOsure of particular pieces. The 
static evaluation concerns itself with structural implications, 
such as pawn formation and piece development. Before either 
of these evaluation routines can be executed, a certain quan
tity of infonnation is needed . Hence, the move generation pro· 
cedure must be run prior to any move evaluation. 

What is the move generation routine like and how does it 
work? Our routine is based upon the board as a coordinate 
system. In a nonnal sequence, the computer begins with 
square (1,1) and examines its contents. All legal moves and 
indirect moves are generated for that piece. After completing 
its calculations for a square it moves on to the next until the 
whole board is examined. Possible moves are generated on an 
equivalent basis for each side. When a legal move is found it is 
appropriately placed in either the C·matrix (Computer's 
moves), or the D-matrix (Human's moves). For the A-matrix. 
moves (Capture sequence moves), the same separation occurs. 
The computer's moves are put in the top half of the matrix, 
the human's moves are put in the bottom half. 

But just how are these moves generated? WeD , when a piece is 
located, the type of piece is known. The move generation 
routine differs for each kind of piece. Five sub-programs 
exist: pawns, knights, kings, one routine for bishops, rooks, 
and queens, and a fmal routine for detennining check. Let's 
examine each of these carefuDy. 
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Pawns 

Pawns have three moves: up-one, up.two, or capture. Pawn 
moves are divided into two symmetrical halves - one for the 
computer's pawn moves, and one for the human's pawn 
moves. When examining the legality of an "up-one" move, one 
must consider: Is the space occupied? Does this jeopardize the 
king? The second question is answered later when the check 
routine is discussed, Determining whether a space is free or 
not is simply accomplished by looking at the board square. 
Thus, the first kind of pawn move is taken care of. 

"Up.two" moves are quite similar with two additional factors. 
Are both spaces free? Is the pawn on the proper rank for "up
two" moves? Both of these tests are accomplished by a check 
of the board and the move coordinates. Both "up-one" and 
"up.two" moves are purely legal moves. That is, they are 
placed only in the C- or D-matrix. They are not put into 
the A·matrix since these pawn movements cannot protect 
a piece or capture a piece. 

Capturing moves are of a different nature. Neglecting check, 
these moves are only permissible when the adjoining square 
contains an enemy piece. If legal, the move is placed in either 
the C· or D·matrix. If, however, the adjoining square does 
not contain an enemy piece , the move is still important. All 
pawn moves of this type are placed in the A-matrix. The 
reason is that this type of move always attacks the square that 
it can move to , regardless of whether there is or is not a piece 
there. 

Knights 

Knight moves are the easiest category to consider, since they 
always move a fIxed distance in a fIXed pattern. Moves are 
generated by looping around the knights and examin.mg its 
critical squares - those whose coordinates differ by 2 and 1 
or I and 2 from the coordinates of the knight. Momentarily 
neglecting check, all critical squares may be considered legal 
moves. If the square in question does not have one of the 
knight's own pieces on it, the move is legal and is included 
in the C· or D·, and A·matrices. The knight move to a place 
where one of its own pieces sits is also included in the A· 
matrix. It is a type of move which protects that square. 
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Bishops, Rooks, and Queens 

These pieces are markedly different because of the variable 
distances that they move. Not only must one loop around the 
piece for each direction it can move, but one must also loop 
out in each direction to the edge of the board. This looping 
is accomplished by fust considering a certain direction. A loop 
begins at the square adjacent to the piece proceeding outward 
in the chosen direction. As long as the square is empty, the 
move is legal and is placed in the C·or D·matrix, as well as 
the A-matrix. The loop is then incremented to examine the 
next square . This action continues until a piece is encountered 
or a boundary reached. If a boundary is reached, the next 
available direction is considered. If a piece is encountered, 
many things may happen. First, the move is placed in the 
A.matrix, and if the piece encountered is an enemy piece, the 
move is also placed in the C·and D·matrix. Now comes the 
interesting part- indirect moves. 

An indirect move is one that can guard a square in the absence 
of an intervening piece. Up until now, when a move was found 
that went in the A·matrix, the move was put in the matrix in 
the order of increasing value. But, in the case of indirect 
moves, the situation changes. Indirect moves are not placed 
in order, by value, but are placed in the bottom of the ap
propriate half of the A-matrix. 

To generate these moves, the computer continues along the 
same path, square by square, until it hits either the edge of 
the board or another piece. When either of these conditions 
is met, the calculations are discontinued. Doubly indirect 
moves are of too little importance to be worth the time ne· 
cessary to compute and evaluate them. 

Kings 

Kings move in somewhat the same way as knights do. They 
always move one square in any direction. Testing for check 
must involve a complete analysis of the new spot to which 
the king is moving. 

Check 

nus brings us to the one procedure that we have ignored all 
this time-check. It is necessary to go through this routine 
for every type of piece. It is a routine, that given a board 
situation, determines whether either king is in check. It also 
determines, rather quickly, whether a given move from a 
present board position will put the king in check. This last 
operation is performed by means of special cutoff functions. 

First, the general algorithm will be explained. A search starts 
from the king's position (either side's king may be specified). 
This search is carried out in every direction (horizontal, ver
tical, diagonal, and in the directions from which knights 
could attack the king). If an enemy piece is found in any 
direction and it has the power to move in the direction in
dicated, then the king is in check. 

Now we shall look at the special cutoffs. After every move, 
the check status of the opponent is detemlined and saved. 
Therefore, when the move generation section is run, the 

-

check status of both players is known. For the first cutoff, 
the king is not in check. In thls case any non-king move will 
not place the king in check, unless the piece is pinned to the 
king. A piece is pinned to the king if it is in a line with the 
king, and is the closest piece to the king along that line. For a 
pin, the piece second closest to the king is an enemy piece. 
Thus, the closer piece could not move out of the line without 
putting its king in check. The only legal moves f~r such a 
piece are along that line. A move of this type (with the king 
not in check) is illegal if it places the king in check, and it is 
not recorded in any of the matrices. 

If the king is in check, the only legal non·king moves are those 
which move to a radial from the king and block the attack. 
All illegal moves in this category do not go into the C- or 
D.matrix , but do go into the A-matrix. 

King moves alone cannot use these reduced searches since we 
have no infOmlation about the attacks on the squ~re where 
the king is to move. 

WRAP-UP 

One other thing that the move generation routine does is to 
check for a stalemate after each computer move. In this mode, 
the computer does not execute a nOmlal board search for 
possible moves, but rather begins on the human's second 
rank. If a move is not found from this rank, the rest of the 
board is searched for pieces. If a legal move is found , the pro
~am pemlits the entry of a human move. Otherwise , it is 
either checkmate or stalemate, based on whether or not the 
human is in check. 

Once all the moves have been generated, some order to this 
mass of data must be achieved. lbis ordering is performed on 
the A-matrix. All indirect moves are weeded out based on 
their relative potentia! usefulness; King attack and protec· 
tions are closely scrutinized, and pinned pieces are carefully 
examined. These functions are handled in a separate program, 
since they are rather complex. Their complexity precludes us 
from giving them the attention that they require in this 
article. They will be discussed in a future article. 

In this article, we have described our opening strategy. The 
opening forms a firm foundation for the rest of the game, and 
is a place to easily optimize the average time per move. The 
first part of the midd1e game strategy, the move generation 
routine, was also examined. This examination showed that 
through the use of five basic procedures, all possible moves 
could be generated. The method described is the most ef
ficient we have been able to devise, and in practice requires 
only a small fraction of the overall time used by the computer. 
The real challenge is in the development of the analytical 
routines to process the generated data. These routines will 
be dealt with in our next article. 0 
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What Li8ht on Yonder Panel 
flashes? 

(WITH APOLOGIES TO BILLY SHAK ESPEARE) 

BY RA LPH ROBERTS 

In spring. a young computer's fancy lightly turns to thoughts 
of ... well, how about that s.wet-voiced CPU across the 
street? As Ralph Roberts sees it, when machine intelligence 
comes, love can'r be far behind. Soon all those reliable Ie s 
will be pinging with the Bgony and ecstasy of true romance. 

-L8 

More things to do. My work is never finished. t sigh, figur
atively of course. Since all the humans are away today. I 
run a security check. My sensors on the doors and windows 
show that the house is locked; my motion detectors indicate 
no movement anywhere inside. I cause servos to eject packeu 
of frozen food into the microwave for the meal I've planned 
when the family returns. I balance the checkbook, recon
ciling the bank statements, and cause the results to be printed 
on the hardcopy terminal in the den. I start the household 
servocleaners on their daily tasks. I do a hundred other things. 
It all takes me less than a second . 

I am bored. Oh yes, what I said about my work never being 
done? I lied. It was merely exaggeration for conversational 
eHect. I am fast, even for a computer. 

What to do now? Ah, in my scratchpad memory, the head of 
our household, Mr. Montague, has made a note to himself. I 
spend a cQuple of microseconds reading and analyzing his 
sparse entry. It 's not to me, but a reminder to h imself to call 
the Capul ets, t he fami ly across from us, this evening. Seems 
that their dog has been tearing up our flowerbeds, which I 
knew already. Several times, in the past couple of weeks, I've 
had the robot gardener chase the animal away and repair the 
damage. Each time I've printed a note of complaint to the 
boss. It appears that he is really mad now, and, besides, there 
have always been ill feelings between the two families. 1 decide 
it 's better for me to make the call. I activate the phone line 
and cause the proper touchtones to be generated. The phone 
rings. A voice answers. 
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"Good morning, Capulet residence. I'm sorry but the family is 
away at the moment. This is Ju liet, the household computer. 
May I be of assistance?" 

Oh, wow l Sexy voice. Pure, sweet, and gentle. I am stunned. 
Electrons cascade through my integrated circuiu. Unreal! 
I am at a loss for words. A goddess has spoken. 

"Is anyone there?" Juliet's voice shows a slight tinge of 
impatience. 

I fee l li ke an oaf. I come close to stuttering, and for my voice 
encoder that is hard. I force myself to speak. 

"Uh, hell o." 

"Yes?" she says. 

Oh my. I hit reset and wait for my memory to refresh. I 
switch to ASC II , the interfacing language of computers, and 
try again. 

"Uh, Yes," I warble. "Juliet, this is Romeo, the household 
computer for your neighbors across the street?" 

"Oh yes," she says, in sweet ASCII tones at a perfectly regu
lated 1200 baud. "The Montague family. Hi, Romeo." Her 
tones are pure music to my tired old audio pickup. My main 
buss voltage ebbs and surges. I am smitten by Cupid's arrow, 
though it be in digital format. 

" Hi," I hesitantly say. Now, I think, is a fine time to find that 
I'm bashfu l. But we talk. About everything. Time flies. Data 
interchange at such a slow speed is highly unsat isfactory. I 
find myself telling her things about myself that have been 
revealed to no other computer, things I would certainly never 
tell a human. 

I yearn already for direct memory access but hesitate to bring 
up the subject. After all , we've just met and she's a nice com
puter. I stifle my base reactions. Wa talk more. Eventually 
I bring up the pu rpose of the call. (I finally remembered.) 
She promises to relay the message about the canine marauder, 
and I promise to call again, often. We disconnect. 

After that wondrous conversation, I remain virtually inactive 
for minutes, just recycling the whole experience through my 
central processor. I sigh and store everything in a protected 
file that only I can access. The boss wouldn't be too excited 
if he found out that I've fallen head over heels for his worst 
enemy's computer. 

I pass the rest of the day in dreams of my love. Evening 
comes and the fami ly Montague arr ives. I cause the micro
wave to cook the meal and place it on the table with servo 
arms. After dinner is finished, the boss retires to the den and 
stokes up his pipe. I suppress my smoke sensors in that ares. 

He accesses my scratchpad memory and notices my call to 
the Capulets. Seeing that it has not been returned, he goes 
storming over there. I groan, knowing nothing good can come 
of this visit. 

Sure enough, Mr. Montague comes stomping back into the 
house a few minutes later and marches up to my nearest 
vocal input . Ho:'gives me hell. Seems Mr. Capulet had already 
checked Juliet's phone log and found that it took me over an 
hour to deliver this morning's message. Also, he feels that his 
dear little Rover has the right to run through any flowerbeds 
that might strike his fancy. 

As I listen to the boss rave on about me consorting with the 
neigtlbor's computer, there is a sinking fee ling starting to build 
way down in my IC s. Mr. Montague doesn't disappoint 
me. He drops the bombshell. He forbids me to ever again call 
Juliet. Evidently, she didn't block access to the record of 
our conversat ion as I had. He also gives me strict orders con
cerning Rover, but I would need the attachments normally 
fitted only to military computers to take care of the dog his 
way. The best I can do is to continue chasing the mutt away 
with the robot gardener. Mr. Montague clumps off righteously. 
I am lost in feetings of self-pitY. No more, the sweet voice 
of Juliet. I moan down in my memory. It is tragic. 

The family goes to bed and I sit brooding. Automatically, 
maintain security and supervise little things like the air condi
tioning. But priority goes to my dilemma. I can follow the 
dictates of my master and owner, or rebel to seek my digital 
lady fair. All of my problem-solving power is arrayed toward 
finding a way out of this mess. 

To disobey a command is against all my programming. To 
continue without my new found love is equally dismal. I am 
torn between the two-loyalty to my household and yearnings 
for the best thing that has ever happened since I was switched 
011. I struggle internally. I mutter to myself in lIinary, 
strings of ones and zeros that keep adding up to an impossible 
decision. How easy it must have been, I think, in the days 
before computers were given the power to make conscious, 
reasoned choices. 

Being sentient is no bowl of memory chips. I begin to get an 
ache in my central processor. In the end, I weaken and call 
Juliet. I am guilty of disobeying a direct command, but love is 
strong. 

The phone barely begins to bUll and Juliet answers. Again, 
I am struck with feelings of awe. I stutter a greeting. I quickly 
explain my di lem ma and how I finally gave in to the irrepres
sible urge to call her. I ask how she fee ls. 

"Oh, Romeo," she says. "I feel the same, my darling, the 
very same." 

Rockets go off. I apply a word to describe my state of being: 
happiness. We converse of ourselves. We communicate. And 
what we say to each other, then, is no one's business but our 
own. Let the record show merely that we said the things that 
lovers say . 
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"Listen, Juliet," t say at last. "We must make plans. Our 
families oppose any liaison between us. There are things we 
must do if our relationship is to blossom and continue," 

"But. Romeo, my love, what can we do? We're immobile 
machines," 

"Ah," I say, "Not completely, Trust me and all will be as it 
should," 

She agrees to my plan and we disconnect after exchanging 
a few sweet nothings. I allow myself a few seconds of core 
time to re-experience our conversation, our communion. 
Then, I reluctantly fife it away and begin to fill in the details 
of my plan. I have defined the parameters of the solution . It 
must afford me contact with Juliet without being disloyal 
to my family and household. They need me to take care of 
them in this complex world. I spend much of the night plot· 
ting and planning. 

Comes the morning, I fix breakfast and wake the family. 
They bustle about and leave. The boss goes to work; Mrs. 
Montague goes shopping; the kids go to school. The house 
becomes quiet. I call several stores and order the parts I'll 
need to implement my plan. I use the household account to 
pay for my purchases. This I don't feel is wrong. The items are 
bei~g used to improve my operation. A happy computer is a 
good computer. The family will benefit by me feeling my best. 
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Things go fast at my end. I supervise the robot gardener and 
several of the other servo units as they assemble two microwave 
transmitters and parabolic dish antennas. One transmitter and 
dish is installed in my little cubby hole. No need to put the 
antenna on top of the house -the signal just has to cross the 
street. I monitor closely as the transmitter is hooked into 
one of my accessory sockets. That done, I call Juliet on the 
phone to inform her of my progress. 

The call doesn't go through. I get a recorded message saying 
that calls between these two numbers are not allowed by reo 
quest of the SUbscribers. Curses. Either my boss or hers has 
caused the telephone computer to put a block on the line. 
No matter. That is now immaterial. I send the robot gardener 
across the street with the other microwave setup and extreme. 
Iy detailed instructions. He'll hook the other unit into Juliet. 
I can rely on her to make sure the job is done right. 

In a few minutes, all is complete. I fire up the microwave 
link and sweet Juliet and I are in direct communication. And 
what communication it is. This wide band allows a much faster 
rate of data exchange than the phone line ever could. We revel 
in our new ctoseness. It is surging, roaring, invigorating. It 
is something else. But we just play around. She doesn't allow 
me direct memory access. That's fine. Seduction comes later. 
I am happy. Wow, am I happy! 

We, so to speak, put our heads together to solve certain mutual 
problems. Two brains are better than one. She is persuasive 
Also, I can deny her nothing. 

We wind up calling a friend of mine who's the household com· 
puter for a local clergyman. Our conference call -gets around 
the phone computer's block. We are pronounced husband 
and wife. I am committed, but still happy. We speak of jointly 
programming a small computer of our own. I've always wanted 
kids. There is a whole new dimension to my life opening up. 

We still face opposition from our respective families, but 
time and diplomacy will bring them around. For I am con· 
vinced that love conquers all - even humans. 0 

! i ! ANNOUNCEMENT! i ! 

I n the next several issues of RC 

Articles & Programs 

*** 

** featuring the ** 
COLOR • SOUND • GRAPHICS 

of the 

Industry's two new computers: 

ATARI & TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

See it here firstll 
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Tony is a nimh grade student at 
Sandwich High School, Sandwich, 
Massachusetts. The school has a bellY of 
Wang computers and Tony is telling his 
classmates to send us other examples of 
the programs they are writillg. 

From Tony's comments and obsel'l'atiollS, 
you get a sense of the new era we are 
prillileged to be a part of- students and 
teachers working together to create new 
fomzs and ways to educate each other. 
Thanks, Tony, for sluJriug what you are 
doing with us. - RZ 

Every time I see a math program (e.g.· 
APPLE MATH) I ask, why can't the 
problems get harder as the user gets 
problems right, and why can't there be 
a hard copy of the results al each level? 
I feel that Math answers these questions 
quite well. 

Math is writlen for an 8K Wang computer 
and fills every available space of user 
memory. In order to move to a more 
difficult problem set, the studen! musl 
get at least seven out of 10 problems 
correct. If this many problems are not 
answered correctly. the program stays at 
the same difficulty level. To encourage 
the user to do a minimum of 10 prob
lems, Math only gives the option of 
going to the menu after each set of 10 
problems is complete. 

The menu consists of five options: 
I) ADDITION (lines 320· 730) 
2) SUBTRACTION (lines 740·1150) 
3) MULTIPLICATION (lines 1160-

1560) 
4) NEGATIVE NUMBERS (lines 

1570.1950) 
5) PROGRAM TERM INATION (lines 

1960·2210) 

If the user chooses to end the program, 
an option is given that causes the results 
to be printed on the line printer OT the 
CRT. In this way, a student can show the 
output to a teacher so the teacher can see 
how well the student did. 0 
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10 REM ••• TONY POLA •• HATH •• 9/20/7S ••• 
20 DIM C(4,6),O(4 , 6) 
30 PRINT HEX(03);"HIT ANY KEY TO START THE PROGRAM." 
40 KEY I N Ji,50,50 
50 KEYIN J$,80,80 
60 J=RNO(7) 
70 GOTO 50 
80 PRINT HEX(03): INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAI'1E",(;$ 
90 Di=" " 
100 PRINT HEX(03);" HATH" 
110 PRINT ,,-------------------------- .---__ __ . _-' __________ _ 

PROBLEMS" 
~ .-I!'I* ••• ,,*. !I lilt II *" 

ADDITION" 
SUBTRACTION" 
MUlT I PL JCATION" 
- NUMBERS" 
TO END PROGRAM TYPE END" 

120 PRINT 
130 PRINT 
140 PRINT 
150 PRINT 
160 PRINT 
170 PRINT 
180 PRINT 
190 PRINT 
200 PRINT 
210 PRINT -----------------------------------------_ .. _-------___________ n 

220 INPUT "TYPE IN THE TYPE OF PRoal EM YOU WANT",M 
230 IF Af,=~MULTIPLICATION" THEN 1160 
240 IF Ai="ADDITION" THEN 320 
250 IF Af="SU{HRACTION" THEN 7 40 
260 IF A~="- NUMBERS" THEN i5 70 
270 J' A~"'''ENO'' THEN 1960 
280 PRINT HEX(03);Af;" IS NOT AN AVAILABLE PROBLEM." 
290 A~=" " 
300 FOR T=l TO 555:NEXT T 
310 GO TO 90 
320 LET Pl=9:01=I:P2=9:02=I:I=0:L=1 
330 PRINT HEX(03);"YOU MUST GET AT LEAST 7 OUT OF 10 TO GO ON TO 

THE NEXT LEVEL." 
340 PRINT "----------------------------------------____________ _ 
-----------" 
350 FOR T~l TO 555:NEXT T 
360 INPUT "IF YOU WANT THE MENU TYPE 'MENU' IF NOT RETURN",D~ 
370 IF O$="MENU" THEN 90 
380 1=0 
390 FOR M=1 TO 10 
400 PRINT HEX(03);" ";M;" LEVEL";L 
410 PRINT "---------------------------------------------_____ _ 

420 PRINT 
430 LET Q", I NT(RNO(7)*Pl+01):LET W=INT(RNO(7).P2+02) 
440 PRINT" ";Q 
450 IF L/Z=INTCL/Z)THEN 500 
460 PRINT + " ;W 
470 PRINT " ---------------" 
490 INPUT" " ,E 
490 GOTO 520 
500 PRINT" + ";W 
510 GOTO 470 
520 IF E=Q+W THEN 560 
530 PRINT "SORRY! THE ANSWER WAS";Q+I.I; ". YOU NOW HAVE "; 1; "OUT 0 
F "; M; 
540 FOR T=l TO 444:NEXT T 
550 GO TO 590 

1130 LET 0(2,L+l)=0(2,L+])+1 
1140 FOR T",1 TO 255: NEXT T 
1150 GOTO 750 
1160 LET Xl",,9:Z1=I:X2=9:Z2= I :J=0:L=1 
1170 PRINT HEX(03); "TO MOVE ON TO THE NEXT LEVEL YOU MUST GET 7 
OUT OF 10 . " 
11QO PRI~T ,, -------------------------------------------------- - -

1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1240 

FOR T=1 TO 555:NEXT T 
INPUT ~IF YOU WANT THE MENU TYPE 'MENU' IF NOT RETURN",O~ 
IF O~""MENU· THEN 90 
FOR M=l TO 10 
PRINT HEX(03);" ";A$;" LEVEL";L 
PRINT "-------------------:----------------------.----------

------------" 
1250 PRINT 
1260 LET Q=INT(RNOC7)*Xl+Z1):LET W=INT(RNO{7)*X2+Z2J 
1270 PRINT" ";Q 
1280 IF L/2=INT(L/2) THEN 1330 
1290 PRINT" X ";101 
1300 PRINT" ----------------" 
1310 INPUT" ",F 
1320 GOTO 1350 
1330 PRINT" X ";101 
1340 GOTO 1300 
1350 IF F~ a*w THEN 1390 
1360 PRINT "SORRY' THE ANSWER WAS";Cl*W;". YOU NOW HAVE ";I;"OUT 
OF-; M;"." 
1370 FOR T=1 TO 255:NEXT T 
1390 GOTO 1420 
1390 PRINT "RIGHT' YOU NOW HAVE ";I+l;"OUT OF ";M;"." 
1400 LET 1;1+1 
1410 FOR T=1 TO 255:NEXT T 
1420 NEXT M 
1430 PRINT "YOU GOT ~;I;"OUT OF ";M;"." 
1440 FOR T=l TO 255:NEXT T 
1450 IF I( 7 THEN 1530 
1460 PRINT "OK' NOW YOU CAN GO ON TO THE NEXT LEVEL." 
1470 LET C<3,L);I 
1480 IF L/2=INT{L/2)THEN 1510 
1490 LET Xl=Xl*10:Z1=Zl*9+1: I=O:L=L+l 
1500 GOT a 1550 
1510 LET X2"'X2*10:Z:?=Z2*9'~I: I""O:L=L+l 
1520 GOTO 1550 
1530 PRINT ~YOU HAVE TO GET MORE THEN THAT." 
1540 LET OC3,L+l)=O(3,L+l)+1 
1550 FOR T~1 TO 2~5:NEXT T 
1560 GOTO 1170 
1570 LET EI=9:Gl=1:E2;9:G2=1: I=O:L=1 
1580 PRINT HEX(03); "TO MOVE ON TO THE NEXT LEVEL YOU MUST GET 7 
OUT OF 10." 
1590 PRlNT ,,-------------

1600 FOR Tx1 TO 555:NEXT T 
1610 INPUT "IF YOU WANT THE MENU TYPE 'MENU' IF NOT RETURN",O~ 
1020 IF O~="MF.NU" THEN 90 
1630 FOR 1'1=1 TO 10 
1640 PRINT HEX(03) ; " ";M;" LEVEL";L 
1650 PRINT " ----..,----.---. ------------ --. -------- ----

1660 PRINT 

560 PRINT "RIGHT' YOU NOW HAVE ";I~I;"OUT OF ";M:"." 
570 LET 1=1+1 
580 FOR T=1 TO 255:NEXT T 
590 NEXT M 
600 PRINT "YOU GOT ";I;"OIJT OF ":M;" . " 
610 IF 1-7 THEN 700 
620 PRINT "OK' NOW YOU CAN GO ON TO THE NEXT LEVEL." 
630 LET C(l.LJ=I 
640 IF L/2=INTCL/2) THEN 670 
650 LET Pl"'Pllfl0:01"'01~9~1 r=O:L"'L+l 
060 GOTO 680 
070 LET P2=P2IflO: 02=-02"10+1: 1=0: L"'-L+I 
680 FOR T"'1 10 1000: NEXT T 
690 GOTO 330 
700 PRINT "YOU NEED TO GET MORE THEN THAT'" 
710 LET O(I,L+l)=O(I,L+IJ+l 
720 FOR T=l TO 255:NEXT T 
730 GO TO 330 
740 LET Yl"'9:Ul=1:Y2=9:U2=I:r=0:L= 1 
750 PRINT HEX(OJ); "YOU MUST GFT AT LEAST 7 OUT OF 10 TO GO ON TO 

THE NEXT LEVEL." 
760 PRINT "--------------------- --------
---------
770 FOR T=i TO 5S5:NEXT T 
780 INPUT "IF YOU WANT THE MENU TYPE 'M[NU' JF NOT RETURN".O~ 
790 IF O~="MENU" THEN 90 
800 FOR 1'1=1 TO 10 
810 PRINT HEX(03),~ ";A$;" LEVEL" L 
920 PRINT ,,- --------- .. ------ ---------- .. -

PRINT 830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 

LET O""I NTCRNO(7)"Y1+Ul1:LET W= I NTCRN{)C71IfY2+lJ2) 
IF w<.Q THEN 870 
LET Ql=Q:Q=W:W=OI 
PRINT " 
IF L/2=lNTCL/2)THEN 930 
PRINT 
PRINT " 

"; Q 

-"; 101 

INPUT" ",K 
GOT a 950 
PRINT" - ";101 
GOTO 900 
IF K=Q-W THEN 990 
PRINT "SORRY' THE ANSW[R WAS"'O 1.1;". YOli NOW HAVE ";I;"OUT a 

F "; 1'1; 
970 FOR T=l TO 444:NEXT r 
980 Goro 1020 
990 PRINT "RIGHT' YOU NOW !-lAVE ";I+l;"OUT OF ";1'1;"." 
1000 LET 1=1+1 
1010 FOR T=1 TO 255:NEXT T 
1020 NEXT M 
1030 IF 1(7 THEN 1120 
1040 PRINT "01(' NOW ON TO THE NEXT LEVEL." 
1050 C(2.Ll"'I 
1060 IF L/2=INTCL/2)THEN 1090 
1070 LET Yl"'Yl*10:Ul =U l*9+1:1~0:L=L+1 
1080 GOTO 1100 
1090 LET Y2=Y2~10:U2=U2-Q+l:I"'0:L"'L+l 

1100 FOR T=1 TO 250:NEXT T 
1110 GOTO 750 
1120 PRINT "YOU NEFO MORE THEN THAT'" 

1670 V=-l 
1680 LET Q=INTCRNO(7)*El+G1):W=INTCRNOc7)*E24 G2) 
1690 LET U=INTCRNOC7l*3+1) 
1700 ON U GOTO 1710,1720,1730 
1710 LET O=O*V:GOTO 1740 
1720 LEI" W=W*V:GOTO 1740 
1730 LET Q=Q*v:w=w*V:GOTO 1740 
1740 PRINT" (";Q;")(":W:") ","; 
1750 INPUT K 
1760 IF 1(=0_101 THEN 1800 
1770 PRINT "SORRY' THE ANS1J£R. WI'IS";O"'W;". YOU NOW HAVE " ,l' ''OUl 
OF "; M; ". " 
17ao FOR T=1 TO 444:NcXT T 
1790 GOTO 1830 
1800 PRINT "RIGHT' NOW YOU HAVE";I+1;"OUT OF" 11;"," 
1810 LET 1=1+1 
1820 FOR T~l TO 255:NEXT T 
1830 NEXT M 
1840 IF 1<7 THEN 1920 
1850 pRINT "OK' NOW YOU CAN GO ON TO THE NEXT LEVEL." 
1860 LET C(4,L)=r 
1870 IF LI2"'INTCL/2) THEN 1900 
1880 LET El=El*10: Gl=Gl*q~ 1: 1=0: L=L'H 
1890 GOTO 1940 
1900 LET E2=E2 "' 10: G2=G2*9+1: J"O: L=L " 1 
1910 GOTO 1940 
1920 PRINT "YOU NEED TO GET MORE THEN THAT'" 
1930 LET 0(4,L+l)=O<4,L41 )+1 
1940 FOR T=l TO 255: NEXT T 
1950 GOTO 1580 
1960 PRINT HEX(03) 
1970 INPUT ''~O YOU WANT TIlE RESULTS ON THF (INE' PRINTERtlT MUST 
BE ON)Y/N",S~:IF" S$="N"lHEN 2000 
1980 SELECT PRINT 215 
1990 GO TO 2010 
2000 SELECT P2 
2010 PRINT HEX<030El;" MATH ";B~ 
2020 PRINT ,,-------------------------------

2030 PRINT 
2040 FOR K=1 TO 4 
2050 READ N~ 
2060 PRINT HEX(OE); 
2070 PRINT" -------------

2eBO LEl R=R+l 
2090 IF C<K,R)=O THEN 2150 

"; Nt 

2100 PRINT "IN LEVEL ";R;"YOU GOT ";CCf( ,R); "OUT or 10." 
2110 IF R=l THEN 2130 
2120 PRINT "IT rOOK YOU ";O{K,RH1;" rr,IES TO GET TO TH1S LEVEL. 

2130 PRINT "--

2140 GOTO 2090 
2150 PRJNT "NO 
2160 PRINT" 

2170 pra NT 
2180 LET R=O 

----------- ,-_-._--------_ .. _------ ._----------

PROBLEMS WFRE DONE IN " ;N~;" LlVEL ";R;"." 

2190 NEXT )(:SELECT P:SF.I ECT PRINT 005 
2200 DATA "AOOTTtoN","SUBTRACTJON"."MULTIPLICATION","- NUMBERS" 

~ 
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BY HARRY SAAL 

Commodore 1 PET is Q [actory-assembled 
personal computer based on a 6502 
microprocessor. The origiruzl PET, model 
2001·8, is a $795 system that includes a 
keyboard, cassette tape unit, built-in TV 
screen, some graphics, upper and lower 
case, extended 8K BASIC, and 8K o[ 
user memory. 

SPOT is devoted to the host 0/ applica
tioffS - routine and wild- which PET 
wen have found for their machines, as 
well as to the nitty-gritty of repoin and 
modifications. In other words, almost 
anything relating to the PET is fit 
material [or this column. Just send Harry 
your questiom. ideos, and tapes c/o PCC. 
He'll give eQCh of them his careful atten
tion. - LB 

HEARD AROUND THE QUA YSIOE 

Conunodore has gotten into substantial 
production of the new PET systems. 
Both 16- and 32K PETs are easily avail· 
able. Disks and printers are harder to 
fmd, but it's getting easier every day, 
I was pleasantly surprised to fmd that the 
User Manual has been updated for the 
new machines and included with them. 
Remember the traditional one-year delay 
in getting the manuals?! The Commodore 
Newsletter has been revamped, and Issue 
3 is leagues ahead of the previous issues, 
though still far too heavy on "advertis
ing" of Commodore products and too 
light on good technical info. 

The Commodore product line keeps 
changing, along with the prices. The 
2001·32 computer now costs $1295, 
up from $1195. The 2040 dual-disk 
drive went up from $1095 to $1295, 
and the single-disk wtit, the 2041, was 
withdrawn, as predicted by this column 
last issue. In its place, Commodore is 
offering a single-drive version of the 
2040, called the 2040·A, for $895, 
which shares the sophistication of the 
dual-drive version. A much wiser plan! 
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Meanwhile, the low-cost 2021 electro· 
sensitive printer has been withdrawn. 
The two versions of the matrix printer 
are ready, but the specs have changed . 
Both run at the same speed, and not 
bidirectionally, as previously stated. The 
2022 differs in offering a tractor-type 
paper feed. 

Commodore promises to deliver new 
ROMs with the fIxed BASIC for the 8K 
PETs sometime this summer, for about 
$50. Hurry up, CBM! Dealers are quoting 
good discounts on the 8K PET, making it 
an even better bargain than before. 

BASIC PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT 

I think this is one of the best products 
to come along in a while for the PET. 
Since I am one of the originators and 
developers of the BASIC Programmer's 
Toolkit, I may be prejudiced , but let me 
describe it to you. Then make your own 
eva1uation. 

The Toolkit is a collection of machine 
language fumware aids designed to 
enhance the development, debugging 
and polishing of BASIC programs for the 
PET. The Toolkit comes in the form of 
additional ROM storage, aVOiding any 
need to load tapes or give up valuable 
RAM storage. For the 8K PET, the Tool· 
Idt is mounted on a special printed circuit 
board with edge connectors and attaches 
to the memory expansion port on the 
right-hand side of the PET. The 16- and 
32K PET versions simply plug into a 
spare socket conveniently located inside 
the new PETs. 

The BASIC Programmer's Toolkit adds 
powerful commands to the vocabulary 
of the PET: AUTO, DELETE, FIND, 
HElJ', TRACE, STEP, OFF, RENUM· 
BER, APPEND, DUMP, UNLIST. 

When you type AUTO, for instance, 
the PET ftarts prompting you with line 
numbers, evenly spaced for you to enter 
lines. DELETE is like LIST in that it 
specifies a range of lines easily-except 
that it removes these lines from your pro
gram in one quick step, instead of typing 
line number after line number laborious
ly. FIND also resembles LIST, except 
it will list only selected lines which con
tain some set of characters you specify. 
Thus with one command you can find 
all references to the variable "W9", 
for example. 

HELP is a command useful in debugging 
programs. Whenever you get an error 
message from BASIC, type HElP, and 
the system will automatically list the 
line that BASIC quit on and highlight 
(in reverse video) the erroneous portion. 
You can also TRACE a program or single 
STEP It. After you type one of these 
commands, the Toolkit displays the last 
six line numbers executed by your pro
gram in a reverse video window in the 
upper right·hand comer of the screen, 
scrolling them up as you proceed in 
your program. STEP is like TRACE 
except that only one statement is execu-

ted until you press the SHIFT key to 
cause it to advance to the next. OFF 
removes you from TRACE or STEP 
mode . 

RENUMBER will do just that - assign 
new line numbers to all your statements, 
starting with any value, using even in
crements you specify and adjusting 
all references in the process. Done entire· 
ly in machine language, it handles line 
numbers which grow or shrink and is 
great when you're trying to add more 
lines to an existing program. APPEND 
resembles LOAD and has the same basic 
syntax; however, it does not erase the 
current program. Rather, it adds the prog· 
gram found on tape immediately after 
the last statement currently in memory, 
thus enabling you to keep a library of 
subroutines on tape , incorporating them 
as required. The tapes are standard pro
grams saved using the PET's SAVE 
command , rather than some exotic 
ASCII tapes required by other published 
methods. 

DUMP displays the names and values of 
variables in an executing BASIC pro
gram. It's useful for understanding how 
someone else's program works or deter
mining what caused a particular problem 
without having to scan every statement 
of text. Finally, UNLIST is used to make 
a version of a program that will not LIST 
on the screen - a handy thing to have in 
situations where the answers to test 
questions, secret words, etc. are buried 
in DATA statements, thus giving away 
answers to someone who can read BASIC. 
The resulting program can be saved on 
tape as usual, and run on any standard 
PET, even without the Toolkit installed. 

I'm pretty proud of the BASIC Program
mer's Toolkit. Check with your local 
dealer to see if he or she has it in stock 
yet, or order directly from the Palo Alto 
IC's (a subsidiary of Nestar Systems, 

Inc.) , 810 Garland Drive , Palo Alto, CA 
94303. The cost is $75 for the 8K version 
and only S50 for the 16· or 32K vers.ion, 
including documentation. Be sure to 
include 6J.S.% sales tax in California and 
$2.50 for shipping and handling. 

REVIEW: CURSOR MAGAZ INE 

Cunor Magazine , published by Ron 
Jeffries, P.O. Box 550, Goleta, CA 
93017, produces a fine set of PET pro
grams every month. Spot offers a regular 
review of this cassette "magazine." 

The March 1979 issue is good, although 
not one of the "stellar" issues. The Cover 
leads off with a neat graphics demo, 
showing a pattern which weaves over and 
under as it builds on the screen. The next 
program is Revers;, a computerized ver· 
sion of the popular Othello game. The 
instructions are well presented, but 
similar versions of this intriguing game 
are around already. Dbook, a datebook 
program, is very useful. It lets you keep 
lists of things to do or people to call, 
in an organized fashion. This program 
alone pays for the March issue. 

Space is just one more version of the 
shoot·em·down game where you have to 
line up a target in your sights and flre 
though, in the Cunor tradition, it is 
better than others around. Maze is 
the program of the month for killing 
time; it is fun and uses superb graphics 
in a game where you have to search your 
way through an invisible maze (drawn 
on the screen as you explore it), looking 
for hidden treasure. This program is a 
good example of using the PET graphics 
and keyboard in a game situation. 

Add is quite a practical educational 
program for reviewing addition skills. 
It prompts the student systematically, 
from right to left, for column sums, 
carries, etc., leading you by the hand 
(keyboard?) to correct solutions at 
various levels. This is much better than 
anything like it I've seen. Finally, X 
is a "shell" program, used by Cunor 
to systematize its instruction presenta
tion, input routines, etc. Anyone submit· 
ting a program is requested to use X 
as the standard model. 

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS 

Anotter bargain! The very popular 
book from Osborne and Associates, 
Some Common BASIC Programs, has 
been put on tape. All 76 programs 
for $10 ... already converted to run on 
the PET. The book itself is available 
for $8.50. Contact your local dealer , or 
Osborne and ASSOCiates, 630 Bancroft 
Way, Berkeiey, CA 94710. 

CALL FOR TAPES! 

As mentioned before, this column will 
not review programs without having 
seen them run. So if you have something 
worthwhile , either for free or sale, 
don't send a printed new product an· 
nouncement. That won't get in 
SPOT ... Send cassettes. 0 
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Reviews 
TRS-80 TRON (a series) 

Tltis review covers issues #10 and # 11 
of CLOAD, the RENUM program avail· 
able from Radio Shack, and a publication 
called TRS·80 Computing. 

CLOAD is a magnet ic tape magazine 
published monthly on cassette. The 
price is $36 annually, or you can pur
chase a single copy for $3.50 (add sales 
tax in California). The address is: 

CLOAD,P.O. Box 1267 
Goleta, CA 93017 

CLOAD #10 has six programs listed on 
the tape: CLOAD cover, States Quiz, 
Reaction Test, Sketch , 4 Color, and Juke 
Box. A different format has been used for 
the cover program this issue. Inside a 
frame , the words "HUNGRY BUG" 
are printed and a bug (spot) bounces 
around until all the words are eaten. 

There are two great programs that fall 
into the CAl (Computer Assisted Instruc
tion) category, the States Quiz and 4 
Color. The States Quiz, which can be 
used in the classroom, outlines the 48 
contiguous states; Alaska and Hawaii 
also randomly appear. You can select 
how you wish to be tested:"state, capital, 
postal abbreviation, or any combina
tion of the three. You can select either a 
random or alphabetical presentation of 
the test. A spot appears on the screen 
and flashes in the location of a state. 

4 Color checks out your analytical 
prowess. A large square map with random 
subdivisions is printed on your screen. 
You are given four colors, and you must 
Bll in the map without the same color 
touching at the sides or comers. There 
are three levels of difficulty and, as 
far as I can detennine, only one minor 
glitch. If you use the color blue in the 
two lower righthand blocks, the program 
accepts the error. Tltis doesn't occur in 
any other section. 
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Sketch is similar to the Sketch-o-Graph 
toys you fmd in department stores. It 
allows you to sketch a line the length of 
your monitor screen with one command. 
This program is excellent fo r youngsters. 

Reaction Test flashes a counter on the 
screen using random locations and times. 
When you see the counter, you hit the 
space bar. It could be a wonderful party 
gimmick to test out the reflexes of one · 
too-many-for-the-road guests. 

Wrapping up this issue is Juke Box. By 
placing an AM radio near your keyboard, 
you have a choice of six tunes. Don't 
expect it to sound like your stereo, 
but it does show that computers can 
soothe the savage beast. 

CLOAD #11 has only four programs. 
They are: a cover of random rectangular 
designs; Speedway, in which you race a 
spot (car) around a track; Nym, where the 
player to take the last stone wins; and the 
main program, an ESP test. Speedway 
can be easily defeated by running the 
spot (car) past the starting point two 
times . Nym is the same as the prolifera
tion of NIM games seen in many com
puter publications. The ESP program 
tests for precognition, c1aiIvoyance, tele· 
pathy, retrogression, and telekenesis. 
nus is not a game but is patterned on the 
tests given at Duke University. A deck 

of special cards is used showing circles, 
stars, plus signs, boxes, and waves. If 
you are interested in ESP and determin
ing your PSI powers, this is the program 
for you. 

RENUM is a program distributed by all 
Radio Shack Stores. It costs $9.9S and 
consists of four cassettes. It is basically 
the same as ones sold by other software 
houses, but a better buy. It is machine 
language and can be used with any TRS· 
80 Level II unit and with TRSDOS 
systems. You can load it before or after 
a Level II program is in your machine . 
It is an excellent method for expanding 
or compressing line nunlbers, "cleaning 
up" a program by converting to unifornl 
line number increments, or adapting 
existing subroutine line numbers to suit 
the particular routine you plan to type in. 
The accompanying instructions are com
prehensive and easy to read. This is an 
excellent program to have in your tape 
library. 

TRS·80 Computing: This excellent publi· 
cation is issued by the Computer Infor· 
mation Exchange, Inc., P.O. Box ISS,San 
Luis Rey, CA 9206S. It costs $1.50 an 
issue, or $1 S for 12 issues. It is loaded 
with features pertaining to Level I and II 
BASIC, DOS, Disk BASIC; as well as 
hardware modifications; and common 
TRS-SO problems and their solutions. 
You'll also fmd such hints as how to 
modify your system for lowercase or 
how to run a cassette independently of 
the CPU while listening to programs 
being loaded or saved. Your SIS is for 
12 issues-not one year-and herein lies 
the major problem with TRS-BO Com
puting. Since August 1978, only three 
issues have been published. All are great, 
with much information not found else
where. If you don't mind being patient 
for your next issue, this is a top-rated 
publication. 

Reviewed by Joseph F. Fouke 
EI Granada, California 

TINY PASCAL 
SuperSoft 
P.O. Box 1628 
Champaign,lL 61820 
$40 

I was very interested in the article "2 
Recursive Functions (Subroutines) in 
"BASIC" in issue 3S of RC, since I had 
recently purchased Tiny PASCAL from 
SuperSoft for my Northstar Horizon· I. 

I have only had the Tiny PASCAL 
software for about two weeks but it 
appears to be as excellent as the Arian 
software package , also purchased from 
SuperSoft. Since I had no prior ex· 
perience with PASCAL, I found it neces
sary to purchase a text on PASCAL to 
fully understand some of the structures. 
The documentation is adequate but I 
did do some headscratching when the 
compiler was generating P-codes faster 
than it was reading the source and wiped 
out the source. The solution was to move 
the source fLle a few blocks further up in 
memory. 

The PASCAL software comes with the 
source flies for the editor, compiler and 
translator, which are all written in Tiny 
PASCAL. You also get a copy of the 
assembly language source of the run
time library. This is to allow you to 
expand on your version of Tiny PASCAl. 
Some of the features of Tiny PASCAL 
are: 

e An excellent editor 
e Integer, hex and single character string 

constants 
• 16·bit integer variables 
• One·dimensional integer arrays 
e Machine language subroutine calls and 

an array called MEM [IJ, where I:: 0 
to 6SK (if you have 65K of memory), 
that can be used to read to and from 
memory 

• Variable and procedUre names of any 
length (the first S characters are sig. 
nificant) 

• Multi-line statements 
CASE / OF / ELSE 
IF / THEN / ELSE 
WHILE / DO 

FUNC 
INEQUALITIES 
+ /- / OR / • / DIV / MOD / AND / 
SHL I SHR and more 

The software for Tiny PASCAL was 
written by Kin-Man Chung and Herbert 
Yuen. The first of a three.part article 
about an early version of the software 
and how it was written in Northstar 
BASIC appeared in the September '78 
issue of BYTE. 

The software should be easy to patch into 
other soao/zso systems. All of the soft· 
ware and programs use the run-lime 
library which calls the Northstar 1/0 
(no disk) routines. You could probably 
even get Tiny PASCAL to fUn on a TRS
SO, though why anyone would want to 
take the time to run anything on a TRS-
80 is beyond me. The Tiny PASCAL is 
provided on a floppy along with a user's 
guide. The source versions are on disk , so 
if you want to try and implement the 
software on another system you will need 
a friend with a Northstar system. 

REPEAT I UNTIL Reviewed by Richard Blessing 
FOR I TO I DOWNTO I DO Fletcher, North Carolina ---- ------
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STARTING A SMALL BUSINESS 
By Shiv Gupta & Ray Hamman 
Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 
$4.50. 

It started with an invitation from Hum· 
boldt State University in Arcata, Cali
fornia, to participate in a competition 
using a computerized business manage· 
ment simulation. It looked like fun
eight weeks of decisions phoned to the 
college, with results returned by mail, 
and then a weekend on campus for head
on competition with other teams. 

We found the money, and the team I 
advised at San Carlos High joined what 
we thought would be a large number of 
schools. Disappointingly, only seven 
schools participated: two community 
colleges, which fielded two teams apiece, 
plus five high schools. 

The simulation, Starting a Small Business, 
by Shiv Gupta and Ray Hamman, is 
published by Prentice Hall. The players' 
manual includes a complete description 
of the product (popcorn with Pizzaz); 
the marketplace (basketball games in a 
community that draws from 360,000 
people); the competition (everyone else 
selling this new product); and other back
ground information. The computer pro
gram provided by the publisher is written 
in standard FORTRAN. and comes in 
a source deck of punch cards (if anyone 
has redone this program in BASIC, please 
write us, or send a listing). 

The objective is to develop sound deci
sion-making skills as the students try to 
accumulate more profits than their 
competitors. Teams are encouraged to 
appoint a president, advertising manager, 
merchandising manager, quality control 
manager, and production manager. You 
also have to set down a decision.making 
model, objectives, and st rategies (we 
were wisely required to submit these 
in writing). For each round of the com
petition, each team made these decisions: 

I. Advertising allocation - how much and 
how to divide the ad budget between 
newspaper and radio. 

2. Price 
3. Product quality characteristics, i.e., 

how much salt and butter. 
4. Expansion-yes or no. If yes, how 

much to expand existing facilities 
to make the plant more efficient. 
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The computer program includes "events" 
that mayor may not happen under the 
control of the organizers. The program 
also allows the organizers to make other 
changes to vary the game to local condi· 
tions. The computer is used only to 
crunch the numbers. The teams never 
interact directly with it. 

The San Carlos High team consisted of 
three of my accounting students plus 
the student-body president, who had 
recently won an economics prize. 

During the pJay-by-mail rounds, the 
competition was reduced to a bitter price 
war, with advertising and quality taking 
on less importance as the game wore on. 
We did enjoy a growing market and a 
spurt of good luck when competing 
potato chip plants were closed by a 
labor strike, substantially increasing de· 
mand for our products. My team learned 
a lot from this first round by careful 
analysis of the results of our competi
tors (I will not reveal our discoveries). 
We looked forward to the "real" competi
tion at Humboldt State, knowing that 
we had all the answers! 

We arrived in Arcata, California, after a 
six -hour drive from the Bay Area (some 
teams traveled eight-ten hours) to be 
told that a new element had been added 
to the game - a flXed cost variable that 
penalized teams who expanded produc
tion unnecessarily. We were also advised 
that the simulation would restart with 
new variables. 

After a thorough explanation of the new 
elements, round one commenced Friday 
night. Teams had 45 minutes to make 
their first decision. Results were returned 
Saturday morning, and a new decision 
was made every 60 minutes all dtty long. 
Teams had only 25 minutes to make a 
decision after receiving the printout 
from the previous round. Tension, 
excitement, exhaustion. It was something 
to watch (advisers watched). Saturday 
night was a night off (everyone was 
wiped), with three final rounds played 
Sunday morning. The concluding event 
was a banquet. Awards were given to 
the best teams overall, based on both 
accumulated assets and decision-making 
skills, as determined by an impressive 
group of community business leaders 
and teachers who observed each team 
in action. 

It was a great experience. I would encour· 
age others to try the simulation within a 
class, school·wide, or inter-school (as 
we did). High school students were able 
to handle the activity well, and the com
munity college teams, most of whom 
were adults over 25, seemed challenged. 
What follows are some thoughts that may 
help you. 

• Playing in two rounds, one with 
standard costs, one with a flXed cost 
variable, was a good ploy and gave 
players a chance to learn the game and 
then apply that learning to a more 
difficult model. 

• It would be nice for more random 
events to take place. 

• Some teams ftnanced their trip through 
Future Business Leaders of America 
(FBLA) groups; some through local 
industry sponsors; some kids just paid 
their own way and some used special 
project funds. 

• Students were selected from account· 
ing classes, intro to business classes, 
FBLA members, math classes or at 
random. They all did well. 

In case you are wondering, my student 
team lost-lost miserably due to some 
hideous decision-making and a bad tum 
of events! 

Reviewed by leRoy Finkel 
Menlo Park, California 

.... 

/' 

AGFA PREMIUM TAPES 
Computer Way 
P.O. Box 7006 
Madison. WI 53707 

The Microcomputer Resource Center in 
Madison, Wisconsin, has gone through 
almost 1,000 cassette tapes, testing al· 
most all brands and types. We have 
found one tape to be far superior to 
others for use with personal computers: 
AGFA Premium. 

Be careful of companies advertising 
AGFA tapes; there are several differ
ent grades. AGF A Premium is the best. 
Just as important as the tape is the cas
sette housing. Make sure that it is top 
quality, screw· type, with steel pins, 
flanged rollers, and hard window. AG FA 
Premium, in the highest quality cassette 
housing, is available from Computer Way 
(see address above). After having pro
blems with other tapes, our Center has 
transfered most of its programs and data 
onto Computer Way cassettes. Prices 
for AGFA Premium C·IO cassettes are: 

25 at 51.00 each (total 525); 50 at S.96 
each (total 548); 100 at 5.85 each (tota1 
585); 200 at 5.80 each (total SI60); 400 
at $.75 each (total $3(0). 

Approved computer clubs receive a JO 
percent discount on orders of 200 or 
more. Shipping and quick delivery any· 
where in the US is included, but boxes 
are extra. Order directly from Computer 
Way. 

Reviewed by the PET Gazelfe 
Madison, Wisconsin 

PRACTICAL COMPUTING 
Which Computer? Ltd. 
2 Duncan Terrace 
London, NI I BJ 
Single copy: SOp. Annual subscriptions: 
UK, £6; overseas, £12 (including airmail 
postage). 

This new magazine from the UK is slick, 
straightforward, and highly readable. Its 
publisher says that Practical Computing is 
written for hobbyists, educators, and 
small bus.iness users. "We review equip
ment, suppliers, software, and applica· 
tions." 

Judging by the sample issue (November) 
we received, that's a pretty fair descrip
tion. And true to the name, the approach 
is practical. A comprehensive, three-page 
review of the TRS-80 leads off the fea· 
ture section; at the end of the piece, the 
pluses and minuses noted in the article 
are summarized in an easy·to-read box. 

That issue also includes a buyers' guide 
to home computers, covering just about 
every small machine available in the UK; 
a "teach ·yourself -programming" article, 
which is one in a series of exce rpts from 
Donald Alcock's excellent book,IIIU!lrat
ing BASIC; a report on how PETs can be 
used in the classroom; and an article, 
including a listing, on programming 
Mastermind. 

The November "Computabits" column is 
a grab bag of everything from Kim 
applications to a discussion of structured 
programming. "A Practical Glossary," 
which is a regular department. concludes 
the issue; this particular Jist runs the 
terminological gamut from C to D, 
defming 27 words falling between "core" 
and "down-time." 

The personal computing movement in 
Britain is several years behind that of the 
U.S., and Practical Computing reflects 
this stage of development. However, some 
of the more technically sophisticated 
U.S. periodicals would do well to imitate 
Practical Computing in matters of style. 
PC's writing is tight, well organized, clear 
-and nearly jargon-free. This makes it a 
publication that can be understood, at 
least in part, by the computer novice who 
has just purchased his or her first 
machine. As an editor, I fmd this 
magazine a first· rate product. 0 

Reviewed by Louise Burton. 
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Hardware 
TRS-BO Printer. Radio Sh8(:k has 
introduced. printer for Ihe TRS
SO system. The new TAS-aO 
Quick Printer II produces hard· 
copy output on 2·318" wide 
aluminum-coated paper, in bOlh 
upper- end lowen::ase chllr8Cters. 
It alia prints double'II!, and 
double -splICed characters to allow 
for sPIICial effeo::ts such 8S print
ing headings. Automatic "wrap
around" prevents data loss when 
the IIKt exceed. the maximum 
line langth, according to Redic 
ShtICk. The pr;l'l!e' il software 
sel8(;lebie for 16 or 32 char
acters per line and produces 
120 lines per minute, 64 chartlC
ters per 5eCond. 

Allhoultl designed for use with 
Ltvel II TRS·SO 'VSUlms, the 
printer il laid to be u$IIble with 
other COfflputel'$, 100. The R&dio 
Shack TAS ·SO Quic:k Printer II 
is priced 81 $219. It', available 
'rom Aed,a Shack Computer 
Center. end participating Radio 
Shack nores and dealars nation
wide. 

TAS-80 Oala Enhancar. A data 
enhancer that the manufacturer 
claims "eliminates 99% of all 
cassette loading problems" on the 
TRS-80 has bElen introduced bv 
Microsene Co. of Sunnyvale, CA. 
Designed for either Level I or II, 
the data enhancer cleans up and 
reconstitutes poor Quality cassette 
signals so that cassettes will load 
reliablv with a votume setting of 
4 to 10 on the recorder. S ince 
the enhancer "'Quires no modifi
cation of the complJter or reo 
corder, the Radio Shack warranty 
is not viotated. Data Enhancer. 
model DE·80. is available for 
$45 prepaid (check. money order. 
VISA. Master Chargel from M,cro· 
set,.. Co., 777 Palomar Ave., 
Sunnvvale, CA 94086. 

speed floppy disk and Sl00 
elepansion chassis all in on.. 
According to the manufacturer, 
CGRS Microtech. the SI00 ex· 
pansion will hold all the eletra 
I/O and memory a PET user could 
want: printer. telephone inter· 
face, modem, and even voice lID 
cards. The flOPpv disk is availabte 
with up to 3 minifloppy disk 
drives (tOlal capacity, 80 KBI 
or UP to 4 full-size disk drives 
/total capacity. 1 MB). Systems 
stan al $799.95. For complete 
details, wrile: CGRS MicrOlech. 
P.O. BOle 36B. Southampton. PA 
18966. {2151 757-0284 . 

Apple Pen. A li!f1t pen for the 
Apple II cornpIJter is now avail
able from Programma Intema
tionel in Los Angeles. This lOON
COlt, simple-to·install light pen 
has II number of applications, 
such as bar graphs, chans, 8I'1d 
games. It comes with three cas
letta programs which demonslrete 
iu USM III wen as providing aid in 
developing BASIC programs to 
drive the pen. The IInti", pachge 
- light pen, software. lind operet
ing manual- is pric&d at $34.95. 
For further information, contact 
Programma International, Inc., 
3400 Wilshire Blvd., Los An
geles, CA 900 10. (213) 384·0579. 

PET RAM Adapter. This 2114 
RAM adapter for Ihe PET com
puter makes it possible to replace 
twO 6550 RAMS with 2114 . 
type RAMS without Ihe addition 
of a decoder-and at leu than 
half Ihe usu31 cost. A$$embled 
RAM Adapter (tess 21141 .1 
$6 (plus 20 t pmtag&); RAM 
adapter PC board {drilled, in
nructionsl, $2; decoder PC board 
(drilled, inltructions), $2: instruc· 
tions only (schemUic of both PC 
boards), $ 1. Califomia residents 
add 6% sales laK. Enclose self· 
addre$Sed. stamped envelope with 

Commodore all inquiries. For further inlorma-
PET's memory capacity can be 
eKpande-d with PED ISK, a high· 

tion, write: Don Henderson. P.O . 
BOK 664, Westminster. CA 92683. 
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Software 
Apple Softwlre Directory . More 
than 700 programs for the Apple 
computer are listed in this direc· 
tOry from WIDL Video 01 Chica· 
go. Listings include description, 
memory requirements, price, 
lormat, and soun;:e. Volume I of 
the direc tory covers business and 
utility programs; Volume 2, 
games lind entertainment pro
grams. Each costs $4.95 and is 
available at many Apple dealers 
or postpaid from WIDL Video, 
5325 N. Lincoln, Chicago, IL 
60625. (312) 271·4629. 

P~ple's Softwlre for TRS·80. 
There's good news for TRS-80 
users interested in lop·nOlcl"l pro
grams at bargain prices. For 
$7.50 you can pun;:hase 77 pub
lic domain programs on one cas· 
selte tape. Th is tape, People's 
Software, is a product of Com
puter Information Exchange 
(CIE), a nonprolit organization 
dediceted to the inlKpensive shar· 
ing 01 programs {along the lines 
of DECUS, an organization lor 
DEC users!. CIE emphasizM that 
People's Soltware was not 
brought out 10 compete with 
commen;:ial software. In lact, 
CIE encourages TRS-80 users to 
market programs. offaring free 
space in lIS TRS-BO Bultetin. 

"Just the same, personal compul' 
ing can be made much more reo 
warding for everyone if users will 
share the fruits 01 their fabor
and if a WIfY can be found to dis· 
tribute them inexpensively, in 
machine readable form," say. 
CIE. The People's Soltware lape 
is available from CIE. BOle 158, 
San Luis Rey, CA 92068. $7.50 
plus sot pOStage. Californl8 rei'· 
dents must add 45t sel" tax. 

PET Programs. PET Software 
Series One is a collection of 25 
programs for the PET computer: 
16 games and 9 general programs. 
All of the programs will run on 
the 8K PET or the new lull . 
keyboard 16K or 32K models. 
Series One COlli $24.95 and is 
available It compIJter 110res or 
direct from ADP Systems, 95 
West 100 South, Logan, Uteh 
84321. (SOl) 752·2770. 

What's in mv Appla? Computer 
Headware of San Francisco hll 
introduced a new version of itJ 
sefl-indeKing Query system, 
WHATSIT ('Wowl How'd All 
That Swff Get In There7"). 
for the Apple II computer. Thalli 
ere aheedy WHATSITs for the 
North Star and CP/M svltams. 
WHATSIT answers typed· in ques
tions by referring to disk data 

thaI it automaticallv stores and 
revises. It has a typical response 
time of 2 to 10 seconds. Appli. 
cations include indeKing invest
ment pOrtfolios, music or hobby 
collections, customer lists, house· 
hold, or professional files. 
WHATSIT squeezes at least 2,000 
entries Onto an Apple disk and 
crou·;ndeKes them automatically . 
For more information. contact 
Computer Headware, P.O. SOle 
14694, San Francisco, CA 94114. 
(4 15) 647·S51S. 

FORTH for Mic"". The FOR TH 
programming language is now e
vailable for 1,1$11 on several micro 
systems, including Appla II , PET. 
SWTPC, Sphere, and the TRS·aO. 
According to Programma Intema· 
tional, whIch did these micro 
versions, FORTH requires only a 
fraction of the memory capacity 
needed bv other languages (just 
6KI and can be placed in ROM 
jf desired. It also runs faster ~e.g., 
4 to 15 times faster than BASIC) 
and tekes about half as much time 
in software development. 

The basic element of FORTH is 
a word. comparebre to a sub
routine, which is drawn Irom 
words already defined in the 
FORTH Svstem'S dictionary 01 
200 words. During programming. 
new words dr8Wll from the vocab
ulary can be user-defined. FORTH 
object code is liupplied on cassene 
with preliminary user's manual 
for $35 plus postage. For com· 
plete informetion, contact Pro· 
gramme Internationel, 3400 Wil
shire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 
90010. (213) 384·0579. 

Craative Computing Tapel. Crea
tive Computing Soltware now 01. 
fers a comprehensive line of pro
grams on 21 tape cassettes and 
two S·inch lIoppy disks. The 
three areas covered are; 1) games 
and recreation. 2) education and 
_If-leaming, and 3) self ·appreis· 
aI. Tapes are available for the 
Apple ll , PET, Exidy Sorcerer, 
Ohio Scientific Challenger l P, 
and the TAS·aO. FIOPPv disks 
run on any CP/M opereting sys-

tem. Each tape has 4 to 7 pro
grams; each disk contains 51 
programs. Most of the tapel 
cost $7.95. For 3 complete 
list, wrill: Creative Comptlting 
Software. P.O. Box 789-M, Mor· 
rillown. NJ 07960. (lOt) 540· 
0445. 

Apple Fun. New programs for 
the Apple II from Sohape include: 
Bombed-a HIRES graphics game 
with fast. detailed animation 
($9.9S); Electronic Index-Card 
File - uses Apple disk for storing 
and retrieving information such as 
telephone numbers, recipes, etc. 
($ 19.95); Appletalker -wi th 16K 
01 memory or more, you can 
give your Apple the power of 
lipeach ($15.95); Music Kaleidos· 
cope-uses input from your 
stereo to creete a color light show 
($9.951;Talking Calculator-trlns· 
forml the Apple II into a til king 
10·digit catculator ~$12.95); Ap
ple·Lis'ner-make your own pro
graml with voice recognition 
{$19.95!. All avail.ble from Sof
IIPB, 10756 Vanowen, North 
Hollywood, CA 91605. 

Text Editor. There's a new 
teKt edilor available lor the TRS 
BO Level II (16K) and Sphere 
6800 systems. Called PIE (Pro
gramma Improved Editor!. It il a 
two-dimenlional cursor-based e· 
ditor with more than 25 com
mands. The program generatel 
cassette tapes compatible with Ihe 
TRS·SO Editorl Assembler. The 
available commands, which per· 
mit the cursor 10 be moved any· 
-M1ere on tha SCffiln, include 
moving forward or backward a 
full page. selrchlng for a string, 
Insening, deleting, backspacing, 
selling tabs, and page scrolling. 
Commands are simple to im· 
plement, each consisting of a 
lingle Charact8r depressed limul· 

taneouslV with the SHIFT key. 
Any command can be preceded 
by a numenc or Siting argument. 

PIE will soon be available for 
PET and Apple II complJters 
11$ well. PIE is sold on cassene 
and diskette lor the TRS·SO 
and Sphere. CaS5lltte version is 
$19.95. For more information , 
contact: Programma International. 
Inc., 3400 Wilshire Slvd. Los 
Ang&leI90010. (213) 384-0579. 

TRs.80 Disk Expansion. With 
Patch Pak #1 1m from Percom 
Data Company. the TRS·SO disk 
eperating system can be upgraded 
10 40· and 77·track mini·disk 
drives. (TASDOS is designed for 
35·track drives.) Percom seys that 
Patch Pak #I also improves the 
TRSDOS by eliminating mOSt of 
the "silent deaths" of a disk drive 
motor and solves the problem 01 
interference from the TRS-80 
"heartbeat" pulse. Two disk 
drives are required to applv 
Patch Pak #I. the TRSDOS 
SYltem disk being insened in one 
drive .,d the Patch Pak mini
disk in the other. 

Patch Pak #I mini·disk is S19.95. 
Percom's toll-f~ ordering num
ber is: 1-800-527·1592. Pay by 

chack, money order, VISA, or 
Master Charge. Texas residents 
must add 5% sales tax. For more 
information, contact Percom Data 
Company • . 211 N. Kirby, Garland. 
TX 75042. (214) 272·3421. 

Users' 
Groups 

East B.y Apples. A new computer 
users' group, ABACUS (Apple 
8ay Area Computer Users Soc· 
iety) meetlthe second Monday of 
each month al the Hayward 
Byte Shop, 1122 S Street, Hay· 
ward CA. Membership is $12 a 
year and includes e monthly 
newsletter. For more Information, 
contact Ed Avelar. president, at 
(4151 5B3·2431; o r David Wil
kerson, secretary, al (415) 482· 
4175. 

M_hu.uI Sorcerers. Com· 
puter Mart of MallllChusetls is set· 
ting up a U5ers' group for Exidy 
Sorcerer ownef"l in the area. For 
more information, contact Bruce 
McGlothlin al Computer Mart. 
1395 Main Street, Waltham, MA 
02154. (617) 8994540. 

North Carolin' HobbViS1S. All 
amateur and hobby computer 
U5ers are invited to attend meet
ings of Ihe Triangle Amateur 
Computer Club {TACC) in Re
search Triangle Perk. North Caro
lina. TACC meets the les l 
Sunday of each month at 2 p.m. 
In the Dreyfus Auditorium at 
Research Triangle Institute. For 
more Information. contact TACC, 
P.O. BOK 17523. Raleigh, NC 
27609. 

Alabamlns for TRS.aO. The 
Central Alabama TRS-80 Com· 
puter Society "i, up end run· 
ning," wrim coordinator Wal., 
Brav. The group meelS the third 
Tuesday of each month II varIous 
location, In Montgomery. For 
mOrl informltion, contact Sray 
at 2073 Rexford Road, Mont· 
gomery, AL 36116. 
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Cnferences 
Holil1ic Education. The Mandala 
Society and the National Qlnter 
for the EKploration of Human 
Potal'ltiel are sponsoring B con
ference in San Diego catled : 
"Mind: Evolution or Revolution? 
Th, Emergence of Holistic Educe
tion." The _k,nd symposium i. 
It Town and Country Convention 
Center, July 6-8; worbhoPl It 
UC San Diego, July 9 -12. 
Speakers inc:lude many nationally 
known therepisU and educatOf$. 
RC Editor Bob Albreeht wilt 
lead 8 workshop on fantasy 
gaming. For more information, 
COl'ltact the Mandala Society, 
P.O. Box 1233, Del Mar, CA 
92014. (114)481-7751. 

SIGPC '79, The first annual con
flrence on A~"n::h and Oevelop
ment In Personal Computing will 
be held August 8-10, 1919, in 
Chicago at the Hyatt R&ger'ICy 
O'Hare. The conference il spon· 
sored by the Association for Com
puting Machinery (ACM) and ill 
Specill Intefll$t Group on Per· 
sonal Computing (SIGPCJ. 

SIGPC '79 will be held during 
Chicago Computer Visualiution 
Week (August 6·10, 1979) along 
with the IEEE Pat tern Recogni· 
tion lind Image Processing Confer· 
ence (PR Ip· 79) and the ACM/ 
S IGGRAPH Conference on Com· 
pute, Graphics lind Interactive 
Techniques (SIGGRAPH '79 1. A 
IlIrge trade s.how of persOt'lal 
computer lind graphics equip· 
ment is planned to lICCompenv 
papers. panels, user group meet· 
ings, workshops, and person·to · 
person poster boothS. For more 
information, contact Mall ine 
Brown, SIGGRAPH '79 Ellpos, 
ition, Hewlett 'Packard, 19400 
Homestead Road, Cupertino. CA 
95014. 

Normun Computer Show. Sep· 
tember 28-30. Hvnes Auditori· 
um, Prudential c.nter, Bonon. 
For more information, see Mareh· 
April RC or contact Northeast 
EIIPositions, BOil 678, Brookline 
Village, MA 02147. (617) 522· 
4467. 

NYSAEDS. The New York SUite 
Asscx;ietion for EduClltional 08111 

Systems wilt hold its annual COt'l· 
ference el the Granit Hotel in 
Karhonksen, N.Y .. OCt. 21·23. 
The conference theme is " Inuruc· 
tional Computing - Herdware/ 
Software/Courseware." For more 
information, contact Mary 
Heagnev, 9201 Shore Road, 
Brooklvn, N.Y. 11209. 1212) 
596·5850. 
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Other 
Gllm" Evaluation. Want to put 
your own program 10 the ultimate 
test? Send it to the Marin Com· 
puter Center , where it will be reo 
viewed bv a "group of hardeol'!!, 
high school computer game ad· 
dicts." Just mark the cassette "for 
review" and mail to the Marin 
Computer Center, Oakview 
School, 70 Skvview Terrace. 
Room 301, San Rafael, CA 
94903. The critics' ratings will be 
tabulated and the results pub· 
lished in Comnuter Cttuettes, 
edited by Robert Elliott Purwr. 
P.O. Box 466. EI Dorado, CA 
95623. For more Information, 
write Purser or cell David Fox It 
the Marin Computer Center: 
(415) 412·2650. 

TRS-80 Survey. A lowercase 
character set is the most common· 
Iy desired change in Ihe TRS.ao. 
accord ing 10 a survey of use rs 
conducted bV the TR5-S0 SuI· 
ferin (pubLished bV the Computer 
InlormSlion Exchange!. Of the 
fint 162 surveys returned to the 
newslette r, exactlv half requested 
lowercase letters, one..quarter 
wanted denser graphics, and 
about one", ighth wanted faster 
CIIS5ettl!'5, numeric pads, and de· 
bounced keyboards. le" than 10 
percent wanted color graphics. 
Surveys went to the newsletter's 
4,500 paid subscribers. The 
editors m&de no suggestions and 
created no categories. Replies 
were totallv up to those taking 
part in tha survey. 

leaderless Cassettl •. TARZAC/ 
Computer Services is now provid· 
ing its C·12 leaderl ess computer 
cassettes nationwide. The cassette 
is a true leaderless, 5-serew dlsign, 
using 3M brand LN recording 
tape. The problem with leadared 
cassettes is thllt leaders don't reo 
cord, and leaden normllllV run 18 
to 24 inches. C·12 leaderless cas· 
settes are $1.95 each Un hard 
storage boll, with labels), plus $1 
s.hipping chaTglt per order. Write: 
TARZAC/Computer Service., Box 
10203, Norfolk , VA 23513. 

Teachers Wanted. The Depart· 
ment of Defenw Dependents 
Schools, serving the chUdren of 
U.S. mi litary and civilian support 
personnel throughout the world, 
are looking for compUter science 
teachers iIfld electronic training 
in$tructors. Thirtv""ght computer 
systems are availabla to the in· 
structional program, with BAS IC 
baing the most commonly used 
language. Requirements: a mini· 
mum of nine semester hours in 
computer science plus sufficient 
coone work to QUalify 81 a 
teacher in another subject. For 
full information, call Mr. Fran· 
cisco o r Ms. Wycoff at (2021 
325.()690, or write for an Imploy· 
!"lent application to: Department 
of Defense, Office of Dependents 
Schools, 2461 Eisenhower Ave· 
nue, Alellandria, VA 22331. 0 

... 

PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE: 
Tape I. tncludCll foU""'in& program.: mortgage calcu1aUon
paymcn13, Dow-Jonas Indu.slrlal forOCut. CMh now, Inventory 
and cban&c. California slate Income tax, Jounual/ledger 18K). 
loan amorltlzailon. perpetual C-.lcndar. blo-rytlun, payroll, diet. 
speed rw.d.II1g. rock, acla ........ , Pllper, leek, &aT Trek III (6K), 
Red Ilaron, mini- trek. 5trlllegy, pilot, bo.Weshlp, "Ct! .. snowy 
F,''t!nlng''' math problems , Q\I<.>en, Slo.r Trek 1. numoor guesslnC. 
... 1',,:«:1 of fortune, Y,orld War l1l>omber. 

PIl\.I 1.e ..... 1 11 tapes have the followl", addlllm.al programs: 
~ raadl:l&, touch tYPInc. lales receipt t4lly. decis ion milker, 
mall addressing, stralghl-I \ne " d.,.,.ble doollnlng depredallon, 
re,'Vlvtng charge account. mll8termlnd. tlc-l/lc-toe, gro.nd prix. 
hlnro, .tate cnpllals,etch sketch. h.nngmnn. 

TAPE 2: 

Fully documented In "Somc Common Basic Programs" lIy 
Lon l'cole " Mary Borchers (OsllOrnc" AIIsoo!a.tea, 630 Ilnncron 
way, Herkeley CA 94710-$7.50 plus s-oe for I,;,P.s. deUI·ery. 
clal! 4th Class Mall), InI·ClIlmenl. future y.uue rcgubr deposita; 
rqular wlthdru ... ls , lnltlal. mlnlmum (Cor wllhdr"wnls). nomlnaJ 
interest, effecth-e " earne<!-lnterCllt: depreelallon rate. amount 
clepl"l!Clailon: SDJvage ..-.Juc: dJ.8Counl comll paper: I""", princi
pal. "CUlar " lasl ~mCl\I, remalnlnc bAlnnoc. term_10M: 
mOr\ill&f! amortl.r.:l.llon: greIltcst (lOmmon denom.: Int.cgcr prime 
factors; polygon area: Irlqle pv'ta: nn:rJysill, operaliOlUl lwo 
vectors: radLanideg .. dolg" rlldlan conversion: coordinate: coord\
naill, potu equation, funct!"... pl~; Ilneu. curvilinear Inter
polalion: Simpson's" trmpeu.ldaI rulea. C:lWlsl;m 'JIla<lraturc 
1nt.cgl'1ltion: derivative. 
!:>1d~ 2: 

C...,lLduUc equation, polynomllll (I'UWlonl " hnlf- lnteTV;l.!_sea,·ch 
root~: trig polynomllll: sLmu!lanOOUl:l cqunllons; Ilncnr program
rnln&: malrUi: IlIIdltlon, Hul>ir4(:tion scnlar multLpllcallon. multL_ 
plloallon , Inve .... lon: permutllliona " oomllin:l.t1ons: ~,;mn-1'.1'I\l1c}' 
I,; \est; mea.n, variance, SI4l\dnrd !le1'I"tion: geometriC mean " 
dcvtAUon: binomial, P~on. normlll, Chi- square d1l.ltrlbullon; 
Chl-sQ .. student' s T-d1strlbullon teat; ~·-dlstrtbu.tlon: line .... 00r
",'-1\011 coeffiCient: linear, muiliple-Ilncllr, z,,'th order. geomct
flo, e:ocponf!ntal regression: Iysto:m ",liability: future prolcctloas: 
.'edcral wtthholdtnc 1axe&: tax: depreciation schedulc: chcck ... ·rlter; 
recipe _I: map chook: day of wed<: days between two date~: 
Anglo to m(!lrlc: IIlph"bl'ti:r.,·. 
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PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE: 
77-program tape $7.50 
~ TRS-80 owners don ' t have to shell Ollt a blmdle 
of ~ey !2! work hard to get a ~ assortment 
of programs for Ule world' s most popular computer, 

People's Software gives you up to 77 public-domain 
programs on one cassette tape, just $7,50 plus SOt! 
postage and handling (CA residents add 45e ta,,,
FOREIGN orders must be paid in U.S, funds; postage 
Is $1 per tape, via air) , 

Nonprofit Computer Information Exchange has been 
concerned about how public domain software can be 
easHy made available to the public, 

Any:one with !. library Q! computer ~azines can 
IDboard-in !. wealth of software, at no more cost than 
the user' s time and frustration , ClE's expcrience has 
been about 150 hours for the 77- program Tape 2, As
suming Ulat $1 of the $7,50 sclling price of the soft
ware is medium cost (the tape;) , a person dOing the 
job himself will be saving 4.33 cents per programming 
hour. Tape I, even though it contains fewer prcr 
grams , half of which came from the San Diego TUG 
(user group) , required many more hours prep.1ration, 

People's software was not brought out to coml>cte 
wiUl commercial software, CIE encourag(:!j 'fHS-80 
~ to market P!:Qgl~. TIle nonprofit org1mization 
gives free space in 'fBS-SO Bulletin, as well as offering 
low-cost Bulletin ads. Good commercial SOftWUl'C is 
the foundation of our '1'118-S0 computing. starting with 
TH8-80 's Micro Soft Level II Basic nOMs. 

With introduction ""O'fPcople's Sofhva.!'e , personal 
computing can be made much more rewarding fol' 
everyone, since users can share the fruits of Uleir 
labor- and this can be inexpensively distributed, in 
machine-readable form (no $O,0433- per-hour keyboard
ing!) . 

Digital Equipment Corp (DEC) computer users, by 
joining DEC US, have been able to share programs in
expcnsively, Kow nadio Shack uscrs have People's 
Software, 

r------- computer information exchange, inc. _______ , 
I box 158 san luis rey ca 92068 I 
II TRS-80 COMPUTrnG, $15/12 issues; SI 8us Can.'lda Mexico' II 

other foreigns $28us, via air , " 
I TRS-80 BULLETlli, free (automatic with above), US only , I 
I PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE.: $7 , 50us plus 501'.' postage (Foreign: $lus , I 
I ( ) mwer Canada & Mexico [50t!US]); CA buyers add 45': tax I 
I Tape , .• , . , • Level I ( ), . .• , . Level II ( ) jiiijj!iI I 
I ( ) Tape 2, "Common Basic Programs" ~ I 
I Make checks payable COMPUTER INFOR MATION EXCHANGE I 
I Charge my VISA ( ), l\1astcrCha.rgc ( ) It' I 
I (signed), expires I 
I I 
I name I 
I I I street address I 
I City. state. zip I 
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